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Hospital 
roof leak 
moves 
patients 
By JEFF NAGEL 
NEW LEAKS in the hospi- 
tal's roof have forced offi- 
cials there to move pa- 
tients and order repairs. 
The water problems 
came after a wetter-than- 
normal June. 
"We've had to tempor- 
arily move some rooms 
and patient beds," said 
Northern Health Authority 
spokesman Cholly Boland, 
adding four patients have 
been shifted. 
"We still have the 
same number of beds - 
just fewer 
...... . . . . . .  p r ivate  
rooms at 
t h e 
..... i: moment," 
:~i?::i~,::i:! :i: he said. 
~!~i~!!~  :::: 
:!!i';:,i!i:::~ :::~:.: R e p a i r s 
: ~i!iiT:~i~i' ::iC.~i were un- 
last week 
Cho l ly  on a sig- 
Bo land  ni fic a nt 
section of 
roof, Boland said. 
"We're basically in the 
process of replacing the 
roof," he said. 
The process is compli- 
cated because the hospital 
has been built in three dis- 
tinct sections. Its old, flat 
roof has a long history of 
water problems. 
The complexity of the 
structure and past repairs 
mean water dripping into 
strategically placed buck- 
ets isn't necessarily pene- 
trating the roof directly 
above, Boland explained. 
"The roof's been pat- 
ched and patched and 
patched," Boland said. 
"It's virtually impossible 
to locate a single leak." 
Officials weren't yet 
able to predict he cost or 
scope of the repairs. 
il Sikh camp 
DRUM SOLO: Nearly 50 students participated in a week-long camp at the Gurdwara Sahib Miri-Piri 
Khalsa Darbar temple on Walsh Avenue. Students learned about Sikh history, the Punjabi language, 
religious music called Kirtan and reading hymns called Gurbani. JESStE GIES PHOTO 
Firefighters won't do as 
much paramedic duty 
wasted minutes could be costly. 
He's calling for the reductions to 
the service to come in "baby steps". 
That includes no lift assist - 
where ambulance personnel need 
help lifting a patient into an ambu- 
lance - no response if an ambulance 
is already en route, using volunteers 
as often as possible, using the fire 
chief and use of a year-round on-call 
person. 
"They have chosen to make these 
major cuts to the first responder pro- 
gram despite being presented all the 
information," he said. 
But the city doesn't have enough 
money to pay for the two vacant po- 
sitions and the fire department eeds 
to absorb the effects of those cuts 
somewhere, Peele said. 
Several other city departments, 
including the RCMP, have had to 
absorb job freezes or cuts in recent 
years. 
Stella argues the first responder 
program runs at no extra cost to the 
city because firefighters are paid the 
same salary regardless of the amount 
Cuts to fire hall trigger gutting of first responder program 
By SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN That cut was expected to put Stella says in those types of cases 
extra pressure on the remaining fire- 
fighters, prompting the city to order 
the first responder program reduction. 
Peele estimates 40 per cent of the 
fire department's calls are first re- 
spender calls. 
"If they are experiencing burn-out 
from the multitude of calls; 40 per 
cent of their calls could be elimina: 
ted," Peele said, . . . . . . .  
Stella disputes that estimate, say- 
ing most of the first responder calls 
are answered by firefighters on shift 
or volunteers. 
"It's peanuts,,' he said. "The ma- 
jority of our callbacks are fires and 
fire alarms." 
Firefighters have been told they 
can no longer go on first responder 
calls unless it is for a cardiac arrest, 
if someone has stopped breathing or 
if the ambulance will be delayed, 
Stella says that criteria is too am- 
biguous because sometimes the dis- 
patcher may not always know the 
exact nature of the call.. 
"I've personally only been noti- 
fied maybe two or three times when 
A CITY move to slash how often the 
fire department responds to medical 
emergencies could put local lives at 
risk, firefighters warn. 
"We're playing Russian roulette 
with the taxpayers here," says Law- 
rence Stella, president of the Ter- 
race Firefighters Association local 
2685. 
The first responder program was 
originally started to bridge the gap if 
an ambulance was delayed respond- 
ing to a call. 
City officials say first responders 
will still be called out to cardiac ar- 
rests and life.threatening emergen- 
cies but more routine calls will be 
chopped. 
The intention Of the cut is to 
avoid unnecessary duplication of 
ambulance service, say city admin- 
istrator Ron Peele and fire chief 
Randy Smith. 
"When you see a fire truck fol- 
lowing an ambulance down the 
street going to a broken arm, it's 
overkill," Smith said. 
The move to cut first responders 
comes as a result of a June decision 
to eliminate two paid firefighter po- 
sitions - a 20 per cent cut to the de- 
partment that saves the city 
$100,000. 
Bear eyed 
as ticket to 
2010 gold 
Kermode for Olympic symbol 
By JEFF NAGEL 
A DRIVE to make the Kermode bear the mascot of the 
2010 Winter Olympics will now hit high gear, Terrace 
politicians vow. 
'They say success in making the white bear that is 
Terrace's ymbol an Olympic icon as well would cata- 
pult the city and the northwest onto the winners podium.: 
"That is my next project," Skeena MLA Roger Harris 
said last week after Vancouver was named the 2010 
Olympic host city, narrowly defeating bids fromAustria 
and Korea. i i 
"It already has international recogmtion,'"" Harr!s said `  
of the Kermode, which he and others concede may have 
to go by its alternate "Spirit Bear" name. "It is a great '
vehicle to bring even more attention to the northwest." 
He said Terraee's Olympic committee will approach 
Vancouver-Whistler Olympic organizers about the idea 
soon. "It's an opportunity we shouldn't let go by," 
Harris said the awarding of the Olympics to Vancou- 
ver is a massiye chance to bring more tourists to B.C. 
and this region. 
"We just took a 100-fold leap ahead of the rest of the 
world in attracting attention and getting marketing we 
could never, never have paid for," he said.: "We've now 
just become the must see location." 
Mayor Jack Talstra says the be~ 
as olympic ~agci~t '1~-algol: hlg ~ to 
!_ • , , . ,  
g°a'The premier wants things to hat 
pen in every community becauseTt 
the Olympics and this would be or 
way," he said. 
Talstra also says he'll push to t~ 
a $40 million fund for to build Olyn 
pie live sites across the province. 
That could provide more money Roger Harris 
for Terraee's proposals for a sports- 
plex and a conference centre. 
And he wants to see Olympic training programs ex- 
tended to Shames Mountain and the Onion Lake cross- 
country ski trails. 
Critics of the Olympics - who fear the Games will 
cost B.C. money and deliver questionable benefits to the 
regions - have largely turned to trying to capitalize on 
them now that the B,C. bid has won. 
David Baxter, of Urban Futures Incorporated, says the 
Olympics present a major opportunity for rural regions, 
predicting some areas will take advantage of it. 
"They're all really entrepreneurial opportunities," he 
added. "Sitting around and waiting for the Olympics to 
Continued Page A12 
A PILE of rubble awaits removal at Skeena Junior Secondary, which is being 
torn down to make way for a new junior high school. JENNIFER LANG PHOTO 
Skeena Jr. demolition begins 
it's been a cardiac arrest," he says. of off-duty cads they attend, from the last day of  schooi, B.C., with hiswife Wendy, Skeena's li. 
"I've responded to a lot of calls "It doesn't make an.y sense tom The building, which turned 50 this brarian, to become assistant superinten, 
where it s shortness of breath or un-: at all especially since it Won t save ~oear t ~ beth-, torn down "0 m:ke wa- for " " " " . . . .  . . . .  . ,  y , o g t a y. aent, saia it felt strange to watch Skeena 
the tax payers a penny and l ts the  ane t r h conscious collapse and when you get  ; W jun'o hlg nearing completion on: being pulled apart, piece by piece. 
there it is in fact a cardiac arrest." taxpayers who suffer:in the end," Skeena's former track that will welcome "It's sad to see it in such bad shape." 
By JENNIFER LANG its first students in September. The demo- 
A FEW carious onlookers came out to lition job is expected to take a couple o f  
watch as crews began tearing down a weeks. 
Terrace landmark last week. "I'm sure there's a lot of emotion,". 
The workers started on Skeena Junior ~prlncipal Bill Gook said. "There's a iot of: 
Seeondary's north wing, pulling down history in this school. Now it's going io be 
cinder block walls to reveal blackboards a parking lot." 
still carrying messages and instructions Gook, who is heading to Cranbrook, 
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Elementary schools here 
get bad grades in report 
; By JENNIFER LANG 
I SOME TERRACE schools 
should go to the back of 
the class for academic 
, performance, a controver- 
sial new "report card" on 
elementary schools sug- 
gests. 
I 
: The Fraser Institute - 
" known for its annual report 
, card on B.C. high schools 
- recently released its 
; first-ever eport card rank- 
i ing 800 B.C. elementary 
schools. ! 
Of five Terrace area 
' public elementary schools, 
Clarence Michiel Elemen- 
tary is rated the lowest, at 
2.6 out of a possible 10 
~, marks for overall acade- 
mic performance. 
It's ranked 786 out of 
813 elementary schools. It 
.~ Cassie Hall  is 
, next,with 2.8 out of 10 and 
It 
a rank of 784, according to 
the Fraser Institute. 
The report is based on f, 
' Foundation Skills Assess- 
ment (FSA) results from 
2000 to 2002, assigning 
• each school an overall ra- 
i ting out of 10. 
,~ That explains why Cop- 
per Mountain Elementary 
is rated, even though it 
was closed last year due to 
budget cuts. Copper Moun- 
tain got a 2.9 rating, put- 
ting it at number 780. 
Thornhill Elementary 
fared better. It's ranked at 
745 out of 813, earning a 
3.6 rating overall for aca- 
demic performance. 
Uplands Elementary 
scored the best out of Ter- 
race's public schools on 
the report card, earning a 
rank of 502 out of 813 B.C. 
elementary schools. 
Uplands was assigned a
5.6 rating out of 10 over all 
for academic performance 
over the past three years. 
Terrace's two indepen- 
dent schools scored much 
higher on the report card, 
with Veritas Catholic 
School earning a 7.2 rating 
overall. The K-7 private 
school is ranked 228 out of 
813 elementary schools, 
putting it in the same 
company as .Sir James 
Douglas, a public school 
in Victoria. 
Terrace's Centennial 
Christian school also fared 
well, earning a 6.3 rating 
for academic performance 
and a rank of 386 - about 
the middle of the pack. 
The Fraser Institute's 
report cards have been cri- 
ticized by teachers and 
others for the narrow scope 
of the data used. This re- 
port used FSA scores, par- 
ents' average ducation in 
years, and looked at the 
gap in academic perfor- 
mance between boys and 
girls on the FSA tests. 
Critics say the reports 
don't measure the full 
spectrum of student achie- 
vement. 
The FSA is an Educa- 
tion Ministry exam testing 
the basic reading, writing 
and arithmetic skills of 
students in Grades 4, 7 and 
10. The ministry says the 
FSA is a snapshot that 
should be used to establish 
a benchmark of compari- 
son year-to-year. 
The report's authors 
Peter Cowley and Stephen 
Easton say socio-economic 
factors aren't he only rea- 
son schools rate well or 
poorly. 
J 
!Statutory shopping decision , 
i deadline looms for c ty council 
CITY COUNCIL, not the 
chamber of commerce, 
must make a decision on 
how Terrace will regulate 
holiday shopping, council- 
lor David Hull says. 
He was responding to 
the suggestion by mayor 
Jack Talstra that the city 
would follow the cham- 
ber's lead on the issue - i f  
the business group is itself 
able to make a decision. 
Terrace was one of the 
only towns that relied on 
provincial aws to control 
holiday shopping. 
And the province's de- 
cision this year to rescind 
that legislation means 
there will be wide open 
shopping on statutory holi- 
days after mid-August un- 
less Terrace creates its 
own bylaw. "Council has 
to do something," Hull 
said last week. 
He leans toward main- 
taining some sort of regu- 
lation of holiday shopping. 
Chamber officials have 
conducted a series of sur- 
veys of members with in- 
conclusive results. The 
most recent survey found 
most would support open- 
ing on just the summer ho- 
lidays to sell to tourists. 
Hull isn't sure that 
would work. 
~[-.,.~'{~" ~ ~ ,~ . . . .  : . .  . . . . . . . . . .  .-, ,..,.,;~ . . . . . . . . . . .  ~e.. ,  °~~" . , ,~ .~.~,~ ;~,,, ~ . . : ~ . ~ ,  . . . .  ~~'~; ,~".. :
5 YEARS AGO 
I: N.:. :V: :"I ..-F.A T: I  O :N  :., ! :T O i. :: T E"N .D! E::: R IT WAS a tearful farewell for Co-op employees last 
Tuesday, as the doors closed on the store for the 
final time. 
Staff got together to say their goodbyes at the 
store before heading to a farewell barbecue. 
"It's really going to hit us in a few days when we 
have to shop and we head here by accident," said 
Shelley Heynen. 
Unsold goods were picked up by a liquidation 
company earlier in the day and shelving and other 
equipment will go to local businesses. Customer e- 
sponse ranged from sadness to disappointment to
bitterness over the closing. - Ju ly  8, 1998 
10 YEARS AGO 
MORE THAN 70 outraged homeowners are vowing 
to boycott a $1.9 million sewer system approved for 
the Queesnway area in a June 12 referendum. 
Opponents of the sewer plan brought heir con- 
cerns and a 72-name petition to the Kitimat Stikine 
Regional District board meeting June 27. 
"We are firm in our stand," the petition states. 
"Under no circumstances will we hook up to this 
system." 
The referendum passed with 168 residents in fa- 
vour and 124 opposed. The low-pressure system will 
cost each homeowner $350 a year over 20 years or 
an upfront $2,770. There will also be an annual 
maintenance ost of $150 and a $1,000 hookup fee. 
Opponents ay the referendum passed because 
renters were allowed to vote but will not pay the ca- 
pital costs incurred by homeowners, - July 7, 1993 
15 YEARS AGO 
SHAMES Mountain Ski Corporation wants the pay- 
ment schedule to the regional district for the Kit- 
sumkalum ski hill equipment pushed back by one 
year and has a~ked Terrace council to support he 
proposal. 
The corporation purchased the equipment from 
the Kitimat-Stikine Regional District to install on 
Shames Mountain and has already negotiated sev- 
eral payment deferrals.- July 6, 1988 
From the archives of the Terrace Standard - your 
local newspaper of record since 1988. 
i , ~ Sewlnq  The Teff#,ce~r~ea~,,o ..... ,~;~:1 
He said it might set up 
the perception that the city 
is selectively choosing to 
bar shopping on religious 
holidays like Christmas 
and Easter - something 
that could prompt a legal 
or human rights challenge. 
"I don't think we can 
declare Christian holidays 
to be non-shopping days,"' 
said Hull, who will ask ad- 
ministrators to examine 
the legal issues. 
Correction 
THE historic provincial 
police building on the cor- 
ner of Lakelse Ave. and 
Kalum St. has not in fact 
been bought by Harriet 
Howell and Sherrie Milne 
as reported in the July 2, 
2003 issue of the Terrace 
Standard. 
The mother and daugh- 
ter are leasing the building 
and opening a women's 
clothing store there. 
! ABVENTIJRE 
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2003 swim • downhill, run, bike * climb 
Sunday, Ju~y 1:3 
Open Water Swim ', 
KinKamp at Lakelse Lake, -i 
S gn.in 8:00 a.m. ..... !~ 
Race at 8:30 a m~ ' " 
SWIM 
,.-.~_~.~ 
DOWNHILL 
• . ". . "~ .. .-..;/' 
~ ;~.~.  ,. . 
~B 
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E 
JGH EN,O 
Sunda.y., July 20 *i(ii iiiiili 
Downhill Mountainf/~ :i ii~ 
Bike Racel : ~i.i;: f, i,~ 
Shames Mounta n?t!; ', ~ r ~ ~~:~:'~ 
Sign-in 10:00  a ,ml  .:'i, ~i~;::!i'!!~::! 
R, 
Sunday, JUly 2~{:::)ii'i"::~":~:"~; 
Kingof the Mountain!?~(~?il 
8tort.fin shatrErracoAraia.: " 
S gn-in 8 :30  a.m. "i 
Race a t  10 :00  a.m.  " .... 
Saturday, AOgust 2';i~ '::'::?i~ 
Climbing:• competition •~:!?i 
Chist Creek Forest RecreblionlSite. ..',~! 
Sign-in 9:00 a,mi:?.; :i:~ ::~:: L .:.L: 
Competition at 10 a:m,~ ~:ii::.:i~: ,i?  
Advance registration 0n iy .  : :  
2 p.m. start ::10 p.m~ finish : ~ 
• ~ :=/~,  .:: ' - .  . 
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Description 
Electricity Meter Reading and Associated 
Services in Bella Coola, B.C. 
Electricity Meter Reading and Associated 
Services in Dease Lake, B.C. 
Electricity Meter Reading and Associated 
Services in Eddontenajon, B.C. 
Electricity Meter Reading and Associated 
Services in Queen Charlette Island -
Northern area, B.C. 
Reference 
A3-0010 
A3-0011 
A3-0012 
A3-0013 
Closing Date 
16 July 2003 
16 July 2003 
16 July 2003 
16 July 2003 
Details available from the office of BC Hydro Purchasing Manager, 6911 
Southpoint Drive, 13th Floor, Bumaby, BC V3N 4X8. 
Telephone: (604) 528-2577 local 2560 
Sealed Tenders clearly marked with reference number will be received at the 
above address until 11:00am on the above closing date. 
BOhydro 
75th Anniversary Homecoming 
MEMORY LANE 
~.,Ik C' Ik - 
oOCIAL 
Terr=  Arena 
Friday, August 1, 2003 ~ 
2003 7:00- 10:00 p.m. 2~ .. 
Join Us For A Walk Down Memory Lane 
Photos, Refreshments, Entertainment 
,m 
Kinsmen Dance 
Saturday, Aug. 2nd • Starts at 8:00 p.m. 
$10.00 per event 
Tickets for both events are available a t 
City Hall, Ev's Mens Wear, Misty River Books 
Admittance restricted to age 19and aver 
|!! 
m 
Anxiety 
powers  
protest 
quilt 
By JENNIFER tANG 
SENIORS FROM Terrace to Lan- 
gley aren't just crying the blues 
over Liberal party cuts to provin- 
cial programs and services, 
they're also sad, frightened and 
anxious. 
They've poured their worries 
over  health care and a host of 
other programs into a patchwork 
quilt that's making the rounds of 
senior centres across B.C. 
Barbara Nelson sewed the 
patch representing Terrace - a 
picture of a house with a For Sale 
sign on the front lawn. 
"You drive around town and 
see all the houses for sale," Nel- 
son explained, adding things 
haven't been this bad here since 
the recession of the early 1980s. 
B.C. Old Age Pensioners Asso- 
ciations across the province were 
asked to send in a square for the 
quilt, called Crying the Blues, as 
a way to show how Liberal poli- 
cies have affected their communi- 
ties. 
The 31 patches reveal concern 
over the future of health care ser- 
vices is widespread among B.C.'s 
seniors. 
"As you get older, you depend 
more on medical services," Nel- 
son said. 
The latest • cause for worry 
among Terrace seniors is the 
Northern Health Authority's plan 
to slash the number of beds at 
BARBARA NELSON displays the protest quilt st i tched together  
by old age pens ioners  across B.C,  She made Terrace 's  square 
(at right) featuring a house up for sale. JENNIFER L.ANG PHOTOS 
Terraceview Lodge by one-third. 
Instead, more seniors will re- 
main in their homes, a fact that 
frightens Nelson, 62. 
"I don't know how they're 
going to deal with that because 
they cut home care to the bone," 
"Liberal Cuts" reads 
a square sewn to look 
like it's ripped in half. 
she said, adding home care nurses 
are no longer allowed to clean 
homes for patients. 
The quilt was on display at the 
Happy Gang Senior Centre in Ter- 
race and the Skeena Mall last 
week before heading to Williams 
Lake. 
One patch shows an elderly 
couple surveying a scene of de- 
struction inside their bedroom as a 
burglar bearing the caption "B.C. 
Liberals" flees their bedroom, loot 
spilled over the floor. 
This terrifying scene is called 
"Home Invasion". 
"Liberal Cuts" reads a square 
sewn to look like it's ripped in 
half. 
Hospital closures in several 
communities, including Langley, 
are also featured. 
One square simply shows a 
walker, a poignant symbol of phy- 
sical frailty. 
A patch sent in by Cumber- 
land's branch No. 51 shows a 
photograph of a 103-year-old 
woman that reads "Care Beds 
Needed." 
Another depicts a closed court 
house - a reference to the Lib- 
erals' 2002 decision to shut law 
cou.rts in several B.C. communi- 
ties, including Kitimat. 
Chase B.C.'s patch shows a 
B.C. Ferry. The Crown corporation 
was recently privatized. 
Terrace BC-OAP secretary 
May McFarland said the chapter 
came up with its design as an or- 
ganization. 
She said Terrace is the second 
community in B.C. to display the 
quilt, which was spearheaded by a 
seniors group in the Victoria area. 
Meeting to air Terraceview bed cut issues 
By JEFF NAGEL 
LOCAL SENIORS are hoping to 
get answers to their questions 
Thursday about the Northern 
Health Authority's plan to slash a 
third of the beds at Terraceview 
Lodge. 
A public meeting is set for 1 
p.m. July 10 at the Elks Hall to 
address eniors care issues. 
City councillor Lynne Ch~rist -" 
iansen, the city's health care liai- 
son, said the plan to cut 25 Terra- 
ceview beds and focus on at-home 
care raises a number of questions. 
"Is it just a cost-saving mea- 
sure or will there be an ~mprove- 
ment to services?" she asked. 
She said seniors here want to 
know how different levels of care 
will be defined and how each se- 
nior will be assessed. 
At the meeting will be Skeena 
are dubious. 
"Right now there are five 
people in hospital beds that can't 
get into Terraceview," she said. 
"Yet they say there's no waiting 
list. It's a little bit hard to get your 
mind around." 
Another big question mark is 
how services will be bolstered to 
MLA Roger Harris and Tim help seniors stay. in .their, own 
Rb~ve, the regional difectisi'"f6~ ""hdNe's. 
home and community care. Christiansen said she wants to 
Christiansen said claims that know how that will work outside 
Terraceview has no waiting list urban areas in more remote Ioca- 
tions. 
"Will people at Usk or Ross- 
wood be forced to move to town if 
they can't live independently 
there? Where will they move to?" 
Christiansen said the topic isn't 
just one that affects the elderly. 
Many young families have had 
to leave Terrace in search of 
work, sometimes leaving seniors °.
behind'v0ithout sfipp'ort. ' : , .7:;!!  "" 
"It's not just a seniors issue," 
she said. "It's a families and com- 
munity issue." 
@ 
~ o p H w y  Se16 West 
MISTY RIVER 
! 
Your  Fu l l  Serv ice  Tack le  & Hunt ing  Spec ia l i s ts  
5008 Agar Ave. Terrace 638-1369 
Want  A 
Photo?  
Did you  see a photo  in the 
you  want  a copy  oP  The "re 
Standard a long with 
Nor thern  Photo Ltd. 
now prov ides  this service. 
Come into our  office locate 
at 3210 Clinton Street and  i~ 
the photo  o f  your  choice ar 
J 4"x6" 5"x7" O~e,, Phon~ 
Price Includes pfiniing ~ee from NorlEern 
purchoslng fee from the Terrace Star 
"All photographs are copyrighted to Ihe Tern: 
(Note: 90% of photos, laken are digltol photos 
oF high qualily peg. Block and white prints 
also available from b ack and white negatives.] 
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I 
? 
rERRACE 
northern photo S TANDAR 
" ~four Headquarters For Digil~[ . ) 
'Cameras And Digilal Imaging Serwces" 
4-4736 tokdseAvenue " Ph: 638-7283 Fax: 638-8432 
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News In Brief 
Garbage cans targeted 
IF YOU diligently put the garbage out the night 
before pick-up you could be in for a surprise soon. 
Volunteers for the Bear Aware program are 
monitoring streets in the evening and placing 
"Garbage Kills Bears" stickers on cans put out 
early. Deidre Price, program director with Bear 
Aware, says improperly stored garbage is the num- 
ber one attraetant of bears in residential areas. 
The sticker campaign aims to get people to re- 
duce attractants for bears. One bear has been de- 
stroyed in lower Thornhill as a direct result of im- 
properly stored garbage, says Price. 
People with fruit trees are also reminded to pick 
fruit as it ripens to prevent attracting bears. 
"If you do not want the fruit the Bear Aware pro- 
gram has volunteers that can come and pick the 
fruit and put it to good use," says Price. 
Fire crews come home 
MORE THAN 300 B.C. men and women fighting 
fires in Ontario are coming home today. 
"The fire situation is easing," said Aimee Grieve 
of the Northwest Fire Centre. 
Twenty fighters from 
Kitimat and 17 from 
Telkwa were sent in 
June to help fight fires 
blazing in areas like 
Geraldton, Ontario near 
Lake Superior. 
Grieve said there are 
still some fires in Ontar- 
io but B.C. crews are 
being relieved from duty 
there. 
Nine initial attack 
fighters from the north- 
i° 
west were also sent in 
June to Manitoba for HEADING home is 
f iref ighting there. Those forest f i ref ighter Rod 
crews returned to their McMynn.  
homes last week along with more than 20 others 
from B.C. combating fires in Manitoba. 
Northwest crews of about 30 fighters also battled 
blazes near Vanderhoof last weekend which burned 
at least 226 hectares of bush. 
Rain came late and hard 
JUNE WAS only slightly rainier than usual, weath- 
er records how. 
June 30th was to blame for more than a third of 
the month's total of 65 mm of rain. A total of 23 
mm fell that day, setting a one-day record for rain- 
fall, says Environment Canada's Bill Miller. 
Warm weather early in the month gave way to 
cool temperatures in the last couple of weeks. 
The maximum temperature for the month was 
28.4 degrees Celsius. The minimum was 4.4 de- 
grees Celsius. 
July temperatures are forecast to be normal 
throtagho(itf J .C"/:  except~ for the Queen Charlotte I~.-' 
lands and Prince Rupert which have below normal 
temperature forecasts. 
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Risky business 
:CANADIAN and U.S. negotiators are slowly 
dancing toward an agreement to end the soft- 
wood lumber dispute, or at least impose some 
sort of truce. 
And the deal they're edging towards ought to 
raise at least some red flags here in the northwest. 
Granted, it's difficult to turn our attention to 
the long-running trade dispute when all the work- 
ers are laid off at both Terrace sawmills. 
New Skeena Forest Products still needs finan- 
icing to actually start up. And West Fraser's aw- 
mill here is down as a side casualty of the strike 
at its Kitimat pulp mill. 
But if we're distracted by the immediate crises, 
we risk losing out again when the softwood set- 
tlement is hashed out. 
i That's because all indications are the resolution 
will see Canada impose a two-tier border tax on 
lumber as it leaves for the U.S. 
The tax would replace duties and penalties the 
U.S. has been collecting since the last softwood 
agreement expired. 
The deal would let a fixed amount of Canadian 
lumber enter the U.S. with minimal tax added -
perhaps enough lumber to fill a quarter or a third 
of the U.S. market. 
But beyond that point much higher taxes 
would kick in. They would make B.C. lumber im- 
possible to sell south of the 49th parallel, ensuring 
U.S. lumber firms can fill most American lumber 
orders without cheap Canadian competition. 
Assuming a deal is reached, the big headache 
comes when Canadian officials sit down to decide 
how much lumber each company will be allowed 
to send south at the cheap tax level. Divvying up 
that quota will create winners and losers. 
Skeena Cellulose got virtually no allowance to 
sell to the U.S. the last time a softwood agree- 
ment was struck - because it was selling mainly 
to the Japanese market and the quotas were 
handed out based on historic sales to the U.S. 
If history guides the quota handout again, New 
Skeena will again lose. Even if historic trading is 
ignored and quotas are issued based on timber 
harvested, we may be in trouble because of the 
company's long shutdowns as it lurched in and 
out of banlo'uptcy over the past several years. 
Someone, somewhere will have to stand up in 
the months ahead and fight for the northwest's 
forest company to make sure it gets a fair shake. 
Much safer would be an outcome that avoids 
quotas altogether and gives B.C. producers equal 
access to the U.S. market. That was to happen 
anyway through B.C.'s forest policy reforms, 
which address U.S. claims we subsidize our mills. 
New Skeena, if it gets on its feet, is poised to 
be one of the most efficient operators in B.C. It 
will survive - and even thrive -on  a fair and 
level playing field. 
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Camper-c:lriving MLA remembe 
VICTORIA - Today I 'm saying 
farewell to an old friend, a po- 
litician, no less, the species 
newspapermen aren't supposed 
to get close to. 
Jack Kempf, former B.C. 
MLA and Minister of Forests, 
representing the constituency 
of Omineca, died July 1 of a 
massive heart attack at his 
home in Mexico. 
He had lived there with his 
wife Norma for the past 10 
years or so. 
Jack was first elected in 
1975, the year Bill Bennett 
defeated Dave Barrett's NDP 
government. 
He served until 1991, when 
the NDP resumed power. 
I got the news of his death 
from Linda Babl~, Jack's for- 
mer executive assistant. 
He was 68-  my age ex- 
actly - which gives me pause 
to reflect on my own mortality. 
Jack was the kind of politi- 
cian you don't see anymore 
today. 
A rough-and-tumble kind of 
guy, who cut his teeth as a 
lumber jack. 
When I first met Jack, he 
was a backbencher in Bill 
Bennett's Social Credit gov- 
ernment. 
When Bill Vander Zalm 
succeeded Bennett as premier, 
Jack became Minister of For- 
ests. 
It didn't take long before 
Jack ran afoul of the powerful 
forest companies. 
• mmmmm m 
t -  
HUBERTBEYER 
He had ideas .that scared 
the hell out of them, like rein- 
forcing the idea that the 
people of British Columbia 
own the forests and not the 
companies. 
Unfortunately, Jack also 
was a lousy manager. 
He had no clue how to look 
after his ministerial office fi- 
nances. 
Jack.had a mobile home. 
He also represented one of the 
largest constituencies in Brit- 
ish Columbia. 
To serve his constituents 
and actually talk to them and 
listen to their concerns, he 
would have had to rack up en- 
ormous hotel bills. 
Jack's solution: Use the 
motor home as a constituency 
office. 
He asked the Speaker's of- 
fice and they said that's OK. 
Jack's troubles tarted when 
he began doubting Vander 
Zalm's style of government. 
His disillusion forced him to 
quit the Socreds and sit as an 
independent. 
Seeing the writing of the 
Vander Zalm government's de- 
mise on the wall, Jack started 
to plan a swing through his 
constituency, in an effort to 
warn voters that the Socreds 
were doomed to be defeated in 
the next election, unless they 
dumped Vander Zalm. 
He asked me if I was inter- 
ested in coming along on that 
prolonged trip. 
Hey, I was game. 
My only stipulation was 
that I pay my own way. 
I will never forget, Jack 
driving his motor home, "Jack 
Kempf MLA" emblazoned on  
the front - me following close 
behind in my car, greeted by 
constant honks of horns and 
waves of truck and car drivers 
going by. 
At every stop, Jack had a 
'i~ig audience. 
And he hammered his mes- 
sage home: 
Get rid of Vander Zalm or 
face the demise of the Social 
Credit Party. 
Well, wouldn't you know it, 
soon found himself accused of 
conflict of interest over his 
mobile home-cure consti- 
tuency office. 
The powers that be were 
setting him up for the fall. 
When the case went to trial, 
I was so incensed that I phoned 
Jack's defence lawyer. 
I offered to be a character 
witness for Jack. 
My only stipulation was, as 
with the road trip, that I pay 
my own way. 
And I did. 
The government rolled out 
its high-priced lawyers, trying 
to nail Jack to the wall. 
When it was my turn to 
testify, I told the court that 
Jack was an honourable politi- 
cian, but a lousy administrator. 
I told the court that I would 
trust Jack with my life. 
The judge seemed per- 
plexed. 
He said he found it very un- 
usual that a reporter or column- 
ist stood up for a politician. 
I replied that I wasn't there 
as a journalist but as a friend. 
Jack was fined $10,000, as I 
recall, and that was not what I 
call justice. 
At any rate, I am still proud 
today that I stood up  for a 
friend when he needed one. 
Jack, we saw too little of 
each other in the past few 
years. 
You were a politician of  a 
kind we see no more. You were 
also a good friend. 
Thanks for the memories, 
Jack. 
Beyer can be reached at: 
E-math hubert@coolconz.com, 
Or phone him at (250) 381-6900. 
Katharine HeF, urn, true star 
WHEN ALCAN closed Kema- 
no many of that town's library 
books were sold by the Ter- 
race library. 
For one dollar I bought The 
Private World of Katharine 
Hepburn, a hefty 174 pages of 
unposed colour photographs 
taken by John Bryson, a LIFE 
photographer, from 1974 to 
1990. 
The photos show Hepburn 
at her Connecticut family 
home on Long Island Sound, 
at their brownstone in New 
York City, or on movie sets. 
Both of her homes are old 
fashioned, furnished with 
wicker settees and yards of 
white slipcovers over dozens 
of cushions. 
Her one update was a bath- 
room installed on the ground 
floor of her four story brown- 
stone "out of consideration for 
her elderly visitors." 
In her New York study 
hangs the large portrait pain- 
ted by Vancouver artist My- 
fannwy Pavelick and featured 
in The National's June 30 in- 
terview with Pavelick. 
Nominated for numerous 
Academy Awards, Hepburn 
won four but never attended an 
Oscar ceremony; she even re- 
CLAUDETTE SANDECKI 
fused to display them at home. 
Her first three Oscars are on 
permanent exhibition at the 
Guiness Hall of Records in 
New York. The fourth Oscar 
she loaned to an ill friend who 
asked to borrow it for good 
luck. His widow now has Hap- 
burn's statuette. 
She dressed big to camoufl- 
age her broad shoulders and 
"arms as long as a gorilla's", 
and wore flat heeled shoes to 
downplay her 5 foot 7 1/2 inch 
height, During movie making 
she did her own makeup and 
took along a full length mirror 
everywhere she worked. 
Around her Connecticut 
home she trimmed trees, 
sawed wood for fireplaces at 
both addresses, gardened, and 
even shovelled snow off the 
flat roof of her New York 
building. 
The book is enjoyable for 
its look at her everyday life. 
But since her passing June 29, 
many TV clips and interviews 
with her friends have filled 
gaps and rounded her story. 
Anyone who watched Larry 
King Live June 30 heard some 
entertaining bits about her, in- 
eluding the first ever interview 
given by Spencer Tracey's 
daughter, Susie. Older women 
remarked upon all Hepburn did 
to advance the freedom of 
women to choose any line of 
work, and to dress to suit 
themselves. 
One young actress about to 
play in a Hepburn movie, was 
asked by a movie executive to 
smile. "Oh I mustn't," she pro- 
tested, "I was told my teeth 
are so white they look like 
piano keys." At which Hepburn 
noted, "They told me my teeth 
made me look like a horse. 
I 've been making it pay for 
years." 
A niece told of visiting a 
London nursery with Hepburn 
to buy a house plant. While 
they were in the nursery, a man 
walked in and not recognizing 
Hepburn, asked her, "Do you 
have any gooseberries?" Hep- 
burn said, "I 'm not sure. I'll 
check," and disappeared to- 
ward the back of the shop. She 
returned to announce, "Sorry, 
we have no gooseberries." 
She drove a white car in 
New York. She felt white was 
easier to locate in the parking 
lot; she wanted to make a 
quick, clean getaway from 
adoring fans after attending 
Broadway shows. 
Oddly, she had neither a cat 
nor a dog in her life. 
For 27 years she shared a 
close friendship with Spencer 
Tracey, a Catholic, who re- 
fused to divorce his wife but 
chose instead to live apart. 
Writing her autobiography, she 
skipped her affair with Tracey, 
"I don't understand why 
people care about things like 
that," she said. "I mean I 'm 
sure you've slept with one or 
two people, too, if that's your 
sport, and I certainly don't 
want to hear about it." If only 
today's celebrities thought so, 
too. 
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Caledonia Senior 
Secondary School 
THE FOLLOWING is a list of scholar- 
stiips, bursaries and awards presented 
to Caledonia Senior Secondary School 
graduates atan awards ceremony June 
26;.at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre. 
Cbngratulations to each of the reci- 
pients. 
:Local awards 
Elan Travel: Kevin Sousa $200 
(including $150 Re-issue) 
Caledonia Senior Secondary 
School: Jacqueline Smith $200; Cay- 
Icy Western $200 
CN Pacific District: Allison Smith 
$250 New Scholarship; Sarah Wright 
$250 New Scholarship 
Terrace Co-operative Associa. 
tion: Donald van Dyk $250 (including 
$200 Re-issue) 
Khalsa-Skeena Valley Guru 
Nanak Brotherhood Society: Preet- 
pal Basanti $250; Natasha Juba $250 
Northwest Loggers' Association: 
Melissa Therrien $250 
Caledonia Senior Secondary 
School: Amanda Hansen $250; Kailee 
Penner $250; Haley Sullivan $250; 
Kassi Thomsen$250; 1Michelle Van 
Herd $250 
Nick Kollias Soccer: Matt Arruda 
$250; Allison Smith $250 
Robert Sheridan Memorial - 
B.C. Northern Real Estate Board: 
Fallen Yasinchuk $250 
Kalum Forest District: Nikki 
MacKenzie $250 
:Jack Young: Megan McAndrew 
$200 
Clarence Michiel Elementary 
School: Bridgitt Sloan McMullen 
$275 
Caledonia Senior Secondary 
School: Ashley Collins $250; Alicia 
Kryklywyj $250; Shantel Pritchard 
$250; Lauren Simons $250 
Northwest Community College - 
Trades and Technology Instructors: 
Justin Unrau $300; Cameron Gellatly 
$300 
Royal Canadian Mounted Police: 
Stephanie Wiebe $250 
Caledonia Senior Secondary 
Sehooh Ben Davidson $250; Kayla 
Gorilik $250; Leah Kumpolt $250; Ra- 
chel Muller $250 
Skeena Cellulose: Kiren Saran 
$500 
Terrace Community Band: Pa- 
mela Bahr $500 
Terrace Dentists: Leah Kumpolt 
$500 
Terrace Professional Fire Fight- 
ers: Michelle Van Herd $500 
, Alean Primary Metal Group: Ro- 
bert Lomh's $500 . . . . . . . .  - 
Vera Frank ~lemariaI-Ailen 
Wootton: Crystal Lind $500 
Richard and Paul King Memor- 
ial: Nathan Park $250 (Re-issue) 
Mohawk Stop n' Shop: Jacqueline 
Smith $200 
Hannah Kantola Memorial: Tra- 
vis Earl $500 
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THEIR EXPRESSIONS SAY IT ALL: It's a proud moment for new grad Desmond Hawkins and his mother, Jane 
Quock, who were among the hundreds attending Caledonia Senior Secondary's graduation ceremonies June 27. 
The event took place at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre following a reception at the school. 
The Class of 2003 
Terrace's newest crop of Grade 12s joyfully celebrated the end of 
high school in June. Here's this year's list of scholarship winners 
or. 
Howard Froese Memorial-Jim 
Vailanee: Caitlin Keenan $500 
MeAlpine & Company: Benjamin 
Davidson $500 (Re-issue) 
Caledonia  Senior  Secondary  
School: 
Katy Kennedy $250; Pare Sihota 
$250; Kylie Bird $500 
Caledonia Athletics: Robert Lamas 
$300; Michael Dahms $500 
Royal Bank: Katy Kennedy $500 
Larry Swanson Memorial - Ter- 
race Minor Hockey Association: Do- 
nald van Dyk $500 
Terraee-Kitimat Construction 
Association: Justin Unrau $500; 
Tentanda Via: Chelsey Brown 
$500 
KLEANZA CREEK provided a stunning backdrop for Centennial Christian 
School's grad photo. Back row: Matthew Bartlett Amelia Nystrom, Maria 
Duncan, Olivier Drouin. Front: Bryan Bandstra and Torence Sandhals. 
Centennial grads 
Photos by Jessie Gies 
IT'S A SMALL but distinguished gra- 
duating class. Centennial Christian 
School's Class of 2003 has six stu- 
dents. 
The private school began offering 
Grade 12 instruction i 2001-02 school 
year, making this the Centennial's 
second-ever g ad class. 
The following is a list of this year's 
grads" in alphabetical order - and the 
corresponding scholarships they have 
earned. 
Bryan Bandstrat Mantel Founda- 
tion Scholarship $1,000; Bandstra 
Terrace Bar Association: Lindsay 
Smaha $560 
Canadian Union of Public Em- 
p loyees -  Local 2012: Kurt Biagioni 
$600 
Bell Pole Company:  Cameron 
Adam $750 
Terrace Skeena Valley Rotary 
Club: Jyoti Parmar $500 
Renaud Fontaine Memorial - 
Terrace Skeena Val ley Rotary 
Club: Emily Fisher $500 
Henry Dreger: Jordan Wall $1,000 
Terrace Insurance  Brokers:  
Alexander Ippel $500; Kasia Lamb 
$5O0 
Terrace Medical Society: Alberta 
Miller $500; Michelle Sharma $500 
Old Age Pensioners' Organiza- 
t ion:  Caitlin Keenan $500; Emily 
Fisher $500 
Gordon Coulter Memorial - 
Kinsmen Club of Terrace: Justin 
Petras $750 (including $250 Re-issue) 
Laura Lee Memorial - Kinsmen 
Club of Terrace: Christina Heslen- 
feld $250 (Re-issue); Travis Earl $500 
Dr. Victor Hawes Memorial - 
K insmen Club of Terrace and 
Linda Hawes: Amanda Parks $500 
(Re-issue); Chris Chapman $750 
Canadian Parents for French - 
Terrace Chapter: Jessica Garneau 
$750; Caitlin Preston $750; Cydney 
Rusch $750 
Dudley Little Memorial: Cayley 
Western $300 
Frank Morris Memorial: Barry 
Wolfenden $500 
John and Ellen Bastin Memorial 
- Northwest Education 88 Founda- 
tion: Nathan Park $500 
Doug Inglis - Northwest Educa- 
tion 88 Foundation: Alberta Miller 
$500 
Northern Drugs: Bethany Belina 
$I,000 
Terrace and District Arts Coun- 
cil: Brian Wyatt $I,000 
Terrace Crimestoppers Society: 
Bryan Matthews $1,000 
George Viereck Memorial - 
Northern Savings Credit Union: 
Crystal Lind $1,000 
BRIGHT FUTURE: grads Matt Haliski and Luke Hargreaves. 
CUSTOMIZED: Grad Julian Piper 
chose a cowboy hat rather than 
the more traditional mortar board. 
SINGERS Pare Bahr, Britt MacLeod, and Mardie Freeman rehearsed 
Oh Canada before the ceremony began. 
External awards 
Terrace and District Arts Coun- 
cil: David Johnstone $350 
B.C. School Sports: Sabrina Do- 
sanjh $500; 
B.C. Music Educators: David 
Johnstone $500 
International Woodworkers' As- 
sociation: Amandeep Dhaliwal $500 
McDonald's BEST: Bryan Mat- 
thews $500 
McDonald's Employees: Ben Da- 
vidson $500 
Coast Mountains Administrators 
Association: Tyler Sheasby $500 
Miller Thomson Foundation: 
Tyler Sheasby $1,000 
B.C. Government and Service 
Employees' Union: Bridgitt SIoan 
McMullen $1,000 
Northwest Community College: 
Ben Davidson $2,200; Jen Haynes 
$2,200 
University of Victoria: Travis Earl 
$2,000; Emily Fisher $3,000; David 
Johnstone $3,000 
Simon Fraser University: Alberta 
Miller $4,000 
University of British Columbia: 
Tyler Sheasby $10,000 
University of Alberta: Bridgitt 
t . . 
SIoan McMullen $6,000; KIm Smith 
$ i 0,000 
University of Northern British 
Co lumbia :  Michelle Van Herd 
$1,600; Crystal Lind $11,000 
Royal Military College Bryan 
Matthews: $70,000 
Provincial 
scholarships 
Transportation Scholarship $500 
Mat thew Ba r t le t t :  
Trade/Vocational Scholarship $500 
Olivier Drouin: Centennial 
Christian School School Board Scho- 
larship ($500); Bandstra Transporta- 
tion Scholarship ($500) 
Maria Duncan: George Faber 
Memorial Scholarship $500 
Amelia Nystrom: Terrace Profes- 
sional Fire Fighters Scholarship $500 
Torenee Sandhals: Staff Disciple- 
ship Scholarship $500; Health and 
Education Scholarship $300 
Walter Yea Memorial - Skeena 
Sawmills: Matt Arruda $500; Aman- 
deep Dhaliwal $500; Pam Sihota 
$500; Kim Smith $500; Sara Stevens 
$500 . .- 
Terrace and District Teachers' 
Union: Cydney Rusch $I00; Donald 
van Dyk $200; Kim Smith $300; Chris " 
Chapman $500; Jen Haynes $I,I00; 
Carl Haugland $ l, I00 "' 
Terrace and District Credit 
Union: Hannah Huston $I,000; Aman- 
da Chan $I,000; Kimherly Wilcox 
$1,000 
Hans G. and Eleanor Muehle 
Memorial: Sabrina Dosanjh $275; 
Bridgitt Sloan McMullen $725; David 
Johnstone $2,500 New Scholarship 
Rotary Club of Terrace: Tyler 
Sheasby $1,800 
John Chen-Wing - Caledonia En- 
dowment Fund for Recognition of 
Excellence: John Chen-Wing; Kim 
Smith $1,850 
Twelve students have been short- 
listed; results are announced in Sep- 
tember. 
Industry, Training, and Appren. 
tlceshlp Commlsslon: Mark Barnett; 
i 'Katy Kennedy 
Nominee for Premler's Award of 
Excellence: Tyler Sheasby $5,000 
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Bed cuts unacceptable 
An Open Letter To Roger Harris, MLA 
Dear Sir: 
We have read with dismay the news item in our 
local papers regarding downgrading the number of 
beds in Terraceview Lodge. 
This is a realty backward step in the care of our 
senior citizens. 
We are residents of the Twin River Estates, 
both in our mid-80s. We have seen reduced ser- 
vices to others not as fortunate as we are, being 
able to look after each other without outside help. 
We protest strongly any downgrading of the 
number of beds available in Terraeeview Lodge. 
Building the McConnell Estates was a step in the 
right direction but their services do not extend to 
what may be necessary for persons like ourselves if
our physical or mental health deteriorates. 
Please make our concerns known to those in 
charge of the situation. We must have services 
adequate to meet future needs for others as well as 
ourselves. 
Otto and Frances Lindstrom 
Terrace, B.C. 
A LITTLE SWEEDISH 
MASSAGE IN EVERY STEP. 
Comfort on Concrete 
JYIAU~ IIN U~P~ 
Treat Your Feet To Red Wings. 
Available in: B 10-14, D 6-15, E 6-13, EEEE 7-15 
635-6703 
Men - Sat  9 -6  
a proud sponsor of  
=m : ::: (,l l lt¥|l. 
Terrace Crime Stoppers are asking for help:ito:.il 
Solve a break and enter to the bus depot, .:: ::i: .:.~:~... :.:::. 
Employees of the Greyhound bus.de~oti(46213!::~ 
Keith Avenue, Terrace) arrived at.work.i6~,i~i:d~iyii:.{ 
1st, 2003 to find it had been broken. Int01::Som~: :~ 
rocks were thrown into a pane of giass:~f:th~ I 
exterior doersand entry gained.!The buiidil~g;was: 
rifled and some moneY Was stoien:c~sfi::isi:::fio: 
longer kept on the premises at nighL; 
Some physical evidence:wasgathei'ed;i:~t'thi 
scene. There was some evidence Of to~ls b=eini 
used in this break and enter. .::i. ~:i'::i:i.i..~: ::i: :.:..i i::!i::.::i:; 
I Cr ime Stoppers offers e cash reward of up to 
$1,000.O0 for Information leading to an arrest and/or con- 
viction. If you have any Information cell "Crime Stoppers" 
at 635-TIPS that's 635-8477. Callers wilt NEVER be 
required to reveal their name or testify in court. Crime 
Stoppers does NOT subscribe to call display. 
Call 635.tiPS 
L ~ . . . . . . . . .  IIII 
• ~.~ t t~SURAN~ 
I~Home & Tenant-. *'¢N'It/C~ 
IK q~v Commercial Liability Jet Boats 
|~ CO Mobile Homes, Travel t.,~.~ 
n www.keenleyside.com L-~'I~~II~I 
_~e, ,~:  ..... aexar~ ................ 
250 635 5232 
Fax: 250-635-3288 
4635 Grelg Avenue, Terrace, B.C. (Nexf To SAAN) 
Government 'obsessed' with savings 
CORRESPONDENCE FOR THETERRACESTANDARD 
The Mail Bag 
Dear S i r :  
It is whispered in all the corri- 
dors of the supermarkets. It's 
talked about on the streets. 
It's argued in the coffee shops 
everywhere. It's being discussed 
at home and on the farm, in 
hushed and muted tones. 
Wherever you can find two 
loggers together, everyone is talk- 
ing. Everyone but the media are 
silent. 
What is 'it'? Tolls on the Co- 
quihalla, the fourday school 
week? Closing of schools or the 
logging industry in shreds? Those 
are good ones, but no. 
'It' is the dismembering of the 
Terraceview Lodge, local home 
for the elderly, home for you and 
me, sooner than you think. 
This government is obsessed 
I 
with saving money. So there will 
be a reduction of beds at Terrace- 
view. Such are the whispers, with- 
out comment from the Chamber. 
No one at Terraceview wants 
to be there. They have to be there 
- all 75 of them. Show me one 
that can function on the 'outside'. 
Twenty-five people will be 
placed in apartment settings. Peo- 
ple with extended Alzheimer's 
living down the hall from you, 
screaming in the morning, getting 
lost in the afternoon, not knowing 
where they are or who they are. 
The expected savings will be 
enormous. Rooms there are now 
renting for $600 - $800 dollars per 
mbnth, all inclusive. 
Seven hundred dollars multi- 
plied by 25 is a $17,250 per 
month loss to Terraceview and a 
gain for the apartments downtown. 
Where do the whispers ay the 
savings will come from? No one 
knows. 
There will be a loss of revenue 
of $17,500 per month, $210,000 
per year. 
Can you hear the whispers? 
"We're facing a loss of revenue. 
We will have to lay off a lot of 
those dirty, rotten trouble-making 
union people before we can even 
break even." 
Great business ense. Evicting 
25 guaranteed rent cheques, leav- 
ing 25 rooms to heat and light, all 
the good stuff, with no income 
from them. 
The whispers ay, let them live 
at Grace McCarthy's apartments 
downtown and subsidize her. She 
needs the money. 
The whispers continue. The 
Chamber is silent. Ali's right with 
the world. 
Les Watmough 
Terrace B.C. 
Seedless 
Watermelon 
I ~ le ,  U.S. Grown 
P (i 
0 
~ Card price 
CinnamOnBuns  a'g14 9
; ,  , ...... Baked In-Store~ 
tiffed Angus Beef ® 
tside Round 
Wen Roast 
resh, Aged Min. 14 
Days, 4.391kg ,,,,, 
99 
ib 
,10~CTS 
Hot House Tomatoes 
Large, No. 1 Grade, 
B.C. Grown, 1.52/kg 
lbOO 
I 
save(  ) foods 
so .uc .   o/e 
Prices effective at Williams Lake & Terrace locations from Wednesday to Saturday, July 9 to 12, 2003. While quantities last. 
I 
4 
L ' [ 
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SO MUCH /~0~ IN STORE 
p the West 
Steak 
Bottom Sirloin 
Tri Tip Grilling Steak 
Fresh, Canada Grade A, 
3.95/kg 
? .!~,< .... i 
l ;i : - <::k?; 'C  i ] ?  
- '7, 
g <. <. 
Boneless Blade Chuck 
Simmering Steak 1 14j? 
Fresh, Canada Grade A, 
Warehouse Pack, 3.28/kg 
, .  ' , ,  nn  
79 
ib 
0 
r 
(~ Support for Our Western Beef ~ 
Save-On-Foods is 100% Western Canadian owned and operated, so we 
support Western cattle ranchers and their families. It's only natural. In 
fact, we buy all the Western beef available on the market. And we're 
mighty proud of that fact. 
These are difficult times for Western ranchers so we invite you to join us 
in support of them. There's nothing like tender, delicious Western beef 
and there's never been a better time to buy it. So let's do something 
more for our ranchers, let's show them, we're a cut above. 
Steve Vanderleest 
President, 
The Overwaitea Food Group ;<- • . SO MUCH 
Prices effective from Wednesday to Saturday, July 9 to 12, 2003. While quantities last. 
I 
L 
• I 
I 
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: '  BUSINESS Rzvlr W 
Out & 
About 
They'l l  try 
again 
AN ATTEMPT to elect a 
new board for the Terrace- 
Kitimat Airport Society 
failed June 25 when not 
enough current directors 
showed up for a planned 
annual general meeting. 
The new plan is to have 
the annual general meet- 
ing in September once va- 
cations and other commit- 
ments are concluded, cur- 
rent society president Fra- 
ser Mackie said last week. 
The society is a not-for- 
profit enterprise created in 
the last decade to manage 
the affairs of the airport 
following a federal govern- 
ment decision to get out of 
the airport business. 
"We had enough mem- 
bers, just not enough dir- 
ect.ors," said Mackie. 
The members are tile 
City of Terrace, the Kiti- 
mat-Stikine regional dis- 
trict, the Terrace and Dis- 
trict Chamber of Com- 
merce and the Kitimat 
Chamber of Commerce. 
Each member selects a 
,director who then select 
three directors-at-large. 
These directors then select 
the president, vice presi-' 
dent and secretary-treasur- 
er. 
Bear statue to mark gateway 
City finds $i0Q,000 to spruce up highway near WaI-Mart 
cost estimate from the 
same firm that created si- 
milar bronze animal sta- 
tues in Smithers. 
Council members urged 
Trawin not to scrimp on 
the statue. 
"Whatever you do it 
has to be a top notch job," 
mayor Jack Talstra said. 
"You can't have a miekey 
mouse bear. It's got to be 
sharp." 
Some councillors felt 
the city should check on 
the cost of getting a sec- 
ond statue made that could 
be placed elsewhere, pos- 
sibly in a spot tourists 
could reach more easily. 
Councillor Carol Le- 
clerc predicted some tour- 
ists will brave multiple 
lanes of highway traffic to 
try to get their photo taken 
beside the bear statue. 
"I can see people doing THE SAME firm that created this lifelike bronze car- 
ibou statue in Smithers may also make a Kermode it," she said, 
The planner said the bear statue for Terrace. MARK VARDY PHOTO statue and landscaping 
will help improve the ap- 
approved his plan to use Trawin said the bear pearance of the city as vi- 
half the extra money for a statue will be perched on a sitors enter - distracting 
Kermode bear statue and five-foot high rock, loom- attention away from the 
landscaped islands that ing over the oncoming Wal-Mart store. 
will be part of a wider traffic. The median will "It gives you something 
highway median in front of contain shrubs and flowers else to train your eyes on," 
Wal-Mart. The city has an initial Trawin said. 
Extended bar hours approved for Terrace Inn 
By JEFF NAGEL 
THE CITY will spend up 
to $100,000 for a statue of 
a Kermode bear and land- 
scaping to welcome visit- 
ors to town. 
Those are the newest 
additions to plans for a 
gateway area that motor- 
ists will see as they drive 
across the new Skeena 
River bridge into Terrace 
and past the new Wal- 
Mart store. 
The money comes from 
what development services 
director David Trawin de- 
scribes as savings from the 
$500,000 the city had bud- 
geted for highway impro- 
vements required as part of 
the Wal-Mart develop- 
ment. 
A new lighted intersec- 
tion, extra lanes and other 
off-site costs were expec- 
ted to cost $750,000 - of 
which the city was to pay 
about wo-thirds. 
But Trawin said bids 
came in at about half what 
was anticipated, and the 
city now only has to con- 
tribute $300,000. 
That means there's an 
extra $200,000 available, 
he said. 
Councillors on Friday 
CITY COUNCIL and the RCMP The request was to push the pub's said extra officers will be made 
have approved a one-time request by hours back two hours, to close at 4 available that evening. He called the 
the Best Western Terrace Inn to ex- a.m. for a special event July 19 only. extended hours provision a 
tend its liquor servin hours. RCMP Inspector Marlin Degrand "relatively controlled risk." 
The Red Cross  
Act ion  n ine  
- " °  
Healthier & Offering some of the 
Happier by ~"~'  ;~'~ l most progressive 
~..',~ J~  I tests and treatments 
taking charge ~ \~1 including: 
of your health ~ ~: i , : i~ , t , ,  I • Food Allergy Testing 
I~ ;  ~:!!:.~,i;::i!::! ~ . ,~ : :  ~ • ~.,.., Weight loss 
I~ /~L '~,~" ; i  I • AminoAcid Theraple, for.ood Disorders 
• Candida, Microbial & Organ Testing 
I ,~ :  " ~olntravenousChelation, Hydrogen Proxide, D M S O ~ : ,& IV Vitamin Therapy 
n " ' '~r  ~ " • Hormone Assessment & Natural Treatment 
• Personalized, Integrative and Comprehensive 
Programs using Homeopathic, Herbal and 
~ ~  Vl~min The~ples 
" Dr .  Kathy  Graham,  N .D .  
Naturopathic Physician 
1283 Main Street, Smithers 
(250) 847-0144 
it All Has to G0!  
~ All remaining inventory in __ .  
~~4ma 's Bed & Bath location must be sold, .~ i ~  ~ 
~ ~ ~ -  ;-~. ~:-~, ::,L '~ :%:::: ,:,i: ?i 
TY Kids & fleer 112  PRIC " 
c.'s..~ t , . .  30-50% OFF 
co . ,c t , . .  30% OFF 
/~.. ~ ~ J ~ ~ :  . . . 
~u~ . ~ ! i  :~ ~ ~%~i~L~j~%,%~ ~ ~ _ ,~ j~e~~~ :: ~ ~ ~ o ~  .... . ' . ,  , . ' ,  
~ ~ i l  ~omplete ~"~ 
~ 1  ~nsuranc~ '~oU',fi,~or~O-~d~o~y,o~~milea~ge"~.~,~;OU.. ! ~  ~ ~ I 
Se- -  I I 
~ 2 ~ " ~  Convenient 1991 Ford I ~ ~ , .  I 
~ii;:i,:~,::;ii::i::~, DriveThru i~ i~ -,/%"~; I F150XLT4x4 I~asterv iny lDeck ing  I 
~ ~, ~ I I~  95,000 kin, ~:~~~~A~t .  1-800-335-8008 I ?_~'~ " ~ . ,  I 50LitreEngne, I WatiersPr°c~°naL~)~i~eai~en~n~eTLcBngLasting I 
~: i~:~:~~ 635.hm I::~:::~,~¢. ~: .~ I !  - - I  '35"Tires, ll1-..Itl.."-ii, li.=---- . . . .  ,,--=.=----I ~ ~ _  I ~,r L~O'~:, i ~ ~ I A r Conditioning, i r iu~nnn innmnn nannnnnu i 
~~su~c~. -~ I~t(L.~,,,~ ~ i [ . ,a l~n l  ~sp~ I ~ - ~ n ~ t - g i T - ' l  
k~, . , : " _V . /c t : .~  I "3)~,~tdl~, " "~ ' "  = I RegularS12,900 
I . .  s8995°°  
4~3s ~.E~ AVE, rE~CE ~ ~ ~  .~ ~,  ~ ~ 
www, keenleyside.com I I I J / ~ ~ Z . _ I  m~'~. - . , . ,~  ~ .~':~Jr ~ I~ .  :' "~ -~ 
Locally Owned & Operated ~ L~)~I~ ~ ]',.-~ ,~r ,~ iv~ ~ 
PLAY :::: • i , ...... ;~, . : : ~ ' ~  
3~F;na ~ii~,ii~i~g~ili! i~ I Your Unscrambled Correct Names J 
!i:~ i~2~Entrie s must ~'ind~roffiCeby:~.30 p m Frid s for the ~ di:~ ' Scrambled Names: _ . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,~  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . oy Y I 
I H I ! l~:i::i~!N0sulo"sf",~Ut'e'forgra'~J~r"iz'e  ' ' ' ' ' '  ' ' ' '  .... !:~.~:(i:Ti:!:~:¢:i:il~iiil !1 1.anapto.uarpsta l ,  I 
| J~ | ~ | ~ :~i:!1 2. sklarct,,dtswens I " ~ ~ - ~ - ~ ~  I 
) ~  PLUS A WEEKLY DRAW li !  oo ,o I ~ ~ ~ ~  i 
'~ ~ IOn  I i  $1OUnl i~UlD I! I ~/~raceStandard I Name" I 
Fall A-10 voUCl lE,  l! il 32r~:oS~a~bnl;tGrlt e ] P h o n e i ~ ~ ~ l  
Redeemable at the participating merchants. Ii '!! Terrace, B.C. V8GhR2 I Must be19 years or older to enter, i 
L __ , _ .=  . _ . .  _ ,  = .  __ ~_ ,  ~ __ _ ,  _ ,  . , ,  __ . .  _ ,  __ _ , . J  
'SKEENA MALL CITY'CENTRE KEITH AVE. MALL 
TERRACE K IT IMAT TERRACE 
635-4948 632-5000 635-5333 
TERRACE TOTEM 
1973-2003 
.l@® 
100 YEARS 
'~ . . . . .  J t 
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I . Limit of one bonus offer per visit., Coupon must be presented at time of purchase. = AIR MILES ® coupons I I cannot be combined with any other discount offer or AIR MILES ® coupon offer, including Customer i 
I Appreciation Day & Seniors Day. Not valid at Safeway Liquor Stores. I 
II Coupon effec,[;ve at your participating Safeway Stores, Coupon o IIII!!l!l!l!lllLl!l!lJ!ll ', 
I expires July 12, 2003. Excludes all Gift Cards. Other exclusions apply, I 
Please see in-store for complete list of Exclusions. z I I , ,,. Trnden~rks of AIR MIII:$ InternatJo~l T~lng B,V. Used under license by Loyalty Mar~t  Gno~p, Canada Inc and Canada Safeway Urnitnd. 
• . . im m Im i m m im im im am m am m m m im ,ml  im im im im im m m m m m m m m m ~ m m m m m ~ 
• ,~ii~, U U AIR MILES ® %Did.+~,,. I AIR -M-!~-.E.S t . ]~ J  ~, :+ ~< ' ' 
With coupe and a minimum $100 purchase, ,:, With coupon and a minimum $200 purchase. 
I ,  Limit of one bonus offer per visit. = Coupon must be presented at time of purchase., AIR MILES ® coupons Ii: 
= cannot be combined with any other discount offer or AIR MILES ® coupon offer, including Customer i ~ I I II 
I Appreciation Day & Seniors Day. Not valid at Safeway Liquor Stores. I 
I Coupon effective at your participating Safeway Stores, Coupon III IIIIIIIIIIIIIII II IIIII , 
= expires July 12, 2003, Excludes all Gift Cards, Other exclusions apply. I II II II II IIIIIII fil l i l l II ' I 
i , , , I I  I I  I I I I  o 00000 10857 7 i Please see ~n-store for complete hst of Exclusions. ~ - -  I I i =~., Trademarks of AIR MILES IntemaSonal Trading B,V. Used under lice'tse by Loyalty Management Grou~', Qnada Inc. and Canada Safeway Umited. I 
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Fireproof aprons may have 
saved senior, report finds 
TERRACEVIEW resident Emerson Huskins lights a cigarette while wearing a 
smoking apron in the smoking room at the extended care facility. Residents 
have been required to wear the aprons while smoking since a woman died 
after her nightgown caught fire last year. SARAH A. ZlMMERMAN PHOTO 
Premier 
rebuts 
mayor 
THE PREMIER says B.C. 
is firm in its stand against 
negotiating incentives to 
attract businesses to B.C. 
Gordon Campbell was 
reacting to Terrace mayor 
Jack Talstra's accusation 
that the province doesn't 
have a strategy like that of 
Quebec or many U.S. 
states to attract jobs and 
investment. 
"Do you buy invest- 
ment? No you don't," 
Campbell said at a June 
17 stop in Terrace. 
"We were very clear 
when we ran for office we 
don't intend to subsidize 
individual industry." 
He said B.C. won't get 
in a bidding war with other 
jurisdictions. 
"I hate to break the 
news, but there are places 
all over the world that are 
trying to buy investment," 
he said, "What you do is 
create an environment for 
investment hat encour- 
ages it to be here." 
Talstra said a specia- 
lized economic develop- 
ment strategy for the 
northwest is needed. 
Campbell said provin- 
cial government action to 
spur activity in forestry, 
mining, energy as well as 
its transportation strategy 
will all help. 
"The economic deve- 
lopment strategy we have 
for the northwest is the 
most comprehensive strat- 
egy they've seen for a long 
time.,' 
Northwest Smile 
Design Center 
0~.P.k~;,k 
, Serving I~e Northwest [or 10 years 
'Fdl Face 0dhod~d¢ Care 
, Inv~lig. • lhe bvis~ble braces 
, T.MJ, Tm~nenl 
' Porcelain Crowns and Veneen 
, Tees W~i~in 9 (Bleaching) 
, I~x Free Office 
Dr. Peter. A. Okimi 
200-4619 Park Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C, V8G lV5 
(250) 635-7611 
D;d~/~r, ow ~ o ~i~J d~J be ~ee~ " 
Coroner issues recommendations on smoker's death 
By SARAH A. 
ZIMMERMAN 
THE DEATH of a woman 
at Terraceview Lodge last 
year happened within 
weeks of when the exten- 
ded care facility expected 
to require patients who 
smoke to wear flame-resis- 
tant aprons. 
Lois Jean Campbell, 
62, died May 13, 2002 
sleeve of her after the 
nightgown caught fire 
while lighting a cigarette. 
She was inside Terrace- 
view's glassed-in smoking 
area. 
"When she got up and 
ran out of the room the air 
movement around her 
caused the fire to spread 
rapidly and completely 
consume her garments 
leaving her with fatal 
burns," says the report 
compiled by local coroner 
Art Erasmus. 
Campbell suffered sec- 
ond and third degree burns 
to 80 per cent of her body 
despite immediate fforts 
to put the fire out, the re- 
port says. 
Coroner's recommenda- 
tions include requiring re- 
sidents to wear fire-resis- 
tant aprons while smoking 
and installing a call bell in 
the smoking room. 
Northern health author- 
ity administrator Cholly 
Boland says officials were 
making plans to get smok- 
ing aprons before Camp- 
bell's accident. 
"The motivation for the 
aprons was not one partic- 
Catherine Hart welcomes Laura Carpino, to the clinic. 
Laura is a recent graduate of the Calgary College of 
Holistic Health and she specializes in Swedish Massage. 
ular case," Boland says. 
"What we want to do is 
reduce the chances of 
someone being injured due 
to a falling ash or cigar- 
ette. 
"This is pretty much, 
believe, a standard ap- 
proach in long term care 
facilities." 
The thin, blue aprons 
cover the person's chest, 
ette per hour ration. 
"They're a nuisance," 
he says of the blue frock, 
but doesn't mind wearing 
it, especially after Camp- 
bell's death last year. 
I "She wasn't wearing 
one," Huskins says. "I 
never heard tell of them 
before that happened." 
Another new edition to 
the smoking room since 
AI 0- The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, July 9, 2003. 
shoulders and lap. 
One wall in the smok- 
ing room at Terraceview is
dotted by silver hooks with 
Campbell's death has been 
the installation of an 
emergency call bell which 
can be triggered by pulling 
.;t 
"When she got up and ran out of the 
room the air movement around her 
caused the fire to spread rapidly and 
completely consume her garments 
leaving her with fatal burns." 
aprons hanging from them 
and residents' name tags 
over each one. 
Terraceview resident 
Emerson Huskins, 65, dons 
his apron for his one-cigar- 
a coiled rope. 
But Erasmus' report 
stopped short of disallow- 
ing long-term residents 
from smoking at all. 
"Given that deaths attribu- 
Art Erasmus 
ted to smoking appear to 
be rare in senior care faci- 
lities, I. am not inclined to 
recommend enying resi- 
dents at Terraceview 
Lodge the pleasure (or ad- 
diction) in their twilight 
years," Erasmus wrote. 
That's a relief for Hus- 
kins who says he's been 
smoking for 40 years and 
doesn't want to quit any 
time soon. "I'm not going 
to (quit) unless the doctor 
tells me so," he says. 
J0s  o Is "°'e" ";' 110. 
Not sure what we're talking 
about here? Then tune in week- 
day mornings to the ~_~ or 
and listen to this sum- 
mers radio theatre program 
"Home & Restless" - where if 
you LISTEN AND SOLVE 
THE MYSTERY QUESTION 
EACH WEEK-YOU COULD 
WIN ONE HUNDRED 
DOLLARS OF THE BEST 
CUT QUALITY MEATS 
FROM THE COPPERSIDE 
IV MEAT MARKET in 
Thornhill. So who is this 
"]~.Lalto" a n ~  Listen to the 
8, every morn  
i~een 7:30 am to 8:30 am 
to determine your answer and 
fill out the entry form below for 
your chance to win $100 of 
quality fresh cut meats from the 
Copperside IV Meat Market. If 
you need further clues, check the 
La-Z-Boy website www.lazboy.com 
or drop by instore to Totem 
Furniture. Good Luck! 
LA-Z-iY3Y" 
SAVIBGS 
L.,/~JI I I I I I1~) II I lO 
chance to sQve on 
La-Z-Boy comfortl 
Hurl'/In lot Ilmfled ~ $  ~ all of 
rne iciest looks In to-Z-Boy comfod. 
rtom kicked LxlCk CO~t~t O clo~k;: 
deslgm, you'll ~ an Inv~lng array of 
,ty~es tot every r~ I~ yx~Jr home.., now 
at a very mk:zxed I~lce. 
/ i f  
~:lmber~ 
hd .~ 
5499 ~599 
CoaCe 
~cno~,  
'999 
'1799 S1149 
Hg||gN|B|m|i|mBHiH|NNHNN|UNNgI|HHmN|N|NN|Ni| 
! Home & Restless Mystery Theatre Contest 
• o0 , TOTEM FURNITURE 
' A.) 111o ~erman i  Cecilia's fife? Answer: 
I , B.) An Actualla-Z-Boy Rediner Name: 
I Chair? 
' C.) Cecilia's Long lost uncle who's 
' I  mi.ingfor,O...; Ph: 4501Lakelse Ave,, Terrace, BC, ', 
ll No purchase necmaff. Mud be minimum t 9 yea~ of oge Io enl~r, Only one ~ ~ n  I 
, .l~tW~¢onl~lt. ze~co~bdmd~c~bed.no,d~stil~sotcosh~n~'~der~be. 638"1158' 1"800"813"1158 ,, 
&APPLIANCES 
THERE ARE ENOUGH SURPRISES ON THE ROAD. YOU DON'T 
NEED THEM IN THE SERVICE SHOP. 
You can't control the weather or the road. 
But you can control who works on your truck. 
At Freightliner Prince George, we get it right 
the first time. Our factory-trained service 
technicians are the best in the industry. 
They're equipped with the latest tools, the 
latest technology and the knowledge to use 
them effectively. They're also backed by 
Freightliner's full-service support network, 
designed with one purpose - to get your truck 
back on the road and keep it there. 
WE TUNE UP YOUR ENGINE, 
YOU TUNE UP YOUR GAME.  Freightliner Prince George is 
pleased to announce Jim Niessen 
Bonus offer through to luly J 1": Receive a certificate for 9 Holes of  Golf at "The Unks of as our new Service Manager. Jim 
Maggie May" when you have us tune.up your engine In our shop! has over 25 years of experience 
Cat Engines Cummins  Engines . out 01 ~o in the heavy-duty truck industry, 
3406B or 3406C $269 N14 $199 ~,0 ~ ,¢ ~,~ including 15 years in 
Detro i t  Engines ~;~.¢s t .tie management positions. Jim's 
strong commitment to provide 
DDECII, IIIorlV $269 excellent customer service will 
make him a great addition to our 
I E ~ ~ s l  team. We look forward to the 
opportunity to look after your 
"r R A I L E R truck repair needs. Our parts and 
service department are open 
seven days a week to service all 
your trucking needs. Please call 
to arrange an appointment or 
drop into the shop at 2050 
RoberUon Street, Prince George. 
Welcome to our team Jim. 
C10, C12, C15 or 3406E $199 
Normal  Automot ive  Access On ly  
(Motorhomes Extra) 
Freightllner Prince George, 
A DIVISION OF INLAND DIESEL LTD. 
2050 Robertson Street 
Prince George, BC ~VOpen ~ 
(250) 563-0696 
1-800-595-441:1. 
Monday - Friday 7 am - :1.1 pm 
Saturday & Sunday 7:30 am - 5 pm 
Jim Nlessen 
° ~ 
• CARNABY MILL workers blocked the sawmill's gates to prevent removal of ve- 
hicles and heavy equipment. MIKE WEEBER PHOTO 
.. Town files liens 
: Removal  of Carnaby 
equipment,, blocked 
that the company was at- outstanding taxes and late removal of heavy equip- 
tempting to remove. 
Mayor Pete Weeber 
said a removal of any 
heavy vehicles or rolling 
stock could have dire con- 
sequences for the mill. 
"This puts us one step 
closer to a permanent 
shutdown," he said. 
If efforts by Prince Ru- 
pert to invest $20 million 
in New Skeena fail, Wee- 
ber said, company presi- 
dent Dan Veniez would 
~ !likely liquidate the assets. 
payment penalties of 
$225,000 for Carnaby to 
the town, school board and 
regional district. 
New Skeena vice-presi- 
dent Don Stuart confirmed 
the company was planning 
to liquidate some mobile 
equipment at Carnaby, but 
de.nied there were any 
plans to permanently close 
the mill. 
"It's part of managing 
our business and putting 
our company's resources to 
ment. 
"Our whole aim is to 
keep the equipment in the 
mill and get rid of 
Veniez," said Communi- 
cations Energy and Paper- 
workers (CEP) local 404 
president Mo Azaz. 
Carnaby is the only re- 
maining New Skeena mill 
where unionized workers 
have not reached a Fresh 
Start agreement with the 
company to deliver labour 
COSt reductions. ", 
Nisga'a fishing c ,at 
showcased in Ot awa 
A GILLNETTER called ! ~ : : . ~  
N 
the Nishga GM that plied 
• . the waters of the north- 
" coast for nearly 20 years is 
bringing the west coast 
salmon fishery to life at 
the Museum of Civilliza- 
tion in Ottawa. 
The distinctive wooden 
fishing boat, built in 1967, 
was donated by the Nyce 
family of Gitwinksihlkw, 
who operated the vessel 
out of Prince Rupert. 
The Nishga Girl, mea- 
suring more than 10 metres 
" in length and weighing 
several tons, is the centre- 
~ piece of a new exhibit 
" called West Coast Corn- 
- munities in the museum's 
~ Canada Hall. 
There is also a display 
case containing some of 
the artifacts found on 
" board the vessel. 
" "It is an honour to re- 
.~ present the area and the 
• fishing industry," said 
7. Harry Nyce Sr., a promi- 
7. nent Nisga'a leader who is 
the current chair of the Ki- 
- t imat  Stikine Regional 
,k 
: 
tb 
& 
HARRY NYCE's gillnetter the Nishga Girl is on dis- 
play at the Museum of Civilization in Ottawa. 
District. 
The Nyce family plans 
to attend the exhibit's offi- 
cial opening on July 10. 
The display will be in 
place for at least 15 years, 
says Paul Robertson, cura- 
tor of the museum's ar- 
chaeology and history di- 
vision. 
Robertson calls the 
Nyce's donation a lasting 
legacy to the museum -
and the people of Canada. 
Totem Saddle Club~ ~: 
Requests past and original ~~: :  
members to join in the fun " ~  
for their ~: " i~ .  
40TH ANNIVERSARY & ..... 
RIVERBOAT DAYS 2003 i~  
For more information, i ~  
call Jocelyn at 635-7310 
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Curfew u ged to curb, andals 
A LEAST one downtown business 
manager is calling for a curfew for 
teenagers after several stores had 
windows smashed within days of 
each other. 
Between June 24-28 four down- 
town businesses were the target of 
rock-throwing vandals. 
Azad Adventures, SAAN, Natio- 
nal Car and Truck Rental and All 
Seasons Source for Sports each had 
at least one window broken as a re- 
sult of a flung rock between June 25- 
28. All of the businesses ay the 
windows were broken late at night or 
in the wee hours of the morning. 
"I don't understand why we don't 
have curfews," says National Car 
and Truck Rental manager Debbie 
Middleton, who says prior to three 
windows at the store being smashed 
June 25, cars have previously been 
targeted by vandals. 
"We've caugl,t some in the past 
and they were all young offenders," 
she says. 
Though the rock throwers haven't 
been identified, she says vandalism 
in general might be curbed if a cur- 
few preventing minors out after a 
certain time was implemented. 
"Would your young kids be walk- 
ing around at that time of night?" 
she says. 
All Seasons Source for Sports co- 
owner  Mark Wilcox says one of the 
front display windows at that store 
was targeted twice in the same 
week. 
"It's going to cost us in the neigh- 
bourhood of $400 plus and a late 
emergency call out because we had 
to get them here in the middle of the 
night," Wilcox said. 
Middleton estimates the cost of 
replacing the vehicle rental outlet's 
three double-sided windows will far 
exceed $1,000. 
With the exception of Azad Ad- 
ventures, nothing was stolen from 
the shops. 
Every piece on the floor must go 
20 to 
Sofa's, Love Seats, Dining Room, Bedroom, 
Bunk Beds, Futons, Kitchen Sets, Cl~c~i~ , Hutf:h 
And Armoire, Cabinets Plus M~,, ~1, Mu, ti Morel 
Was s~ 
s19' 
s19 6 ~i~: 
. Bedroom ~ij i i~'i :~..~i~i.~~:~i 
te $499 .~ :~ ~ R, HB, 1 NT) ~ ~  Iu1NTRaiIs'FB ~ ~  . . . .  
Venture 
GOLF CART ' 
':~'"~"'~ SALE s34.97' 
~ ~  ~AVE 50% 
ganadian 
Tire 
.... ~~~,~ 
Bobby 
Karcher  K320 
Prossuro 
Washer  
1400 psi 
Reg. $24  9. 99  
SALE s 149 .99  
SAVINGS OF  s lOO.OO 
39.8632 
~ OFF! or DEEP 
WOODS OFF 
~:~ Insecticide Producls 
i : i l  " ~ Selected Types & Sizes 
;i 
Eiii! 
I 
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" 'MAGS G INGLES ce lebrates  in Ter race  as  word  
comes  that  Vancouver -Whis t le r  w i l l  hos t  the  2010 
Winter  O lympics ,  The  B .C .  b id  beat  out  Sa lzburg ,  
Aust r ia  and  Pyeongchang,  Korea .  ROD LINK PHOTO 
From front 
Olympic gold there for province 
and regions to grab, analyst say 
do something for you means you'll lose•" 
Baxter, known in the north for his analysis 
showing a growing gap in prosperity between 
rural and urban B.C., said there's a risk the 
Olympics will make Vancouver-Whistler ven 
richer and the hinterland poorer. 
"I don't  think it's inevitable, but it's 
possible," he said. "I think this could be used 
to smooth the divide•" 
"We have to show the world how cool Brit- 
ish Columbia is - not how cool Vancouver is." 
The provincial government and Games or- 
ganizers can help, he said. 
"I now want to see it become the British 
Columbia Winter Olympics," Baxter said. "I 
want to see British Columbia on everything." 
The 2010 Olympic web site should link to 
every community and destination in B.C.. 
And he said every town and event in the 
province should also get the ability to use the using the attention focused on the Olympics to 
change the brand of the province," he said. 
"What I 'm interested in is what kind of 
Olympics and its loges as marketing tools. 
Comparisons with the Expo '86 world fair 
Vancouver hosted are a poor fit, he says. 
Baxter says Expo was a participant event 
that visitors came and experienced. People 
"It can't be just the bear - it 
has to be the story." 
who didn't come tended not to hear about it or 
B.C. 
The Olympics, on the other hand, are an 
observer event• Baxter says few people will 
actually visit B.C. for the games, but potenti- 
ally billions will see or hear about the pro- 
vince from afar. 
"For the next seven years, people should be 
benefit can we get next year." 
The Kermode bear as a mascot or symbol is 
a great idea, Baxter said, but needs careful 
development. "It can't be just the bear - it has 
to be the story, where it comes from and that 
you can come up and possibly see it," he said. 
"People travel for stories, not objects." 
He also advised local organizers to have al 
backup plan - in case the white bear is beat 
out by an orca or other animal• 
"That shouldn't stop them from trying to: 
make the white bear the mascot of the cross- 
country ski event or something like that," he 
said. "We need a lot of mascots•" 
"Some guy in Germany could say, 'Screw 
the Olympics, I want to go see the bear•'" 
NHA eyes 
$15m of 
new cuts 
NORTHERN HEALTH 
Autht;rity officials have to 
cut $15.4 million this year 
to avoid running a deficit. 
The cut requirement 
would have been as much 
as $25 million but the 
Northern Health Authority 
is using $5.8 million in 
new money from the fed- 
eral government to cushion 
itself. It is also using a 
$3.8 million surplus from 
last year to further buffer 
itself. 
All told the authority 
wants to spend $426.142 
million this year, most of 
which will come from the 
provincial government. 
The $15.4 million cut 
plan has already been in- 
corporated into its spend- 
ing plans to produce a bal- 
anced budget. 
"We are required to be 
able to present a balanced 
budget to the [health] 
ministry," said authority 
official Mark Karjaluoto 
last week. "We cannot run 
a deficit." 
"We have to continue 
to filid s~iviiigs in  ~fi"  ili~e~: 
hal structure, which we in- 
tend to do," he said• 
Karjaluoto said the $25 
mill ion in "extra costs 
comes from wage in- 
creases for existing em- 
ployees, general inflation, 
higher energy costs and 
higher drag costs. 
Part of the plan to find 
savings is to determine the 
appetite amongst the pri- 
vate sector to take over all 
or portions of the author- 
ity's laundry services. 
Right now the authority 
does its own laundry and 
in Terrace that means 
laundry from Mills Mem- 
orial and Terraceview is 
trucked down to a brand 
new laundry that is part of 
the new Kitimat General 
Hospital. 
But the authority may 
eventually decide to con- 
tract out the service if it 
can determine the move 
will save money. "Our 
whole emphasis is directed 
at our patient services. 
Every dollar we can save 
is put there," .said Karja- 
luoto. 
Also on the list is hiring 
more people to cut down 
on overtime costs incurred 
now because of being 
short-staffed. 
And the authority is 
going to make strenuous 
efforts to ease sick leave 
and associated costs which 
last year amounted to $27 
million, said Karjaluoto. 
"We're going to help 
staff return to work," he 
said• 
"There's no question. 
'Our sick leave cost is high 
and we want to do better 
as an employer." 
The authority hopes to 
buffer rising energy costs 
by examining how it uses 
natural gas in each of its 
more than 48 buildings• 
It 's not an issue just 
yet, but the authority is 
putting money into easing 
what will be the expected 
retirement within the de- 
cade of large numbers of 
the 1,665 registered nurses 
it has on payroll. Fully half 
are over the age of 45. 
Karjaluoto said this will 
involve extensive recruit- 
ing efforts and encouraging 
nurse training. 
CHEVROLET 
PURCHASE FINANCING 
FOR 60 MONTHS' 
• !:L ,.;; ~' ,: • . .,it ,,-,, 
. ~[~, .~!.~. 
i 
PLUS AN EXTRA 
WHEN YOU BUY, FINANCE, 
OR LEASE VIRTUALLY 
ANY NEW 2003." 
~ z  2003 CHEVY SILVERADO EXT CAB 4X4 
. , . . . .~~;~\ .~.~.  
," :: ~ :~,L=' . :~ . .~~'  ~', " ~~ ,~  ~ 
.,.~........: ,.-. : . . .  • .;,.,T.........:~:.~:~ ~ ..... 
.4.8L SFI V8 270HP Vortec Engine. Automatic, 4-Wheel Disc and ABS, 40/20/40 
Split Front Bench. Dual Zone A/C. CD Stereo .Aluminum Wheels, Locking 
Differential .Tilt-Wheel• Deep Tint Glass 
$e,1~o ~ ~N~ INCLUDES FRrlG~T AND Fel 3 Straight yeerz, 
Car and Dflver'z 
INCLUDES $1000 CREDIT "ees, Pl=k-Up", 
2003 CHEW AVALANCHE CREW CAB 4X4 
. Convert-a-Cab system with folding midgate. 5.3L V8 285 HP Vortec Engine. Automatic 
• 3-piece Removable Rigid Cargo Cover, 4-Wheel Disc and ABS. CD Stereo, Cruise. Power 
Windows/Mirrors/Locks with Remote Keyless Entry 
~ d 2 ~  ~ ~ S'rARll~G FROM 
14.500 ~ FIIIMF.,NT 
INCLUDES $1000 CREDIT 
2003 CHEVY TRAILBLAZER LS 
GET MORE 
Canada41e 
[] 
2003 CHEVY TRACKER LX 
.4.2L 16 275HP Vortec Engine. Autotrac Automatic 4WD. Locking Differential, Dual- 
Zone A/C. Aluminum Wheels" Power Windows/Locks/Heated Mirrors. Remote Keyless 
Entry. 6-Speaker CD Stereo. Dual Front Air Bags, HD Trailering Equipment 
s46 B 
• k" ~r ,k"k'~r 
MONIH ! el FIVE STAR 
SAFETY RATING" 
INCLUDES $1000 CREDIT 
.2,0L 127HP Engine, 4WD. 5-Speed Manual. Intermittent Wipers. 
Split Folding Rear Seat. Dual Front Air Bags 
s250-,, ' , 30 
INCLUO~I EIOHT AND Pal 
INCLUDES $1000 CREDIT 
*k,~r ,k'ilr ik" 
FIVE STAR 
SAFETY RATINe A 
GM SELLS THE MOST 
PICKUPS IN CANADA" 
ALL OFFERS INCLUDE FREIGHT, PDI AND $1000 CANADA WIDE CASH:  
Your  Chevro le t  O ldsmob i le  Dea ls  ra  of  BC gnn canada.corn  1 -800-GM-DRIVE  
You Should KnowThls:Offer applies to vehicles delivered on or before August 3let, 2003. A$1,000 credit Is Inclusive of appllceble taxea nd is reflecthd in offerz In this adve~esment. Example: $10.O000rdlnery purchase pflce, aner 
tax pdce b $11 450 ($10 000 ptus $1 450 a pl!eab!e ta~es). After applying $1,000 credit, after tax price is $]0,450 ($9,127 reduced purchase price plus $1323 applicable taxes), with the.S1,000 grad it being the $873 reduction from 
the ordinary ~ pr~,e and the $1'27 re~ian In taxes, whlcn w~ld have otherwise been payable on the full ord l~ pu[chpe pflce.:"SmadLe~e" crier ave!labia on s 30:reo~?th leap rer Silvercoo 4WD.E~t ~b,A~ncheUfl~d, 
and a 48-month lease for TrailBlazer LS and TracKer LX. Totaz obligation is$15,290, $17,340, $22,931, $12,250. Annual I~lomon'e ,mlt 20,000 YaTI, ~.'1 z pere x~p KI .,~neo. uP.oleo: p~rcna.~e a z.ma.~., e~ IS ~zu,.b/u, ~z 4,evj~, ~1~ .~ 
$8~569~ptu~epp~uab~etoxe~Fre~ht~no~u-ded:Licens..e~nsu~nce~re~rau~n~PPSA~.admi`n~easand taxesnotlndu.ded.l rchesefln~cthgonapproveO (p¢~crco.lt.only..: lp..:~ o,~oat.u%,e~q4,ulenl~mlypa'/m, n t~:~l . / 
for eO months Cost of bolxowing is$8, iO[al obligation Is $101X)O, Down paymem, ~ea aRe/or security depesn may ~ requireR, MOney pay.men! ano cost ol go.rang ~111 v'~y espano ng on arnou.n.t gum)., won .a~c gown pay,: 
merit/trade Discounts or other Incentives may be available where consumers opt for a ceen purchase pdce oner. uy eslecong the purchase financing oner,.cea~mere m~ De c~e~ng .~cn. OL.~COUn~ ano incen~.v~ .wn¢ may .r.eau!x 
in a hFgher effective Interest rate, 11cFra ght ncluded L cerise, nsu ance end taxes no nc uded *$The SmartLeana monthly payment and Ule GMAC purcnace finance rates ere not avanaa~e with ano ere net c~lculareo on me "CaSh 
Purchase" price shown, The d fferance between the price for the Smartlease/GMAC purchase finance offer and the "Cash Purchase" price offer Is deemed under provincial disclosure laws to be a cost of borrowing, whether or not the 
ea~ represents actual Interest, and ts ~ju!red to be expressed as on actual percentage rate which is 136%, 1.50%, 1.62%, 9.87%, :l:l"'Offers apply to virtually ¢12003 new or demonstrator models of vehicles equipped as described, 
Dealer order or trade may be necesea~. Offersapp~toqualifled r tallcustareersln BCanly. Umlted Umeofferewh!~ maynotl~ecombln~wi. o~er.o.ff_e_rs_.Deale.rs..ere~eto .estlndlvldual _P_rioe..s_: Sea.Yo~/de_ale~s)!orcond!tions 
and detaiL,. OBesed on Polk Canada Inc.'s New Vehicle HegistraUone 1988 to 2002. ~Award De,alia: SIIveraco tar ano u~er aware Peace on ,~uP/zuu), ,July 2.(~z... ano _r!'~tcn z_~ issues. ~e .v'/lra,ulazer nero a ~-~u- runt era rear 
seat rating In side.impact tests (when equipped with sido air bags). Chevy Tracker holds a 5-Star ating In side-Impact test~. Testing conducted by the National Higeway lramc ~ately ~min~-~az~n. 
Jim McEwan Motors 
250-635-4941 
I • • • k 
r l , 
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JENNIFER LAN( OMMUNITY 
I 
t  'ound Town 
BCYCNA scholarships 
THE JUDGES have chosen three finalists in an 
essay contest presented by two newspaper as- 
sociations in B.C. 
First place goes to Kathryn Sigismud, sub- 
mitted by the Comox Valley Record. 
Sigismud wins a $5,000 scholarship from 
the B.C. and Yukon Community Newspaper 
Association and the B.C. Press Council for her 
winning essay. 
The winners were chosen from among 50 
essay finalists submitted by member newspa- 
pers. 
Second place goes to Matthew Little, sub- 
mitted through the Oliver Chronicle. He wins a 
$3,500 scholarship. 
Third place goes to Penny Rafter, submitted 
by the Penticton Western News. She has been 
awarded a $1,500 scholarship for her essay. 
The students were asked to write a 500- 
word essay answering the question, "What role 
does your community newspaper play in your 
community?" 
The essays were judged on originality, wri- 
ting ability (including spelling and grammar), 
and content - which included demonstrating 
knowledge of the community newspaper indu- 
stry. 
Medical assistants get 
their certificates 
THREE STUDENTS from Terrace arned cer- 
tificates from the University College of the 
Cariboo in Kamloops last month. 
Ruth Ann Bahr, Theresa Mary Laderoute, 
and Christina Sterner have received medical 
laboratory assistant certificates from UCC, 
which held its spring convocation ceremonies 
June 14. 
The trio were among approximately 9,000 
students who attend one of UCC's 50 certifi- 
cate and diploma programs, or one of its 40 
bachelor degree options. 
Abbotsford U. C. 
THE UNIVERSITY College of the Fraser Val- 
ley also counted some Terrace students among 
in its 1,500-strong spring grad class. 
Cameron Eyjolfson has earned a bachelor of 
business administration i  aviation. 
Jennifer Jenniss has completed a commun- 
ity pharmacy technician certificate. 
The University College of the Fraser Val- 
ley, or UCFV, is located in Abbotsford, B.C. It 
offers 80 different diploma, degree and certifi- 
cate programs, attracting students from across 
the province and other parts of the world. 
Help plan Pride Day 
THE RAINBOW committee of Terrace is call- 
ing members and volunteers together tomorrow 
for a special planning meeting. 
The committee is organizing a Pride Day. 
Members of Terraee's gay, bisexual, and 
transgender communities are encouraged to 
join the meeting, which takes place at the 
Terrace Women's Centre Thursday, July I0. 
The meeting starts at 5 p.m. Friends, family 
and supporters are also welcome. Call 638- 
0228 or 635-3626 if you would like more infor- 
mation. 
I Strike a pose 
A MYSTERIOUS Cassia Hall Elementary 
student, her face hidden behind plaster, 
poses for a photo. Students took part in a 
mask-making workshop June 20. Counsel- 
lor Carolyn Sousa and students worked on 
cultural activities throughout the year. 
Go fish 
ANOTHER Terrace 75th anniversary event 
gets underway this weekend with the Kitsum-: 
kalum Tempo Salmon Fishing Derby, I 
Start fishing at 7 a.m. Saturday, July 12.' 
Weigh in from 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. and on Sunday 
from 10 am. to 5 p.m. There's no age limit. 
More than $5,000 in prizes will be given 
away, and you don't have to fish to win. Bring 
the family. Proceeds go to the 75th committee. 
New handbook helps 
combat discrimination 
Acts of racism are 
By JESSIE GIES 
RACISM is everywhere, but ac- 
cording to a local prevention 
group, it is sometimes hard to re- 
cognize. 
A new, locally-developed man- 
ual looks at the issue in depth. It 
also provides uggestions on how 
the community can respond to 
acts of racism and discrimination. 
Nirmal Parmar and his steering 
committee of about a dozen com- 
munity members have been work- 
ing together for nearly eight 
months on the Anti-Racism Re- 
sponse Handbook to be distributed 
throughout Terrace. 
"The main purpose of the 
handbook is basic educational 
aware-ness," Parmar said. 
Parmar is a founding member 
and chair of the Terrace and Dis- 
trict Multicultural Association, 
which is also part of the steering 
committee, the Skeena Multicul- 
turalism Diversity Group. 
The group has been working to- 
gether since Fall of 2000. 
"We all felt this (racism) is 
there in a subtle way in every 
work place causing a lot of dam- 
age to people," Parmar said. 
Parmar said racism effects all 
types of people and can be based 
on language, colour, age, race or 
religion. 
"It is not contained or confined 
to one group of people," he said. 
The handbook shows people fa- 
cing racism where to go and how 
to deal with racial targeting, 
stereotyping. 
It will be distributed free to all 
schools and hospitals is Terrace, 
as well as  the Chamber of Com- 
merce. 
It's also available for download 
from the Skeena Diversity Pro- 
ject's website, www.skeenadivers- 
ity.com, in PDF format. 
"We will try to reach out to 
everyone," Parmar said. 
Other similar initiatives are 
taking place across the northwest. 
The common goal is to create 
awareness on the issue. 
often subtle but they still hurt, local steering committee says 
NIRMAL PARMAR says this handbook will be distributed for free to local schools, the hospital and 
the chamber of commerce. JESSIE GIES PHOTO 
The handbook offers tips on 
what to do if you're a victim of 
racism or discrimination - and 
what you can do to stop racism. 
There's a section that covers 
guidelines for community action, 
as well as as a community action 
checklist. 
The handbook also looks at ra- 
cism in the workplace and what 
steps businesses and institutions 
like schools hould be doing. 
Hate crimes are explored, too. 
The handbook also contains re- 
ferences and an appendix that of- 
fers a cultural breakdown of the 
B.C. and Terrace population. 
Funding for the project came 
from the Ministry responsible for 
Community, Aboriginal and 
Women's Services. 
A 'little' report earns big kudos 
Photographs of Nisga'a people singled out as some of North America's best 
By JENNIFER LANG 
THE EXTRAORDINARY spirit of 
the people of the Nass Valley 
played a huge part in helping a 
Vancouver photographer earn a 
prestigious international ward. 
Gary Fiegehen has been named 
a Top 10 winner of the 2003 AR 
Black Book award for annual re- 
ports. 
He was singled out for for his 
photography in the latest Nisga'a 
annual report, Prosper, which it- 
self placed in this year's top 100, 
an exclusive list that includes an- 
nual reports produced for the 
world's largest multinational cor- 
porations - like Microsoft and 
IBM. 
"It's kind of the Academy 
awards for annual reports," Fiege- 
hen said from his West End stu- 
dio. 
The announcement came from 
New York City. It's considered the 
most prestigious annual report 
award in North America. 
Previous top 100 Black Book 
winners include Harley-Davidson, 
Coca Cola and the Dew Jones. 
This honour is shared with a 
design team that includes de- 
signer Jim Skip, writer Brian Pay- 
ton, and Nisga'a director of com- 
munications Eric Grandison. 
Fiegehen, 56, says he is flat- 
tered, but not fooled. 
"Out of all those thousands and 
thousands of entries, I'm sensible 
enough to know why this one 
stood out," he said. 
"I think it's the Nisga'a and 
their story that has won the award 
as much as my photography. Their 
achievement continues to 
resound." 
He's spent wo decades captur- 
ing the faces and images of the 
ARRESTING BEAUTY: This photograph of a young Nisga'a citi- 
zen from Prosper: the Nisga'a Final Agreement Annual Report 
helped put Gary Flegehen on a rather select Top 10 list. 
we're trying to get to..'" 
If the outside world understood 
who the Nisga'a people were, 
their efforts to negotiate B.C.'s 
first modern day treaty would 
have broader support. 
"It's been wonderful to be able 
to work with such a clear 
purpose," he says. "Now, when 
I'm in the valley, I'm amongst 
friends." 
Fiegehen says the world conti- 
nues to watch the Nisga'a with in- 
terest. 
"A lot of people are looking at 
the Nisga'a and what they did," 
adding their story resonates in 
Europe, England, and among Au- 
stralia's aboriginals. "I think a lot 
what they did is incredible." 
He studied photographic arts at 
Ryerson in Toronto, working as a 
commercial photographer before 
heading west. His award-winning 
1991 book Stikine: the Great River 
earned the notice of the Nisga'a, 
who hired him as an official 
photographer when treaty talks 
kicked into high gear. 
Fiegehe.n and writer Alex Rose 
later won the Roderick Haig- 
Brown book prize for their work 
on Nisga'a: People of the Nass 
River, in 1993. 
Looking back, he recalls many 
highlights, including the time he 
Nisga'a people, went into effect wo years ago. saw a 9x 12 foot blow up of one of 
His lens finds scenes of arrest- Fiegehen says the fact that the his photographs of a smoke house 
ing beauty in the crinkly, knowing "little annual report" earned no- featured in a Nisga'a treaty exhi- 
faces of elders or in the geometric . tice is a reflection of the Nisga,a bit at the Museum of Civilization 
precision of lines of scarlet sock- and their clear-minded efforts to when the treaty headed to Ottawa 
eye salmon fillets drying on racks 
inside a smokehouse, 
Over the years he's witnessed a 
remarkable story unfold - the 
stor~of the Nisga'a people and 
their efforts to negotiate B.C.'s 
first modern day treaty, which 
share their story, for federal approval, 
"A lot of the credit belongs to His job still takes him to the 
the Nisga'a because they're the Nass Valley. 
ones who knew that publlc educa-  The design team has already 
tion would be a big part of doing a started work on the next Nisga'a 
treaty. They said, 'Let's tell the government annual report, 
world who we are and where ............................... B3 
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PUBS & 
.CLUBS 
GATOR'S PUB: Live entertainment Wed-Sat. Wed- 
nesday is Jam Night. Thursday is Spa Essentials night 
with diamond ring giveaway. Friday is "Feel the 
Thunder". Saturday is the Hot Legs competition, a
fundraiser for the Terrace ambulance paramedics as- 
sociation. 
BEASLEY'S MIX: Tasha sings every Friday night. 
Watch your favourite sports programs on a large 
screen TV. 
GEORGES PUB: Accelerators plays June 25-28, 
HANKY PANKY'S is your dance party night club. 
No cover. Free pool Wednesday, college night Thurs- 
day, Hot DJ and Top 40 dance Friday and Saturday, 
Karaoke contest Sunday and Monday, 
ROYAL CANADIAN LEGION: Saturdays Meat 
draw starts at 4:30 p.m. All members welcome; bring 
a guest, Lounge opens at 3 p.m 
THEATRE 
• The Terrace Little Theatre is still looking to 
cast a male lead for its upcoming anniversary produc- 
tion a British pantomime based on Cinderella. An 
%:~::::.~: ' :;: ::~;i:;:~.,.~. < ... ::.: ::'!. ' ....:', 
CASEY BRAAM'S drawing of the Sternwheeler Inlander is 
among the works featured at the art gallery to July 13. 
actor willing to play a horse is also needed. If you're 
interested, cal Nancy at 635-1329 or Chris at 635- 
3334. The show will be staged in November at the 
R.E.M. Lee in celebration of TLT's 50tn anniversary 
and Terrace's 75th anniversary. 
CONCERTS 
[] The Long Island Youth Orchestra performs 
Wednesday, July 9 at the R,E,M, Lee Theatre as part 
of a North American west coast tour. Featuring a 
wide selection of orchestral and band music. Spon- 
sored by the Terrace Symphony Orchestra. 
ETC 
The Heart and Stroke 
Foundation of B.C. and 
Yukon presents its 6th an- 
nual Golf Scramble July 20 at 
the Skeena Valley Golf and 
Country Club. Tee off at 2 
p,m. Teams of 4-6 golfers. To 
register, contact the golf 
club at 635-2542. For more 
info, call Terry at 639-9090 
or Gina at 635-7645, 
VISUAL 
ARTS 
• The Terrace Art Gallery 
presents three shows in one: 
the 75th Anniversary heritage display/2003 First 
Nations Celebration/Terrace and District Chamber 
of Commerce Art Contest. Come and enjoy this fan- 
tastic celebration of Terrace's diverse arts and cul- 
ture, on exhibit o July 13. Call 638-8884. 
• The Terrace Art Gallery, located in the library, is 
now open Tuesday and Wednesday from noon-4 p,m., 
Thursday and Friday from noon-6 p.m. and Saturdays 
from noon to 4 p.m, It's closed Sundays and Mondays. 
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Softwood Lumber Dispute 
More than half oF the wood sold to the United States from Canada 
comes from British Columbia, The softwood Lumber Dispute stems 
from a decision based on complaints laid by some US lumber 
producers. They believe that Canadian Lumber is "subsidised" 
because of the different Brest managemenl techniques in Canada. 
They have also accused Canadian companies of "dumping wood, 
which means that hey ore selling it in the US below cost. 
The resulting countervailing duties and anti-dumping duties have had 
negative impacts throughout British Columbia, however the impacts 
varied greally between lhe interior and coastal BC. Coastal BChas 
been in a restructurlng phase to deal with the higher costs of logging. 
Several coastal mills have shut down,and many remain closed. 
Remanufacluring facilities (value added products) are also affected by 
the so .fiwood lumber dispule. Duties are.charged on a final mill basis, 
instead at a first mill basis. This means that since a remanufactured or 
value added product is worth more money than lumber, it is facing a 
higher duty when being exported lo the United States. 
To d.ate, no decisions have b.een made by N.AFTA or by the World 
Trade Organisation as 1o whether or no these dulies are ustified. 
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The Terrace Communily Facilities Sociely 
extends a special 
to all the people who ha#e volunteered this year. 
Thanks for runnlng~abies, filing~ selling food, 
climbing ladders, repairing equip~entand So 
+". . . . . .  :muchmore. ' : ;:+ +;:+ : + =:+:.!:++++++ ': "+ '+.+ . .. +i+:~++ ~
++ . + :++{The R.E,M' Lee+haciove~ 40voiunteers 
:~ !:this year, and toge~r::~they gave theatre 
': i ~,: ~iiover 400 hoursofvolunfeer time. 
AND thanks to the audiences over the past year. 
We have enjoyed offering you many fine 
performances, :We hope to see you all next year. 
Kermode Frlend~U~Ys;clilety's Youth Sum S~kmerd~°graa~Snf~ruCp~ld~e;u3td:;~r:c; 
mer Camp, free weekly clay camps starting July (at Parkside school) for children 6-8 ears. 
7-11 from 11 a.m. to 4 pro, Bring your own lunch. Young adventurers *9 to 12), Both run from 9 
Activities include arts and crafts, games, a.m. to 3:30 p.m. There are also activities for 
sports, field trips, Registration forms at the youths aged 16 and under. All programs run on a 
Kerm0de Friendship Society, 3313 Kalum St. week to week basis and registration can be 
Limited space, Call Cinnamon at 635-4906:~ ,+~-,.i ;taken for the,Whole summer;Call 615-3000 or 
.:1:'~!?7.:,:::!::.+: +i? +?:;:7! + !!':'.T~'SL:E: !r.~!C-:L:~??.:'.~';~E:~.f(~i;2~r~i~'~:~[bfb'~'matibn. ~" " .~ ~ ' ;  . '  ..... " . . . .  
THURSDAY. JULY 10 
The Rainbow Committee of Terrace: call for 
members and volunteers. Planning meeting for 
Pride Day. Thursday, July 10 at 5 p.m. At the 
Terrace Women's Centre, Call 638-0228 or 
635-3626 for more information. We welcome 
input from members of the gay, lesbian, bisexual 
and transgender communities, as well as their 
friends, family and supporters. 
The Cancer Support Group for family and 
Friends holds its next meeting is at 7 p.m, July 
10 at the Canadian Cancer Society's Resource 
Centre, 207-4650 Lazelle Ave. Call Craig at 
635-0049 for further information, 
FRIDAY, JULY 11 
Terrace Women's Centre volunteer orien- 
tation. July 11 at 1 p.m. at 4542 Park Ave 
(beside the pool). Anyone interested in volun- 
teering, please attend with a resume, call 638- 
0228. 
TUESDAY, JULY 15 
The next Good Food Box is Tuesday, July 15 
at 6 p.m. Pick up at the pre arranged location 
(the Health Unit, Skeena Kalum Housing, or 
3911 Paquette, Unit B), To purchase August's 
Good Food Box, bring $15 in exact change to the 
library, Family Place, Skeena Kalum Housing or 
Terrace Anti Poverty the week of July 21-25. 
Call the Family Place at 638-1863, 
FRIDAY, JULY 18 
Raise the Roof Community Garage Sale, Si- 
lent Auction and barbecue at Standard Broad- 
casting (the Mix, CJFW and NTV) July 16 from 
3-7 p,m. There's also a craft sale, face painting, 
balloons and a prize raffle draw (win a trip for 
two on Air Canada Jazz, or a La-Z-Boy recliner), 
Donate items during office hours (9-5 Monday 
to Friday), Proceeds to K'San House Society's 
building fund for a new transition house. 
PUBLIC SERVICE 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Heritage Park Museum is now open for the 
season from 10 a.m, to 5 p,m, seven days a week. 
For more information call 635-4546. 
Summer Reading Club at the Terrace Public 
Library. Ages 3-12. Club members receive 
bookmarks, reading logs, and collect stickers by 
reading. They also take part in many programs. 
Call 638-8177 for more information. 
Kermode Family Day Camp is a parent-child 
participant camp for people with children aged 
8 and under. Free activities for parents and 
their children at the Kermode Friendship Socie- 
ty this summer: swimming, bowling, going to the 
lake, arts and crafts, field trips. To register, 
call Marsha at 635-4906. 
Coffee Break Bible Study at the Christian 
Reformed Church is taking a break for the sum- 
mer. See you in September, 
Small Business Christmas Fair Oct. 18/03. 
Book your table before June 30 for early bird 
prices. Pick up registration forms at Country 
Emporium, 4663 Park Ave. Sponsored by the 
Terrace Small Business Association. 
A new local CB radio club is starting up, The 
Night Owl Radio Club is looking for new mem- 
bers, All ages are welcome. You don't have to 
know how to operate a CB radio or even own one 
to join. For more information, call Jason at 615- 
6457. 
Terrace Night's Alive has temporarily 
ceased programming until further notice. In 
the interim, the Kermode Friendship Society 
will be offering youth activities Friday evenings 
from 8-11 p,m. 
The Canadian Cancer Society's Cancer Re- 
source Centre has moved. We're now located 
at #207-4650 Lazelle Ave, above the Terrace 
and District Credit Union. New hours: We're 
open Monday to Friday from noon to 2 p,m. Call 
638-8583. 
The Terrace Public Library is offering com- 
puter classes for people of all ages. These hour 
long one-on-one sessions will cover any topics or 
questions you may have regarding computers, 
Call the library at 638-8177 to sign up, 
Grads of 1993. Our 10-year reunion celebra- 
tion is scheduled for Aug, 1,2, and 3, Please 
contact Kezia at 615-8932 or Vicki at 635- 
0706 if you still need to RSVP. We are also 
looking for garage sale items for our July 12 
garage sale, 
The Klsplox Valley Music Festival Work 
Bees are every Sunday starting at 11 a.m. on 
the KVCA grounds. We invite you to join and and 
get your volunteer hours in early this year. For 
more info, call 842-6390 or 842-5888. 
Terrace Women's Centre Open Mic Fun- 
draislng event. We need participantsl Poets, 
musicians, anything, Contact Vicki at 638-0228, 
Mills Memorial Hospital Auxiliary Thrift 
Shop is located at 4544 Lazelle Ave, Open 
Tuesday-Saturday from 10 a.m,-4 p,m. A drop 
box is located in the parking lot for donations, 
Healthy eating can make a difference. Ap- 
proximately 20-30 per cent of cancers are rela- 
ted to what you eat, says the Canadian Cancer 
Society. Follow the Canadian food guide for 
better health, Enjoy a variety of foods, including 
grain, vegetables and fruits, lower fat dairy 
products and limit salt, alcohol and caffeine, 
The Greater Terrace Beautification Society 
needs volunteers and members. Meetings are the 
first Thursday of the month at 7 p.m. at City 
Hall in council chambers, Call Myma: 635.4224. 
Sumllcef 
sale 
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summer clothing 
& bats 
July 9th -tidy 19th 
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Baby's Name: 
William Donald 
Date & Time of Birth: 
June 21, 2003 at 7:33 
Weight: 8 lbs. 4 oz. Sex: Male 
Parent.,;: Theresa Anderson &
Gordon Edmonds 
¢ 
Baby's Name: 
Margaret Agnes Nora 
Date & Time of Birth: 
July 2, 2003 at 8:15 a.m. 
Weight: 8 lbs. l i  oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Rachel Sheehan & 
Richard Russell 
¢ 
Baby's Name: 
Kalasha Dorothy Dorreen 
Date & Time of Birth: 
June 25, 2003 at 11:34 a.m. 
Weight: 4 lbs. 9 oz, Sex: Female 
Parents: Sasheen Wesley & 
Daniel Wilson 
Baby's Name: 
Calllsta Rebecca Erlca 
Date & Time of Birth: 
June 25, 2003 
Weight: 10 Ibs. 5 oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Vernon Evan & 
Carol Squires 
¢ 
Baby's Name: 
Lauren Elizabeth 
Date & Time of Birth: 
June 26, 2003 at 12:15 p.m. 
Weight: 6 Ibs. 2 oz. Sex: FeRrule 
Parents: Scott & Shauna McCinlay 
Little sister for ~chary 
¢ 
Baby's Name: 
Maddyn Margaret ICatherine 
Date & Time of Birth: 
June 29, 2003 at 7:56 a.m. 
Weight: 8 lbs. 0 oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Volanda & Scott 
irthern Drugs' Baby Club and 
 '  ueWborn w,II receive their first 
+++ nd Teddy Bear 
0 
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.Art gallery is able to open 
its doors more this summer 
In August, the gallery joins with the library for book blow out 
By JENNIFER LANG 
THE TERRACE Art Gall- 
ery is pleased to announce 
it's extending its opening 
hours this summer. 
"We're very happy to 
say we're going to be open 
more," gallery coordinator 
Aron Strumecki reports. 
The gallery has been 
able to hire a summer stu- 
dent, thanks to a federal 
employment program grant 
through Human Resources 
Development Canada. 
University of Northern 
B.C. student Morgan Rein- 
shakken has been hired as 
the gallery's children's art 
class coordinator. 
The new, extended 
opening hours are: Tues- 
day and Wednesday from 
noon to 4 p.m., Thursday 
and Friday from noon to 6 
p.m. and Saturdays from 
noon to 4 p.m 
The gallery will be 
closed Sundays and Mon- 
days. 
Look for a number of 
special, upcoming events 
at the gallery this summer. 
Members' Show 
The opening night re- 
ception for the annual 
summer members' show 
takes place 18 at 7 p.m. 
The members show fea- 
tures works in a variety of 
media by members of the 
Terrace Art Association, 
the non profit group that 
operates the gallery. 
The members show runs 
July 18 to Aug. 30. 
From B1 
Don't rl I"1 
The new report will fea- 
ture the historic opening of 
the 29-km extension of the 
Nisga'a  highway to 
Gingoix. 
"We got started early 
this ..year with photographs 
and interviews." . .. .... 
He still uses a 35-ram 
SLR camera, despite the 
revolution in digital photo- 
graphy. 
His secret is to fade 
into the background, put- 
ting his subjects at ease. 
He doesn't rush. 
"After a while, they just 
sort of stop noticing you. 
That's when you get the 
best pictures," he says. 
"That takes time. The 
Nisga'a have been great 
with that. Just letting me 
be a part of their whole 
struggle." 
YOU NEVER know what you'll find at the Terrace 
Art Gallery. This toothy but beastly creature is by 
Caledonia Secondary's Vanessa Urbantke. It de- 
lighted patrons of the 2003 youth art exhibit. 
Youths and books 
In August, the gallery 
and the Terrace Public Li- 
brary join forces for a 
combined youth book- 
making program. 
Participants will corn- 
pose, write and edit their 
own book Aug. 11-15. 
Once complete, it will be 
bound. 
"It's basically aimed at 
older kids with a passion 
for creativity," Strumecki 
says. "They'l l  have a 
I Days 2003 
chance to write their own 
book, make their own book 
and bind it." 
Art classes a hit 
Meanwhile, the gall- 
ery's art classes for child- 
ren are a big hit, particu- 
larly with the younger set, 
kids aged five to 9 years. 
The gallery offers three 
weekly junior classes for 5 
to 9-year-olds on Tues- 
days, Thursdays and Fri- 
days, and three classes for 
youths aged I0 and up 
Wednesdays, Thursdays 
and Fridays. 
The gallery tripled its 
art class offerings this 
summer, thanks to a fed- 
eral grant through HRDC 
and money from the Ter- 
race and District Arts 
Council. 
Classes tackle a new 
project each week. Week 
one was paper and paint 
week. The classes worked 
with papier mache for 
week two. Week three was 
tie dye. 
Upcoming projects in- 
clude weaving, masks, 
batik, kite making and 
book making. 
Pre register by calling 
638-8884. 
.... August  5 thto  22nd 
Ages 6 to 12 
Tuesday through Friday 
Morning sessions 
9 a.m. to noon 
Afternoon sessions 
1 p.m. to 4 p.m. 
Sessions cost $80.00 
Ages 13 to 16 
Tuesday through Friday 
9 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
Sess ions  cos t  $110.00  
For further information,  contact  
the Terrace little Theatre at 638-1215 
cw check your 
Prosper 
i l  
% 
::77:%!: 
~ tE:iiNOW 
WIHTER COATS 
~,ON! 
Summer Stock 30% Off 
• Pant  Su . i t s  • Shor t  Sets  
• Jackets /Coats  • B louses  
• Sweaters  • L inger ie  
• Sk i r t s  
Fashtons 
3232 Kalum St., Terrace Ph: 635-3666 
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B Bon mots 
A WAY WITH WORDS: Grade 3 student Anna Gellar and Kurt Gasser, who's 
in Grade 6, are winners in a recent provincial essay contest sponsored by 
B.C.'s French school board, Conseil Scolaire Francophone de la Columbie Brit- 
tanique. Gellar's poem earned her a gold star - first place, and $100. Gasser's. 
300-word essay won a bronze star and $50. Both attend Ecole Jack Cook' 
Publique Francophone in Terrace, one of 44 French public schools in B.C. : 
7 
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SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN PORTS 638-7283 
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ROB BROWN 
Taimen 13 
H e's using that prairie dog for bait!" 
exclaimed York, who had a penchant 
for stating the obvious. The rodent, 
bigger than a kitten, but smaller than 
a house cat, was flopping across the 
surface of the river like a downed water skier 
with his foot tangled in the tow rope. The cur- 
rent pulled hard on the black monofilament, 
bending it into wide arc. The drowned og sped 
up and began to splutter. The glassy tail of the 
glide shattered. Joan gasped as the prairie dog 
disappeared in a plume of water. 
"It's like somebody set off a depth charge un- 
derneath the damn thing," said Billy. 
The heavy line peeled from the spool of the 
Mongol's spinning reel and hissed through the 
water, leaving a spume of spray hanging in the 
air. 
"Taimen," Tugsiin said firmly. 
"Go after him - chase himt" York comman- 
ded, pointing downstream in an exaggerated 
manner. 
Tugsiin Sugar took his eyes off the point far 
downstream where the line entered the river and 
shot the American entrepreneur a withering 
look. It was clear that Sugar regarded a down- 
stream step as a concession to his quarry. He 
looked back down river to where his foe had 
temporarily halted. He planted his feet and 
leaned back. The stout rod bent double. 
"Give him some line," ordered York, appar- 
ently unfazed by the Mongolian's ilent rebuke 
moments earlier. This time Sugar ignored him. 
"His rod's going to explode," Biilysaid. 
Joan stepped closer to Billy. She took his hand 
and squeezed it the way she had during exciting 
moments of the Whitehorse Claim Jumpers' 
home games in the Takahini Arena. He looked 
at her and smiled warmly, her touch rekindling 
a memory of those first lean but joyous dates. 
It was a full 15 minutes before Tugsiin began 
to gain line and bring the fish back. He was per- 
spiring; his leathery face tight with determina- 
tion. 
The great creature came grudgingly. Tugsiin 
shook under the strain. The beast torpedoed up- 
stream. The Mongolian cranked the handle so 
quickly the silver bail on the spinning reel spun 
like a propeller on a model airplane. Still, he 
couldn't keep up. The line went slack. The ten- 
sion in the angler and his audience tightened. 
"He's lost it - shoulda chased it," said York, a 
trace of disgust in his voice. 
Moments later Tugsiin had gathered the slack. 
He tugged with as much strength as he could 
muster. The taimen tugged with the force of a 
team of men at a Teamsters' picnic. The tele- 
scopic steel relic of a rod jerked violently 
downward and outward. It was all the muscular 
little Mongolian could do to hang on to it. 
The great fish was close. Joan had seen big 
King salmon in the Kenai, but this giant salmo- 
nid was larger - considerably larger. Its im- 
mense brown form appeared momentarily in the 
shallow water next to a shoal covered in long, 
green, streaming weeds then turned and disap- 
peared into the quivering green prisms of the 
deeper water. 
Tugsiin's rod sprang back, erect. The fish was 
gone. Joan felt relief, then an anxious shiver 
when she thought of that large treble hook 
lodged in the great fish's jaw. Tugsiin let the rod 
dangle, then turned and looked directly at Joan. 
It was an apologetic gesture. He turned away 
and looked at the ground. It was if he was em- 
barrassed, Joan thought. 
"Too bad," whispered Billy. 
"I guess these guys just don't know how to 
play big fish." said York imperiously. "They 
aren't good listeners either." 
"Too bad," said Billy, louder this time, as he 
walked up to Tugsiin and patted him on the 
shoulder.' 
The three flyfishers worked their way down- 
stream for a couple of kilometres without en- 
countering another giant. There were Lenok ris- 
ing but they refused the waking deer hair mice. 
They left early because Billy wanted wanted to 
be in camp when Lewis arrived. 
They were back by mid afternoon. Billy opted 
to read in the ger. Joan took a stroll alongside 
the river. She heard the whine of a jet engine in 
the distance. A glint far dowstream turned into a 
boat. There were three men aboard. 
The sled roared up. The man at the wheel 
killed ithe engine and leaped from 'the craft, 
steadied it. Another man handed him the anchor 
then watched as the pilot splashed ashore and 
dropped in the soft sand. He looked at Joan, now 
only a few feet away. She looked at him. Her 
legs felt as if they would buckle under her. 
To be continued... 
Splish plash 
Five local swimmers take a shot at the B.C. championships. 
By SARAH A. 
ZIMMERMAN 
FIVE BLUEBACKS are diving 
headlong into provincial competi- 
tion this week as the age group 
and senior provincial champion- 
ships get under way. 
Caitlin Scales, Haley Schmie- 
del, Edmund Swan, Allison 
Knoedler and Evan Watson are 
all competing at the provincials 
in Kelowna starting this Thursday. 
"I 'm nervous because it's 
going to be really busy and it will 
be really hard to get any medals," 
says Hayley Schmiedel, 12, who 
is going to the provincial evel 
meet for the first time. 
The calibre of competition will 
be very high, something Schmie- 
del says is exciting to watch and 
compete in. 
Her goal for the meet is to im- 
prove on her 100 metre butterfly 
time. 
She's sitting at 1:28 right now 
and though she'd be happy im- 
proving her time at all, she would 
be thrilled if she could make the 
qualifying time for AAA - 1:19. 
Sixteen-year-old Caitlin Scales 
is also on her way to her first pro- 
vincial championships this week- 
end. 
"It'll be fun because there's 
lots of fun people going and it's a 
really exciting meet," Scales 
said, adding she's looking forward 
to the opportunity to check out 
some of the techniques other 
swimmers use. 
Seeing some of the province's 
top swimmers in action adds to 
the excitement. Her goals for the 
meet are simple . . . . .  
"Mainly improving or trying to 
improve some of my times and 
having the work from the year pay 
off a little bit," she says. 
At 13-years-old Allison Knoed- 
TAKING THE PLUNGE: Caitlin Scales, Allison Knoedler, Edmund 
(front) are racing at this weeks's provincial swimming championships. 
ler is no stranger to provincial 
championships and sees it as a 
chance to log some fast swims. 
"I'm hoping to final in a couple 
events - the breaststrokes, the 
flies (butterfly events) and the 
IMs (individual medley). 
It'll also give Knoedler some 
extra training as she prepares to 
go to club nationals. This is the 
first year club nationals are being 
held, allowing a wider range of 
swimmers from across the country 
get involved in national level 
competition. 
Reg iona l  leve l  swimmers 
wrapped up the competitive sea- 
son recently competing at the 
Prince Rupert panhandle classic.: 
Being the last regional all- 
level meet of the year it was a 
last chance for some swimmers to 
shoot for goals they'd set earlier 
in the season. 
Scramble honours 
Ray Skoglund 
RAY SKOGLUND lived for golf after he retired, so 
it's fitting that his family is holding a memorial 
golf scramble in his name this weekend. 
Skoglund, 86, passed away Dec. 30, 2002 in 
Whiteroek, B.C. A longtime resident and business- 
man in Terrace, his family wanted to do something 
special and fitting to remember him. 
"He was just such a golfer," says his daughter 
Alice Gellner, adding Skoglund racked up seven 
holes in one after his 70th birthday. Because Sko- 
glund passed away in Whiterock, Geliner says her 
family really wanted to pay tribute to him here. 
"We knew we had to do a Terrace farewell," 
she said. 
The Ray Skoglund memorial scramble is set for 
July 12 at the Skeena Valley Golf and Country 
Club at 12 noon. A celebration of his life will take 
place at 4 p.m. For details call Alice at 638-0072. 
Swan and Hayley Schmiedle 
SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN PHOTO 
"It is quite a positive and fun 
way to finish up - we take the 
opportunity to do different events 
than what they always do," says 
head coach Mike Carlyle. 
"Some swimmers had specific 
goals that they were shooting for, 
other swimmers it was just an op- 
portunity to do events not always 
done at the regional meets." 
Some of those events included 
super short swims - only 25 
metres long - which allowed 
swimmers to work on getting up to 
speed quickly. Despite being the 
end of the season two Bluebacks 
• posted 100 per cent best times in 
all of their events. Emilie Metz- 
swimmers are doing something 
right," Carlyle said. 
Edmund Swan, 17, also had 
something to celebrate - he broke 
the Prince Rupert pool record for 
the 50 metre butterfly event. 
He posted a 28.72 in that event 
narrowly beating the existing re- 
cord of 28.87. 
Swimmers also worked on get- 
ting into what the Bluebooks call 
the circle of excellence - a tool to 
help swimmers get mentally pre- 
pared for each event. 
"You step into your circle of 
excellence and then you step on 
to the blocks," says Carlyle. 
Focussing on success is a key 
meier, 1 l,:and_Jone Wolfe, 9 ....... element for swimmers looking to 
both swam their best at the meet, .... post competitive times and that 
"They've been doing these will be put to the test this week- 
events throughout the year and if end as five Bluebacks take a shot 
we continue the progression of at age group and senior provin- 
getting faster and faster then the cials. 
Latimer named queen 
of Totem Saddle Club 
KIM LATIMER, 13, has 
been named this year's 
Totem Saddle Club queen. 
The 13-year-old is a Ju- 
nior B rider with the club 
and earned her crown ri- 
ding her quarterhorse Raffi. 
Latimer's duties include 
being in the Riverboat 
Days parade along with 
her court. 
"It should be interesting 
to see how my horse acts," 
she says. "It should be 
fun." 
This was the first year 
Latimer, who has been ri- 
ding since she was five 
years old, has been old en- 
ough to enter the queen 
contest. 
She represent the club 
at various functions for the 
remainder of th~ year and 
helping out with the club's 
end of the year awards 
ceremony and banquet. 
The queen is named 
based on several criteria. 
Firstly the judge looks 
at showmanship - the 
overall presentation of the 
horse to the judge. 
Contestants are also 
judges on their horseman- 
ship - the ability to tack, 
saddle and ride the horse. 
Finally, contestants are 
judged on their own ap- 
pearance and that of their 
horse and a speech about 
themselves, their horse 
and their interest in riding. 
First and second prin- 
cesses are Amy Hayduk ri- 
ding Persia and Sarah Rid- 
ler who rides Jericho. 
Other members of the 
court including Aleaza 
Schmidt and her horse 
Coco as well as Brooklyn 
Neys on Maggie. 
They'll all be in the Ri- 
verboat Days parade. 
Outdoor sports series kicks off this weekend 
JOHN LAMBERT is just one of 
this year's adventure challenge 
several local people taking part In 
outdoor sports series. 
ing on all events, except the 
open-water swim which he will 
miss to attend a wedding. 
"It's going to be a challenge 
physically and mentally," Lam- 
bert says. "It's also going to be a 
10t of fun," 
The adventure challenge is not 
only for adults. Two local young 
people have already registered for 
every event in the junior (13-16 
event in the series. This year he'll 
do them all and says he's excited 
and nervous about he series. 
"I think there's going to be 
more competition this year," he 
says. "There's ome fast guys out 
there." 
Yagelniski says the downhill 
biking event at Shames Mountain 
July 20 will likely be his best 
event. The run up Terrace moun- 
tain for the King of the Mountain 
footrace July 27 might be the 
most challenging for him, next to 
the open water swim. 
"I'11 try my best," he said, but 
added that to him, the outdoor 
sports eries is just for fun. 
And 12-year-old Adam Sarich 
has thrown his hat in as the first to 
sign up in the youth division. 
"The adventure challenge pro- 
motes sports that anybody can 
try," says Sarah Zimmerman, 
challenge organizer. 
She came up with idea last 
year after realizing how many 
sporting opportunities were around 
the Terrace area which some 
people thought were not very ac- 
cessible. Last year the series drew 
more than 160 competitors. 
By JESSIE GIES 
THIS SUNDAY marks the begin- 
ning of the endurance-testing, 
thrill-seeking, adrenalin-pumping 
sports series called the Terrace 
Standard Adventure Challenge 
and several ocal people have al- 
ready signed up for all the events. 
Local athlete Lucy Praught 
was the first to register for the fi- 
ve-event series which kicks off 
July 13 with the Ruins open water 
swim at Lakelse Lake. 
"I'm out to do it to have a lot 
of fun," she says. "I'm pretty keen 
about all events this year," 
The second annual series in- 
eludes open water swimming, 
downhill mountain biking, off road 
running, endurance biking and 
rock climbing, 
Last year's men's and women's 
champions Shone and Suki Spen- 
cer can't participate this year be- 
cause of work obligations. But 
they've put forward two athletes, 
including Praught, who they think 
have what it takes to win. 
"I know she's going to win," 
Shane Spencer says. "She's got 
more thirst than anyone right 
now." 
Two years ago Praught 
weighed more than 230 pounds 
and stood at the sidelines handtng 
out water to her husband at races, 
She had to change her llfe. 
"I decided I was lacking the 
quality of life my husband had," 
she says. 
After losing more than 100 
pounds and countless hours of 
training Praught is in great shape, 
recently competed in her  first 
triathlon and is up for the chal- 
lenge. She plans to take on the 
eight-hour biking event single- 
handedly, though many comped- 
tors team up for the event, year olds) and youth (under 12) For derails or call Sarah Zim- 
She's not the only competitor divisions, , , merman at 638,7283 or check out 
the Spencers say have what i t  Travls Yagelniskt, 16i was the  web s i te  at  
takes to take the series, crowned the 2002 junior champion www,terracestandard.com/pages/a 
John Lambert, 22, is also tak- after competing in all but  one dventurechallenge. 
Sports 
menu 
To get your game, event 
or meeting added to the 
Terrace Standard Sports 
Menu or Sports Scope, 
fax us at 638.8432, or e. 
mail us at: newsroom 
@ terracestandard, corn 
July 10 
• Women's Soccer: 
Back Eddy vs Blessings 
at the Caledonia fields. 
Cedar River Ph~,slo vs 
Koala Sun Shooters at 
Thornhill Secondary. 
July 12 
• Ray Skoglund memor- 
ial golf scramble at the 
Skeena Valley Golf and 
Country Club. Starts at 
12 noon with celebration 
of life to follow at 4 p.m. 
For details call Alice 
Gellner at 638-0072. 
Corner kick 
TERRACE'S  under 12 girls select soccer team got off to a good start at the Nike Provincial Chal lenge Cup 
in Maple Ridge last week. The girls beat Campbell  river 3-2 and tied 1-1 against West Vancouver in their 
first games of the tournament July 4. IAN F. WEBBER PHOTO 
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MacKay's Funeral Service Ltd. 
Serving Terrace, Kitimat, Smithers &Prince Rupert 
Monuments Concerned personal 
Bronze Plaques service in the Northwest 
Terrace Crematorium since 1946 
4626 Davis Street 
,.- Terrace, B.C. V8G 1X7 
]~  Funeal ~ Phone 635-2444 • Fax 635-635-2160 
t/"~ ~auXto~ 24 hour pager 
LEARN TO FLY!!I ........... ~;~."~ .~ .,. ~> ~,,'~. 
Private Pilots License ~::::~:'~::~L v~,  
Ground SchooIStarting ~ ~  
July 21, 2003 
Cost: $;349.00 (plus hooks) 
To register, or for more information call: 
635-1852 or visit us at www.tkair.com. 
Stop Dreaming and Start Fiyingl 
TKAu Charters Ltd. 
July 12-13 
• Junior Open at the 
Skeena Valley Golf and 
Country Club. Call 635- 
2542 for details. 
July 13 
• The Terrace Standard 
Adventure Challenge 
kicks of with its first 
event - an open water 
swim at Lakelse Lake. 
KinKamp at 8:30 a.m. 
For details call Sarah at 
638-7283. 
July 13 
• Totem Saddle Club 
hosts gymkhana, clear 
rounds and percentage 
days at the Thornhill 
Community Grounds 
10:30 a.m. 
July 14 
• Women's Soccer: Ar- 
tistic vs Koala Sun 
Shooters at Regional 
District field. 
July 15 
• Women's Soccer: 
Blessings vs Almwood at 
Caledonia. Cedar River 
Physio vs Back Eddy 
Pub at Thornhill Second- 
: ary: . . . . . . .  
July 17 
• Women's Soccer: 
Almwood vs Cedar River 
Physio at Caledonia. 
Koala Sun Shooters vs 
Blesings at Thornhill 
Secondary. 
July 19 
• Regular racing and 
street challenge at the 
Terrace speedway. Time 
trials at 12:30 p.m. and 
races at 2 p.m.. 
July 20 
• All Seasons Source 
for Sports downhill 
mountain bike race. This 
is the second of five Ter- 
race Standard Adven- 
ture Challenge events. 
Shames Mountain 12 
noon. For details call 
Sarah at 638-7283, 
July 21 
• Women's Soccer: Ar- 
tistic vs Back Eddy Pub 
at Regional District field. 
July 22 
• Women's Soccer: 
Blessings vs Cedar 
River Physio at the Cale- 
donia fields, Back Eddy 
Pub vs Koala Sun Shoo- 
tars at Thornhill Second- 
ary. 
July 24 
• Women's Soccer: Ar- 
• tistic vs Almwood at the 
Caledonia fields, Cedar 
River Physio vs Koala 
Sun Shooters at Them- 
hill Seconddry. 
July 27 
• Terrace Drag Race 
Association hosts a 
show and shine at Foun- 
tain Tire. 
July 27 
• Skeena Valley Run- 
ners' Club King of the 
Mountain foot race. Run- 
ners battle an 8.5 km 
loop over Terrace Moun- 
tain. 
This is the third of five 
Terrace Standard Ad- 
venture Challenge 
events. Race starts at 10 
a.m. at the Terrace 
Arena. For details call 
Sarah at 638-7283, 
Tile best pr0tefllon we've ever 
offered on all 2003 Dodge Caravan 
and Grand Caravan models. 
7 years or 115.000 km engine 
and transmission wa.anty. 
Plus 24 hour Roadside Assistance. 
6M, FORD, IIONDA & TOYOTA DON'T MMCH IT. 
ILUjl 
1 
WWW.MA.V=-.'".' 
. . . .  : '  
"Most Fuel Efficient Van for 2003" 
VISIT YOUR NEIGHBOURHOOD CHRYSLER, JEEP®, DODGE DEALER 
THE HULK movie: O 2003 Univemal Studios. Licensed by Universal Studios Licensing LLR THE INCREDIBLE HULK and All Related comic Book Characters: TM & © 2003 Marvel Characters, Inc. All Rights 
Reserved. ',1", • These are limited time offers which may not be combined with any other offers except Graduate Rd~te and apply to retail deliveries on most new In-stock 2003 vehicles, Dealer order/Irado may be 
necessary. * 0% pumhase financing up to 60 months on all 2003 Dodge Caravan and Grand Caravan models. Exm]ple: $25,000 @ 0% APR/60 month term; monthly payment Is$416.07, Cost of borrowing is$0. 
Total obligation Is$25,000. • Cash purchase price is applicable only to cash purchases of the 2003 Dodge Caravan 28D+AGR and the 2003 Dodge Grand Caravan 28H+WNY+RBU+XRV÷GNC. If customer 
chooses 0% purchase financing the advertised cash purchase price would not apply, and the negotiated price may be higher which would result In a higher effective Interest rate. t Leases are based on 48 month 
terms for 2003 vehicles equipped as described: Dodge Caravan 28D+AGR; 2003 Dodge Grand Caravan 28H+WNY+RBU+XRV+GN0. Total lease obligation/leasH finance interest rate Is: $16,310/0% Caravan; 
$19,190/0.8% Grand Caravan. Kilometras limited to 81,600; charge of $0.15/km for excess kilo•arras. Cash purchcse/finandn~sases Include freight and exclude taxes, registration, license, insurance, dealer 
edrnlnlstrafion charges, and RRS,A. ', t Lease/purchase financing subject o approval by Chrysler Finandal Canada. See dealer lot complete details end conditions, fi Based on U.& National Highway Traffic 
Safety Administration [NHTSA) scoring system for 2003 model year Dodge Grand Caravan, t Warranty valid for all new 2003 vehicles to 7 years or 115,000 .km, whichever comes first. Some conditions apply, See 
dealer for details, ® Jsep is a registered trademark of DalmtarChrysler Corporation used under license by D-,imlerChrysler Canada Inc,, a wholly owned subsidiary of DalmlerChryaler Corporation, 
Based on 2003 Fuel Consumption Guido ratings 
published by Natural Rose.cos Canada. 
Dodge Grand Caravan 
Highest Side Impact Rating" 
OR DODGE.CA 
N 
I I I 
4916 Hwy 16 West, Terrace, B.C. 
635-7187 
-800-313-7187 
I w  i.terraceautomall.com DLR, 5958 
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Funding a First Rate 
Education System 
Increasing Education Funding 
• Over the next three years, funding for B.C~s Kinder- 
garten to Grade 12 education system will increase by 
$143 million to $5 billion. 
Kindergarten to Grade 12 Funding 
2003/04 2004/05 2005/06 
° Over the next three years, total education funding, 
including post-secondary spending, will rise by $173 
million to $6.93 billion. 
° Over the last two years, school districts received 
$92.8 million in new, one-time funding to address 
cost pressures. 
° This year, school boards received $117 million more 
than in 2000/2001. 
Spenq ing More per Student 
. It is projected that since 2001/2002 per pupil 
funding will have increased by $178 this year and 
by $405 in three years. 
, Per pupil funding is projected to rise from $6,328 
in 2001/2002 to $6,733 in 2005/2006. 
. There are 15,431 fewer students attending school 
today than in 1998. 
. It is estimated there will be 9,283 fewer students 
in B.C. schools by 2006 than there are today. 
Enrollment vs. Per Student Funding 
2003/04 2004/05 • 2005/06 
Investing in New Schools 
and Improvements 
Over the next three years, the B.C. government will 
invest $619 million in new funding to: 
• build 7 new schools and purchase 91 new buses. 
• upgrade or expand 38 schools. 
• ensure 29 schools are seismically upgraded. 
Ministry of Education ~ ,~BRmSH 
LOLUMBIA 
, t 
• ~ i I i~, i "~ ,  ~ : ~ 
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" i j Dozens cr allenge me n,s ope n 
at Skee Valley golf course 
TERRACE skateboarder Jordan Kostelnik gets some air time at a recent skate- 
boarding demo at the skate park here. A handful of local amateur riders such 
as Kostelnik joined a team of professionals from Vancouver-based Monke 
Skateboards in the July 3 show. TIII~IA VALK PHOTO 
MORE THAN 40 men 
turned out for the Skeena 
Valley Golf and Country 
Club's annual men's open 
recently. 
The June 28-30 saw 
competitors play 18 holes 
per day in the three-day 
tournament. 
K i t imat ' s  Jammie  
Moran claimed the overall 
low gross with a score of 
221. 
He was followed up by 
second place overall fi- 
nisher Scott Rigler who 
took top spot in the cham- 
pionship flight with a score 
o f  223. 
The overall low net 
went to Terrace's Cam 
Harris with a, 201 final 
tally. He was followed up 
by Harold Fedderson with 
207 strokes. 
The A flight first gross 
was claimed by Mike Ker, 
brat with a score of 242 
and first net went to Bill 
Hall with 213. 
The B flight gross went 
to Mike Brady shooting 
262 and low net went to 
Darcey Netzel with 218. 
Doug Wilson scored 
266 to claim first gross, in 
the C flight and Keith Nor- 
man shot 204 to take the 
first net in that flight. 
The D flight first net 
was claimed by Randy 
Trombley with 276 and 
Hendry 
makes 
Pan Am 
squad 
FORMER Terrace resident 
Michelle Hendry will play 
on the Canadian women's 
national basketball team 
Brian Netzel took top spot 
for the net with 204. 
This weekend the Skee- 
na Valley Golf and Coun- 
try Club hosts it's Junior' 
open and the Ray Sko- 
glund memorial scralnble 
is set to go at noon on Sa- 
turday. 
i i  
REALTORS® STRIV ING FOR EXCELLENCE 
rq 
REALTOI~ 
. The BC Northern Real Estate Board congratulates th- ~ 
following members for their participation i Continuing 
Education. Their commitment toongoing learning 
enables them to provide the highest level of service 
to their clients, customers and colleagues. 
2002-2003 
Contracts 2002 
Lisa Godlinski SuzanneGleason 
John Evans Vance Hadley 
Legal Update 2003 
Laurie Forbes Vance Hadley 
Lisa Godlinski Rusty Ljungh 
Buyer Agency 
Dick Evans Vance Hadley 
Liane Habermann Erika Langer 
Introduction to ICI 
Jim Duff,/' John Evans Sheila Love Hans Stach 
Erika Langer Sheila Love 'Viv Steele 
Rusty Ljungh Pat Quinn Dabble willemen 
Sheila Love Dabble Willemen 
Hans Stach 
Rusty Ljungh Viv Steele 
Pat Quinn 
Customer Appreciation Day 
" :"~':~ On May 16th, 2003, 
iiiii!i Superior Propane 
.... held their Annual 
Customer 
Appreciation Day. 
Everyone who 
i~.~ dropped in for lunch, 
had the opportunily to 
make a donation to the Dare To Dream Foundation as 
well as 5% of all retail sales that week went to the same 
cause• The week's total came to $640• Seen here is 
Market Manager, Chris Van Herksen presenting the 
cheque to Dam To Dream Representative, Donna Tegler. 
Pro skaters w o w  at the Pan American (~~1~/'O01?~r~ Games in Santo Domingo,  
Dominican Republic. 
amAateUry  . rzders .u,. games give the national squad a taste of the level of com- 
petition tO expect in the ~ ~ A ~ A ~  
Skaters such as Trevor upcoming FIBA Americas . ~,~: . :  B I N G O  
ZIMMERMAN Houlihan, Ben Chibbeer Heap br ing  and the Pre-0lympic Qua- ~ . . . . .  
SKATEBOARDING may and .Steve Strang put on a epilepsy lification tournaments. . i ~,; 
not seem like a career out  of  the 
aspiration for many people top-notch show for the Hendry, a six-foot-two- , ,~;~:. 
. . . . .  inch  ta l l  fn rward  wa~ ~-  ~.:"~ but some local amateur i- 
ders with their sights set 
on going pro recently got 
an in-person look at what 
it takes to go big recently. 
• Dozens.of people turned 
out to the Terrace skate 
park July 3 as professional 
riders from Vancouver- 
based Monke Skateboards 
put on a demonstration. 
"It was awesome, we 
had a ton of youth there," 
says Ruins skateboard 
team manager Tara Valk. 
"The local skateboarders 
were just awed by the ta- 
lent of the pros." 
The skill skateboarding 
requires is often underesti- 
mated by those who have 
neyer tried it. It requires 
impeccable balance, split- 
second timing and count- 
less hours of practise to 
perfect a trick. 
• . ~;:~:: .:~, 
spectators. Afterwards, 
local riders such as Jack 
Haworth and Jordan 
Kostelnik had a chance to 
skate alongside the pros. 
"They were thrilled for 
the opportunity to ride with 
pros and push their limits, 
further developing their 
skills," Valk says. 
"Exposure to the profes- 
sional level of skateboard- 
ing has been great for our 
team, boosting their confi- 
dence and showing them 
their dreams could become 
reality with dedication to 
their sport." 
The Monke riders stop- 
ped in Terrace as part of a 
northern tour taking in 
Prince George, Smithers 
and Terrace before putting 
on a show at the grand 
opening of Kitimat's new 
skate park July 5. 
~. ;  shadows 
, ,  
i ch ll o ard, s se- 
lected after a June 7-9 
training session at Mc- 
Master University. 
Become 
• Healthier & 
Happier by 
taking charge 
of your health i nc lud ing :  
Offering some of the 
most progressive 
tests and treatments 
Food Allergy Testing 
• Nutritional & Lifestyle 
Counselling 
• Natural Weight Loss 
• Prevention & Treatment of Disease 
* An~ino Acid Therapies for Mood Disorders 
• Candida, Microbial & Organ Testing 
° Heavy Metal & Mercury Testing 
• Intravenous Chelation, Hydrogen Peroxide, DMSO 
& IV Vitamin Therapy 
• Hormone Assessment & Natural Treatment 
• Personalized, Integrative and Comprehensive 
Programs using Ilomeopathle, tlerbal and 
Vilamln Therapies 
Dr .  Kathy  Graham,  N .D .  
Naturopath ic  Phys ic ian  
1283 Ma in  S t reet ,  Smi thers  
(250) 847-0144 
i g 
COME ON DOWN...IT'S FREE! 
,: FREE GAME VOUCHERi 
~ . This game is free, that's right, FREE! 
:. : :: : : . . . .  ~ i~7S~,3"~''~ ............. 
,iUse fhisvouchertoredeem our free 3'up card r l '~ i l i '~ , , :~  ~:~:~ 
,:.~;:,::~: that could~wfn you an :easy: $200.00! Bnng i lT /~~ 
,.:::~ :nanae mem:ror! c~r~ , ........... :/~? i~ii:!ii~:: 
• [9 ~11. ,  Phone: 250-635-2411 
Fax :  250-635-7882 
• . Jackpot  Info. Line Ext. 27  
4410 Legion Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
In parfner~hlp wllh ~f~* l "  tal~er~ e~| len  
Y!U DO NO! HAV!TO GOTO COURT, 
[ p ~ t  eparation Agreements 
[ C ~ e e m e n t s .  Child Support 
~1~.  ~ ~1~ THE BENEFITS OF MEDIATION 
~ / * Pmmotescommunlcalion and cooperation 
:~1  z r i  * Allows you to tonttolthe derisions that affectyourlife 
~ ~ . . ~  "~:~ . Benefits children and others byredoe~g conflict 
: ~ . ~ . L  ~::~l~: , Is typically Iota costly than litigation 
I~,,~'~ l ~ '= '~ ~"~ : I '~] [ - "  I I  * Is confldentlal, avoiding public disoo~u e of I~ sonal problems 
There is another  maul 
Kate Spang[ - Comprehensive Family Mediator 
#202-4546 Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C. • Fax: 250-635-6613 ~ 1  rblueskles@telus.net 
I 
J UNLIMITED GAME PLAY 
i $8.99 for 7 Days 
I UNLIMITED EXCHANGES 
I for.eek Iong?ntoi per,oa 
Check this exciting feature ach week 
for easy, delicious dinner ideas! 
Chile con came tortillas 
3 garlic cloves 
1 cup (250 ml) chopped onions 
oil 
• 2 pounds (lkg) ground beef 
• 2 1/2 cups (625ml) tomato puree 
• pinch of salt 
• 1 teaspoon (5rnl) chili powder 
• 2 teaspoo, ns (10nll) oregano 
• corn tortillas 
• shredded lettuce 
• black and green olives, whole & sliced 
• grated cheese 
Cook garlic and onions in a small amount of oil until 
wilted, Add meat and brown. Add tomato puree and 
seasonings, and simmer until meal is lender. Serve 
inside corn t0rtillas topped with shredded lettuce, olives 
and graled cheese. Meat sauce freezes well. 
28910IA X  rRftt 6624 
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ACTION AD RATES 
638 7283 
DEADLINE:  FR IDAY 4 P .M.  
Displml, Word Classified and Classified Displaw 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a stat holiday falls 
on a Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline Is 
Thursday at 4 D.m. for all display and classified ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 3210 CLINTON STREET 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 5R2 www.terracestandard.com 
All classified and classified display ads MUST 8E pREPAID by 
either cash, VISA or Mastercard. When phoning in ads please 
have your VISA or Mastercard number eady. 
WORD ADS RUN IN Terrace Standard & Weekend Advertiser 
(Standard & Advertiser) ~Br~. .gS  GS~ 
(Standard & Advertiser) .~6..=..~(*.c ,t,ts GST) 
, , . , , ,  
• Additional words (0~er 20) 25¢ PER WORD pLUS GST 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS CONFIDENTIAL BOX SERVICE 
per column inch Pickup $5.00 Mailout $10.00 
(ANNOUNCEMENTS (3-36)excluding Qbltuaries ................. ~ co l . in  
OBITUARIES INTERNET POSTING (St 0.00)+ ................................... $8 68 col.in 
LEGAL ADVERTISING ................................ ~ per column inch 
WORD ADS ON ACCOUNT 
Word Ads  charged  on  account  a re  sub jec t  to  a serv ice  fee o f  
$4 .75  per  I ssue ,  p lus  GST  ($10 .17  per  week) .  
For regional coverage place your display ad in the 
weekend edition of the Weekend Advertiser. 
10, ,000  ads -  updated  da i ly  
• 
~,,~"~ BC Newspaper Group 
Classifications! 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 0-49" 304 Appliances 
3 Annc~Jncemwlh~ 306 AulC~nO~i~ 
6 Annlver,mrie, 3as Building Set~k:et 
9 Births 310 Calering 
| 2 Birthdays • 3 t 2 Carpentry 
15 Church 3 !a Chikl Care 
tOC n9 Events 316 Ckmning 
21 C Icai~latk)n s 318 Condnx:fion 
24 E gement/~Ned<Jings 320 Drywall 
30 Ir m'~oriam 322 Ed~ion/Tulodng 
33 O~i~r i~ 324 El~tric 
36 Thanks 326 Excavation 
328 Finance/Mortgage 
PERSONAL 50-9P 330 Handyman 
55 Busing. Perso~ab 332 Home Imprmemenl 
60 Heellh/beauly 334 Home Suppod 
65 lost & F~lnd 336 Hau~ Sining 
70 pe~sonols 338 Investment 
75 Psychi~ 34e Janitorial 
Be SingL's 342 tano~:aping/Go~ning 
85 Trovel/T~rs/Va<afion 344 Machtne/w~dlng 
346 Mts¢. Secvkm 
WANTED IO0-149 348 Musk: Lessons 
12 S Wanled 350 nalnting 
352 Pmtng 
MERCHANDISE 150.249 354 Photography 
i 55 Antl ues lmuncNiS~p~ 3S6 PIul~]n~ 358 pools/Spa~ t6O 
i 6S Ads & Cra~ 360 Roof ing 
362 S ~lowing 170 A~tions 364 "~rc~, 
175 uitdlng Mater k~Is 
|B0 omputers 366 Trucking 
le5 onsignments 368 yard & Garden 
190 marms 
195 Firm,~od RENTAL 400-499 
200 Fr~ Give Away 404 Apqrtments 
20.S Furni/ure 408 Bocho~or Suite 
210 Garage sales 412 Bmement Suite 
215 Gord~ Equ;pment ,4 6 Cabins/Collages 
220 Miscellaneous 420 Comw, eecial 
225 Music 424 Condos 
230 Sporting C.-~:~s 428 Duplex/Fouml~x " 
235 T¢ols 432 For Rent Or Sala 
,2aO Tm(Je Or Swap 436 H~lls/Au¢litoriurns 
440 Houses 
EhlPLOYMENT 250.299 444 Mh<ellaneous 
254 Business Op~adunities 448/v~bile Hornet ' 
258 Careers 452 Modular Homes , 
262 Daycare 456 Rooms 
266 Education 460 Room & Boord 
270 Help Wanted 464 Senkxs/Retimment 
274 Pio|m~tonol "Accomrnodations 
278 Skilled Trades 468 Shored Ao:ommodofiom 
282 Tutoeing 472 Storoge , 
286 Volunteers 476 Suites 
290 work Wanted 480 To~rist Accommodati~'~s 
484 Townhouses 
SERVI(E$ 300.399 488 WanhKI To Rent 
302 Accounting 492 Warehouses 
REAL ESTATE .¢00-599 
506 Aueages/Lots 
512 cablns/Co,ages 
518 Comn~rcial Bus i r~ 
S24 Comme~lal P rop~ 
530 Co~ot 
536 Duplex/Fourphx 
542 Farms/nancbes 
548 Foc Sale or Rent 
554 Hou.r= 
560 Lokeshon: 
~ ~k~biles 
572 Modular Homes 
578 ~ Hou~ 
584 Out o| 7awn 
sgo RV SIMs 
596 Townhouses 
P~S/FARId 6OO-699 
606 Boardir~ 
6|2 Farm Eq~lp~mt 
61S FeKI & 5Nd 
624 Fmit/Pro~e/MIm~ 
630 Horses 
636 Lh~stock 
642 Pets 
648 Trai¼m 
660 Equlpmenl ' 
670 Logglng/Tim~r 
680 Mmhinlr~ 
690 Mining 
RECREA~ 700-749 
7US Altctah 
710 AIV's 
715 Boats/Marin~ 
720 Houseb~ 
725 Mol~aydel 
730 RV's 
735 Ren~fs 
740 Snowmabi~es ~ 
745 Tro~/Sw~p 
AUTOMOTIYE 750-79~ 
756 Canopies 
762 Can 
768 Cla.ics 
774 Parb 
780 SUV's & 4x4's 
786 Trucks 
792 Vans/Braes 
NOTICES/TBNeERS 600-849 
815 tegql Nollces 
830 Tenders 
The Terrace Standard reserves the dght to classify ads under appropriate headings and to set rates therefore and to determine page location. 
The Terrace Standard reminds advedisers that It Is against Ihe provincial Human Rights Act to eiscdmlnale on the basis of children, medial sis us and 
employment when placing 'For Rent:' ads. Landlords can state a no-smoking preference. 
The Terrace Standard reserves the dghl to revise, edit, classify or reject any advertisement and to retain any answers directed to the News Box Reply 
Service, end to repay the customer the sum paid for Ihe advedlsement and box rents1. ' 
Box replies on 'Hold" instm~ens nol picked up w~thln 10 days el explPJ of an advertisement will be destroyed unless mailing'Instructions are received. ' 
Those answering Box Numbers are requested not to send odglnal documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors in advertisements must be received by the publisher wilhin 30 days after the first publication. 
It Is agreed by the advertiser requesting space that Ihe liability of the Terrace Standard in the event of failure to publish an advertisemenl as puUlshed 
shall be limited o he amount paid by the advertiser for only one incorrect insertion lot the portion of the advertising space ocoupled by the incorrect or 
omifted item only, andthatthereshalbeno abty nanyeventgreaterthantheamoun paidforsuchadvertising. 
Name Address 
Phone Start Date # of Insertions __Terrace Standard #__Weekend Advediser 
CLASSIFICATION. Credit Card No. Expiry Date__  
O V ISA  O MASTERCARD 
PLEASE CLEARLY PRIN~I" YOUR AD BELOW - ONE WORD PER SPACE 
11 
16 
14•71 
27 .02  
16•05 
28,3E 
12 
17 
14.9E 
27 .2~ 
16.32 
28 .62  
13 
18 
15.25 
27 .55  
16.5S 
28.8¢ 
• 5 
c 10  
14 15 
14.45 
lC  26 .75  
15.52 15 .78  
27 .e~ 28 .09  
16,e5 17.12 
29.1E 29 .43  
For longer ad, please use a separate sheet "t;, 
Clip & Mail This Form To: ~ Phone Fax 
STanDARD e38-z28  ere-e432 Terrace 6tandard 3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2 
CAMP CALEDONIA (Anglican) 
still has a few openings in their 
summer camp program. Jr. 
Camp (7-101 July 14 - 20, Youth 
Camp (8-12) July 23 - 29, Pre- 
Teen Camp (11-15) Aug. 1 - 7. 
Call Susan, 250-638-1990 or 
Jennifer, 250-847-3885. 
NOTICE: PLACE your word ad 
in The Terrace Standard and 
Weekend Advertiser for 1 week 
' and pay only $14.45, 3 weeks 
(3TS) & (3WA) $26.75. AddS- 
• tional words over 20 - .25Iword 
plus GST. Phone 250-638-7283 
Fax 250-638-8432 or small to  
advertising @terracestan- 
dard.com. We accept Visa/talc 
or cash. 
ANDERSON WOODWOP JWG LTD. 
........... " ......... : ~ ............ ~'~:: ~i~i: LeGally oust, am 
iiiii:~:i~ :~;.~::~ ih:~i~.~T::~ii.::~::~::~::~:~::~i:: BJroh wood 
First, Nations 
~usl;om designs 
available 
Call for informal;ion and pricing 
Terraae 638-8411 Toll Free 1 -8~,8-208-8324 [~ 
- -~  www.andareon-wood-caeke~e.oom 
30 In Memoriam 
~,~TA LCOME~ 
GON 
I Your Welcome 
I Wagon Hostess for 
Terrace, B.C. is: .L 
Cathy 
6 i 5-9286 
If you are new to 
Terrace or having a 
baby, please call Your 
Welcome Wagon 
hostess for your free 
~gifls and information. 
I HOURS I 
Mon-F~-8pm I 
Sat 7am-8pm I 
Sun 9am-6pm 
L - - . - - . , - - - - t , . !  
=. : l~iingthis :.::::' 
: Monday,:July14th 0r!:: F 
', Tuesday, July 1151h and ,  
: receive 10% 0FF: i [ 
,: $25  Or m0re~ :' 
I Lo :a ~=d'rl;hTb~hTn; ;e ::g~t I I 
scales in Park and Pool Lot. I, 
I 
EVENT COORDINATOR 
needed to organize a 2 day fundraising event for the 
Kidney Foundation. If you are energetic, organized and 
work well independently, we want to hear from you! This 
is a 3 month, part time, work from home position with a 
salary of $2000.00. 
Please fax your resume attention 
Cheryl Aubin at (250) 862-2412. 
Last day for applications is July 20th. Only selected 
candidates will be contacted, bur we thank you for your 
interest. 
DRIFTWOOD BIBLE CAMP 
Family camp June 27-30 
Junior ages 8-11; July 6-12, 
Boys ages 12-15;July 13-19, 
Girls ages 12-15; July 20-26, 
Hiking camp Aug 1-4, Ladies 
Retreat; Sept 19-21. For more 
information Lois Taylor 250- 
847-3692 
~ :, 75 Psychics :~ 
FOUND ITEMS on Swan Lake 
portage. Phone 250-632-4393 
to identify. 
LOST SMALL pistol on key 
chain• Sentimental value to a IS- 
tie boy. Last seen at Dairy 
Queen, week of June 18th. 
Please call 250.635-8482 
SEEKERS WELCOME. Per- 
sonal divinations by appoint- 
ment. Ask for Grace. 250-615- 
2298 
WHITE WASHER and dryer. 
Seven years old. $375 for pair. 
Call 250.635-6120 
/n 
MURIEL 
O'BOYLE 
who passed away July 8, 2000 
We think of you in silence 
dlnd we often speak your name 
,fill we ha~e are memories 
~Ind your picture in a frame 
Our hearts ache in sadness 
~nd silent tears still flow 
The loneliness witlmut you 
~ J~o one will e~er know. 
Love £rom O,u'v~a & ~/ea~or 
Joan &David 
PJck & Ca~e 
Lodge in Vanderhoof. 
for the wonderful care 
they gave our mother, 
Margaret Johnston. 
We would also like to 
thank the congregation 
of the Holy Trinity 
Anglican Church, also 
of Vanderhoof, o~ the 
supp.ort and sympathy 
they gave to our 
farther, Jack, during 
his time of need, 
A special thanks to 
Pas~r Joan 5candrett 
for the beautiful 
me.oriel service and 
the unexpected 
counseling f~he family 
members received that 
SOLID MAHOGANY and Ma- 
hogany veneer Queen Anne 
style dining room set. Oval 
drop-leaf table, four chairs, 
sideboard. Fair condition. $600. 
Light coloured chesterfield and 
matching Ioveseat, approx 10 
years old. $150. Kirby heavy 
duty upright vacuum cleaner 
and rug shampooer. Very good 
condition. $400 abe. Call 250- 
638.0798 
BURNS LAKE Rocking L Quilts 
Pyjama Sale. Books, patterns, 
thread. 10% oft. Up to 45% off 
fabric. July 9 - 12. Phone 250- 
695-6364 
FOR SALE, 8 wrappers and 5 
cinches, like brand new. Call 
250-616-3104, leave messa.qe. 
VERY EXPERIENCED 8' 
camper, good for huntin', fishin' 
or 'shroomin. Three-way fridge, 
forced air furnace. New plumb- 
ing. Comes with Jacks. $1000 
abe. After 5pm 250.635-3789 
225 Music 
i eveing, Your concern 
was greatly YAMAHA RX-V795a receiver 
,apprecla~d. with Dolby Dgltal 5.1, DTS 5.1, 
12 Cinema DSP modes. Awe- 
.~ .  , I ! Kar and Ralph some soundl A great addition to 
~!Roger  & Dabble E Heureux are happy l l  Johnston ! any home theatre system,  ,.oa.0e,?!lee.eaeeme. ;of II Brand newl Last year's model. 
Asking $600.00. Call 250-615- 
: HOT TUB for sale, New Dec 
' :~\ ? ~,  e ALL GRAIN wood products for 1998. 10 man, 10 jet aqua 
i*~ ~i :~Z I a your home renovation/repair w/cedar exterior. Still under 
II ;':" ~ II needs. Call 250-635-3832 or warranty. $5000.00 Call 250- 
ULU~INU UUWN AU I U 
II . .u,,,,,,. , , ,  ~ ~ 3. West of Burns Lake. Sellers stock, equipment & manuals at 
II . . . ;q ,~ '  ,% book by July 11th. Lakeside II Wecldi.g retake pleas ,~ '~ ~ camping, concession, new and cost• Everything needed to stad 
I August 2, 2003, Edrllonton Alberta i~r ;~ ~ used trades, crafts, artisans and In busing,st Phon.e 250-638- 
ii "3~ ~,~ more (toll free) 1-866-698-7558 ' 2007 
HEAVY DUTY MECHANIC 
required in the Bums Lake 
area. Call 250-692-1834 
INLAND KENWORTH/PARK- 
ER Pacific - Quesnel ls current- 
ly takng resumes for a HEAVY 
DUTY TRUCK MECHANIC & 
FIELD SERVICE MECHANIC 
Fully ticketed applicants will be 
given priority. Engine and elec- 
trical backgrounds is a bonus. 
MVI certified. Competitive wage 
and benefit package. Send 
resumes in confidence to 3150 
Hwy 97N, Quesnel, B.C. V2L 
3J4. Attn: Gord Vamplew 
BUNCHER OPERATOR re- 
quired in Burns Lake. Also look- 
ing for off highway logging truck 
driver. Call 250-692-1834 
WANTED: EXPERIENCED 
COOK for East Indian foods. 
Please fax resume to: 250-845- 
3580or mail to Box 1110, Hous- 
ton B.C. V0J 1Z0 
Truck & New 32 & 28__._~fi T aTes at Your Seneca] 
• Across town or the country 
, Will assist or load for you 
= Reasonable Rates 
1 -866 .615-0002 
I ADVANCED BOOKING DISCOUN| 
COPPER RIVER 
TAXIDERMY 
25 YRS. EXPERIENCE 
DOUG CLINI~NBEARD. 
4601 Beaver Crescent 
Tel: (250) 615-5406 Fax: (250) 615-0136 
Terrace, B.C. Email: dougc@monarch.net 
IF IT'S DIRTY WE'LL CLEAN IT ] 
: :  ~:tr'prX rs hW~dpa~S 
I~, Car Wash,Car =hampo 
I B  Call Suki @ (2501635-1636 
• Cell (250) 615-6439 
R L Asphalt Sealing 
Special izing in residential  dr iveways & parking lots. 
Protect  your pavement  and keep  i t  looking like newl 
WE SEAL WITH HEAVY DUTY SEALER 
SweepJnE ParkinE Lotsl . ~ J ~  
FREE EST IMATES l  
Roland Lagaee 
12501 635-3516 
3661 Hawthorn Ave. Terrace,  B.C. V8G 6E1 
& LANDSCAPING 
• Landsc~olng , Floor a K~chen "files 
• MOSS Removal , Build a Repair Fences 
. Yard Malnlenar¢e , Build & Repair Decks 
• Gutlor Cleaning , Siding Installation &Washing 
• Odd Jobs . And Much More 
FREE EST IMATES 
AVAILABLE  7 DAYS A WEEK 
LOW LOW LOW RATES I )  
 th|ng Fo ,-: ! 
9am.Nee ,~, : : 
]X1250-638'7253 
J RHln/,   
]Mob i le  Serv ices  
IPowerwasMng - High & Low Pressure JFully Insured 
IResidential & Commercial 6Conlalned Wafer Supply 
JRemoval & Control el Moulds, Mildew & Mystery Dirt 
Ph: 635-8863 
Fax: (250) 638-0054 ,os.m~'"toz,~s=, 
pATRKX WATSON AARON WNSOf4 o,.,,., TERRACE r B.C. a.~ ¢=,,=~0.,., 
~ ~ ' ~  • HaMglrlg Baekete  
~ ~  • Fatlo Baeke~e 
~~;~ • 6edcling Plants ,~ 
Topsoi l "  
"Sand" 
"Grave l  - 
. Quality - 
(250) 
615-5544 
"We del ived" 
344 Machine/Weld ing i :  
• CLOSETO. . 
~WlMM~NG POO~ 
AND Town ~ i 
The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, July 9, 2003- B9 
. . . .  Home Security .ecur i t~&F i 'o tecdon 
.... ° '  u n u n D  
: !:~ii ' , 5008 Poh le  A e, , • . only - I  /mo. monitoring =,'} 0 0  "tl 
~ ~ * : , ~ ' ~ ~  Local People, Local Service U~, , I .E3 . .  U~,~. f=,  
:~'~"" ~: ' i i l ;4 !~~ ' ~a,~d on a (5) y=,t 36 mond, 24 hour monitoring' ,c~ cnl'l S24 95 p s GST per month M the end or Ihc ten,, you own the ~,,,len, OAC Only WI~VtvV.Cn U DDSeCU nty.co rn 
COMPUTER SALES CONSULTAHT 
REQUIRED IMMEDIATELY 
The successful applicant must have sales 
experience, should be a strong self starter, must 
be able to communicate efficiently with the 
public and have a positive altitude. 
Apply with resume to: 
~ Tn~t he ~,.'hnol~gg ~xp#rt.~ 
OPgRAI~J) Ire 
Electronic Futures 
4750 Keith Ave. Mall, Terrace, BC, V8G 4K:I. 
Attn: Ken Chemko 
:~266 •Education : :  
St. John Amb  
& Northern Hearing 
COURSE SCHEDULE 2003 
July 18 OFA LEVEL ONE with Aduh Care $115.00 
July 19 OFA LEVEL ONE $90.00 
July 20 TRANSPORTATION ENOORSEMENT $90.00 
July 14-25 OFA LEVEL THREE $749.00 
Sept 8-19 OFA LEVEL THREE $749.00 
If these dates do not suit your neeas us1 m~.  we can heb. l~re are 
a wide varlety of courses n0w avail~ h, dina babysitter, ~[demess and 
marine first aid to name a few. Please c, i0-6'35-5S00 or fax 635.5524 
350 Painting 
Norlhwest Community College ~, Terrace campus has 
openings in the Practical Nursing Program to fllFthe 
following positions. Instructional posltionsi!aie 
available with the opportunity for :.c0urse 
Development. Salary will be In accordance With~the 
Co ect ve Agreement between:: the College :O~ 
BCGEU nstructor s c a l e L : I '  .... 
Semesier 10ne~ ic0mm0nitV ioc!~:i:.::~:i:~uxl,~:i 
Instructor(s) neededSep8:-N0y 28;~2003 to'!n#fdct! I 
Human Relations (3 hr/wk) and Pr0fesSionalGr6~th(3!] 
hr/wk) with Practicum runnlng fr0m De~i]i;;~()9~!;;2003) 
(17,5 hr/wk) . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Qualifications/Skills: i Registered: urs~s!i:i~;::!i~uir:en~i,!i' 
Practising Registration With the RNABC;~ BSNdeslrable:i I 
Experience in program development and teaching 
adults desirablei Organlzatlonal:iskills and good 
communication skills an  I asset, Secondment 
opportunities available; i:i:: : 
App' cants p ease indicate wl~lch position you are ;:::i:i/i 
app y ng for Respond Incanfldence, quoting 
competition #03.053B by submitting a resume:tOii:~/:::~,: 
Director, Human Resources, NORTHWESTCOMMUNITY' ! 
COLLEGE, 5331 McConnel Avenue~:Terr~3ce~:&c!~SG ' 
4x2, FAX', 250,638,5475. Emall: , . . :  • : 
We thank all applicants for thelrInterest; i: 
however, only those selected for 
an interview will be contacted. ~NORTHWEST 
~w~COU~UNI~ Cot t t t ; t  
Closing Date: July 15, 2003. Take a closer look. 
Welcome Wagon has openings in the Terrace area, Ill 
This is a part-time/commission position and Ill 
requires a car, and computer/typewriter. Must be 111 
self motivated, a team player and sales experience is Ill 
an asset. Please fax resume to (250) 851-2674 or 111 
email: tillyml @telus.net Attention:Welcome Wagon. Ill 
ed 
LCOME~ 
o?o  
has an immediate opening for a 
FLOOR WALKER 
you must be 19 years of age or older. 
Apply in person to: 
Sean Buitas 
Tues.-Sat. * 4 p.m. - 9 p.m. 
Lucky $ Bingo 
4410 Legion Ave., Terrace 
No phone calls please. 
Due to an increased work volume, 
JJM Construction Ltd. 
is looking for experienced people to fill the following 
posilions: 
Crane, Excavator and Dozer Operators; 
Mechanics, Servicemen, Grademen and 
Truck Drivers. 
The majority of the work is in the Greater Vancouver Area and 
employees must be able to work throughout B.C. JJM carries out 
highway construction, industrial site development, dredging and 
marine construction, sewer and water installations ana asphalt 
paving. 
Please send resume to: 
JJM Conslrucfion I.kl. 
8828 River Road 
Della, B.C. V4G 1 B5 
Fax 604.946.9327 
E-mai.._~h c arrlman@jjmconstruction.com 
NOW IS THE TIMEI Opportuni- 
ty for your familyl 13 unit motel 
with living quarters in beautiful 
Bums Lake. Excellent incomel 
Phone for details. Price 
$350,000.00. Mortgage avail- 
able. Don't miss this busy busi- 
ness. Owner retidng after 10 
years. Call Eric or Unda Toll 
free 1-866-692-7471 or fax 250- 
692-4143 
A-1 SIDING roofing and gutters. 
We install 5" continuous gutters 
In assorted colours. Best rate in 
town. Also install soffit, fascia, 
vinyl siding and roofing. 20% 
Seniors discount on labor. 250- 
635-9714 
EXPERIENCED CARPENTER 
Richard Thornton Construction 
available for renovations, re- 
pairs or new construction. 25 
years experience. Call Richard 
@250-638-8526 
BOOKKEEPING SERVICES: 
, Set up and maintenance of your 
small business requirements. 
Serving the Northwest for over 
9 years. Phone 250-635-9592. 
FELTSTORIESI WANT to 
make storyUme fun? Try a felt 
story. Great for daycares, pre-, 
schools, schools and at home. 
Call Sandra 250-635-3191 
evenings. 
Looking for 
Child Care? 
Skeena Child Care Re~urce and 
Referral has Infumati0n on 
child care 0pU0ns and on 
choosing child care. 
Drop by Tha Family Place 
at 4553 Park Ave. 
or call 638-1113. 
Skeena CCRR is a program ofthe TerraCe 
Woman's Resoume Society 
and is funded by tha Min[s~'y of Community, .~,~ AbofiginalandWomen'sServices j 
Kidney disease strikes families, not only individuals, 
When aKidney Foundation volunteer knocks on your door, please give generously, 
THE KIDNEY FOUNDATION OF CANADA 
w~:kidne):ca 
Visit ourwebs te at nwcc.bc.ca. : .... /. 
AGGRESSIVE HAULING Co. 
seeking Class 1 long, log driv- 
ers. Minimum 5 years experi- 
ence. Fax resume and abstract: 
250-962-1771. Three year job 
based out of Grande Prairie. 
FULL OR part-time CERTIFIED 
DENTAL ASSISTANT required. 
Benefit package and bonus in- 
centive available, Cheedul, up- 
beat staff and great patienls 
await the right person• Wages 
negotiable. Apply to: Dr. Boss, 
Box 310, Burns Lake, B.C. V0J 
1E0 Phone 250-692-7791 Fax: 
250-692-4251 
SENIOR, FINANCE OFFICER 
ONE OF Canada's largest Fi- 
nancial Sevlces Company is 
looking for experience of Life li- 
censed Level 1 or 2 people. In- 
centive and Establishment mo- 
nies are available to the right 
candidate. Please forward 
resumes Box 159, Terrace 
Standard, 3210 Clinton St,, Ter- 
race, B.C. V8G 5R2 
OPENING FOR CHAMBER- 
MAID. Drop off resume at front 
desk, No calls, no taxes please. 
Cedars Motel 
| 
MECHANIC REQUIRED 
Inlerior Roads Ltd, 
A progressive Road & Bridge 
Maintenance Contrad0r, ia seeking 
a Journeyman Heavy Duty 
Mechanic for our Blue River Shop. 
Competitive wage and benefit 
package as per BCGEU agreement. 
For additional information, please 
conlact us at our web site 
~w.inleriorroads.com or call 
Mike Riswold, Mechanical 
Superintendent at 250.566.4474 
First Nations Public Administration Certificate Program 
Subject to minimum enrollment 
Northwest Community College, Terrace Campus, invites applications to fill the 
following temporary part-time Program Co-oi'dinator and Instructor(s) positions 
commencing September 2003 and terminating June 2005. Salary will be in 
accordance with the Collective Agreement between the College and the BCGEU 
Instructor scale. 
Co-ordinator will plan and implement program delivery on a cohort model, with 
courses delivered in intensive weekend institutes. Course location may vary 
throughout the College region. 
Instructors - a complete list of courses is available on our webslte at 
www.nwcc.bc.ca. 
Qualifications/Skills: A university degree in a relevant discipline is required, 
Masters level preferred. Excellent communication and facilitation skills are 
necessary.;.Cultural sensitiwtyis required, as is the ability to create a positive and 
respectful learning: environment for mature adults who may have been out of the 
classroomfor/many y~ ~rs. Experience working with First Nations organizatlons 
and thorough fam[liaril with Contemporary First Nations issues is essential. 
Respond in confidence ~y Submitting a current resume and quoting competition 
#03.046B to: D i re r ,  Hlimcm Resources Department, NorlhWest Community 
College, 5331 McConne I:i ~ver~Jel Terrace, &C. V8G 4X2, 
FAX: 250.638.5475,1En ~i isoates@nwcc.bc.ca~: 
We thank all app icants for their interest, 
however,: onlyithoseselected.f0ran : : ~ IM I ' I IDT I . I I |~ / I : :  ¢,T  
interylew:~il[l~ contacted. !:~ ::':/:!i ~:i•: :,; :: i . /~  ~ c o ~  ¢oK'~ut~ 
Clo=mg~le:July:46;,2X:3'; ~,~~, .... "Take a closer look. 
'JYl "ti ~1 MI 11  ' l~ l l  I i  ! "=1 " i  I 1111 | 1 '11 I~11 I~ l  M 1M1|  M 1 1 1 |  11 .1  ~ 11 ,  
Where all of your printing needs are completed 
with fast service at reasonable prices. 
WE SPECIAL IZE  
IN 
Office Stationary - Business Cards 
Brochures - Flyers - Posters - Newsletters 
- Absolutely Anything on Paper-  
Ph: 635-1872 - Fax: 635-1868 
'.~IAAAAAAdBAAAAI~AAA.~AAAAA.~AAAAAA]AAAAA~ 
ENVIRbNMENTAL EDUCA- 
TION Program. 6 - 12 year olds. 
Fridays, 3 hours. July /Aug. 
$10/week. Space limited. To 
re.qister call 250-638-8325. 
OUT OF town professional is 
looking to house-sit in Kitimat. 
Call 250-635-2197. 
SMART PAINTING Experi- 
enced painting contractor will 
paint.Spring and Summer interi- 
or, exterior, residential and 
commercial painting. 10% paint 
discount from supplier. Seniors 
15% labor discount. Profession. 
al quality work. Reasonable 
rates. Free estimates. Refer- 
ences available. Call Karl. 250- 
615-0199 
ONE BEDROOM apartment. 
Clean, quiet,new paint,laundry 
facilities.Available immediately. 
Call Tom at250.615-5441 
ONE BEDROOM unit in Thorn- 
hill for rent. Rent $325 per 
month plus utilities. Phone 250- 
638-0438. Available immediate. 
APARTMENTS-TERRACEJ 
NEWLY RENOVATED 2 ~ Apts I
$475 per month I 
• Free hot water/recreation I 
. Close to school and hospital I 
• Security entrance. Starchoice I
Call collect (250) 877-6773 I 
PARK MANOR ! 
APTS. I 
1 & 2 Bedroom Apts., | 
Ili;~i!:i:R~iences:requir6&!/:: J 
I Phone 635-34751 
~: ~:::ii ¸ ....................................... /~i ?i~:/ii!i!! i!: i  iiiiii~i:i!ii!i!!i:~ii!!/i 
.... ~::~i~i~i~i~.~i~  . . . . . . . . . .  ~ ~!~ :i!: ili!:ii !
FOX PROFESSIONAL DRIVING CENTRE 
5411 Harlway Drive 
Prince George, B.C. 
V2K 5B6 
Phone (250) 962-8852 
Fax (250) 962-8608 
Toll-Free 1-800-944-3244 
E-Mail foxpra@bxpro.bc.ca 
Website www.bxpro.bc.ca 
FOX PROFESSIONAL DRIVING CENTRE 
Would like to introduce to you their new 
training outlet, located in Kitimat, B.C. 
bringing commercial driving instruction right 
to your doorstep. If interested, please call 
(250) 632-2085 (in Kitimat) or Dalverne 
Steffensen at (250) 638-0823 (in Terrace). 
Or contact our head office, located in Prince 
George, B.C., toll-free at 1-800-944-3244. 
We feature Class 01 and 03 Driver Training 
through our I.C.B.C. Certified Commercial 
Driving Instructors. 
1 & 2 Bedroom 
Apartments 
615-7665 
Summit Square 
Apartments 
1 & 2 Bedroom Units 
• Quiet & Clean 
• No Pets 
• Ample Parking 
• Laundry Facilities 
• Close to Schools& 
Hospital 
• On Bus Route 
• Security Entrance 
• On site Building Manager 
• Basketball, Volleyball & 
Racquetball Courts 
• 24hr Video Surveillance 
SENIOR CITIZENS WELCOME 
Ask for Monica Warner 
Call: 635-4478 
HUNTINGTON 
APARTMENTS 
Taking Applications 
Now 
far1 &2 
Bedroom suites 
• Clean, quiet renovated suites 
• Ample parking .' 
• Laundry facilities 
, Close to schools & downtown 
• On bus route 
• On site management 
• No pets 
• References required 
To view call 
638-1748 
I ~ 
CONSIDER THE OPPORTUNITIES 
HEALTHCARE IN NORTHERN BRITISH COLUMBIA 
The Northern Health Authority is inviting applications for the 
following position: 
North-West HSDA (Prince Rupert, Terrace or 5mithers) 
Camp No. X03-NI4043 
We are currently seeking an individual experienced in management and 
finance. As a member of the Corporate Finance Team, you will contribute to 
the development, !mplementation a d monitoring of regional finance 
policies and procedures as well as monitor, develop and implement services 
in the region, 
WAGE: Commensurate with qualifications and relevant experience, 
qualifications: 
CA., C,G.A,, C.M.A, plus three to five years experience in a senior 
accounting position preferably in health care. In addition, proven 
supervisory and leadership abilities, matched with strong analytical thinking 
and problem solving skills are required. The ability to work under pressure 
to meet deadlines and changing priorities is a must, Excellent knowledge 
and experience with complex computer based budgeting systems is a plus, 
CLOSING DATE: Friday. July t l, 2003. 
Please Include a reference to the Competition Number on your 
resume and forward it to: 
Brenda Lemal, HR Recruitment Assistant 
300- 299 Victoria Street, Prince George, BC V2L 5B8 
Toll Free: 1-877-905-1155 
Fax: (250) 565-2251 
E-maih hr@northernhealth,ca NORTHERN HEALTH 
www, northernhealth.ca a u t /~  0 r z t y 
We thank all applicants however only those short.listed will be contacted. 
, , :  ,. 635.TSPSL ,=1'OI I I.I1 = 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY 
quiet,clean two bedroom apart- 
ment. Close to town, security 
entrance, on-site management, 
No pets, $475/mo + damage 
deposit. Call 250-638-0404 
JUST RENOVATED three bed- 
room apartment in duplex. Prl- 
• vata entrance, yard has fruit 
trees. No pets, downtown. 
Fridge, stove included. $595 
per month phone 250-638-0790 
for appointment to view. 
LARGE CLEAN three bedroom 
apartments across from school 
in ThomhilL No large pets. 
Fddge, stove, washer, dryer 
and heat included, $650/mo 
plus DD, Call 250.635-2469 
NEW ONE BEDROOM 
APARTMENT, close to town, 
four appliances, Non-smokers, 
no pets. $550/mo Damage de- 
posit required. Available Imme- 
diately. Call 250-635-1622 or 
250.635.2250 
ONE & TWO bedroom apart- 
ments available Immediately, 
Call 250-635-5136 or 250-635- 
6428 
ONE BEDROOM" fumlshed 
apartment in ThornhUl, Single 
occupancy only, No pets, refer- 
ences requlrad. $360 + $180 
security deposit. Call 250.685. 
2065 
ONE BEDROOM suites, se- 
Cured building right downtown. 
We pay heat. Laundry facilities 
available. Perfect for working, 
older couple. $400 to $510 per 
month. Call 250.635-7585 
B10 - The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, July 9, 2003 
LARGE TWO bedroom suite In 
a quiet, high quality four plex. 
Near hospital and bus routes. 
Onsite caretakers, five ap- 
pliances, ng fireplace, mini stor- 
age. No pets please, $685/mo. 
Call Allison at 250-635-6580 
NEW HAZELTON, two bed- 
rooms, fddge, stove, laundry, 
clean, convenient location, park 
like setting. $500/mo ($550 fur- 
nished) Call 250.842-4146 
leave messa.qe. 
ONE, TWO & Three bedroom SMALL TWO bedroom duplex, 
apartments available. Heat, hot in Thornhill. Frldge, stove 
water Included. Live in manag- Included. No pets, Securityde- 
er, on site security. 250-635- posit and references required. 
3409 or 250-638-0015 $375/month, Call 250-638-7727 
ONE, TWO & three bedroom THORNHILL DUPLEX avail- 
apartments. Available imme- able immediately. Good condi' 
diately. On-site management, tion, freshly painted. Fridge, 
LARGE ExEcUTIVE home on 
acreage, two bedrooms, possi- 
ble third, fireplaces, 2 1/2 
baths, ten minutes from down- 
town. NIS. Available August 
1/03. References required, 
$1300 per month. Call 250-635- 
5555 
LARGE FOUR bedroom home, 
2 1/2 baths, fireplaces, fenced 
yard. N/S. Available August 
1/03. References required, 
4829 Walsh Ave. $900/mo. Call 
250-635-5555 
LARGE TWO bedroom top floor 
FEMALE LOOKING for r,r)n- 
smoking roommate to share 
newly renovated three bedroom 
house on Southside. Includes 
all utilities, laundry furniture. 
Close to bus stop. Rent 
$425/month. Call Kelly at 250- 
635-1981. Available Au.q 1st. 
FURNISHED ROOM for rent In 
a three bedroom house. Share 
rest of home. Working person 
suite In triplex, close to town preferred. $260.00 per month 
and hospital. Washer.dryer, util- includes utilities. Call 250-635- 
1ties Included. Working per- 3126 
son/couple preferred. $575/mo. ONE BEDROOM shared ac- 
Also two one bedroom suites. commodation. Available for sin- 
$390/mo includes utilities. Call ~le man. Call 250-635-5893 
Jennifer 250-638-7608 
References required. 250.635- 
6428 or 250-638-0015 or 250- 
615-0345 
QUIET AND CLEAN two bed- 
room ground level apartment. 
July 1/03. Laundry and electric 
heat. $475/month, SecuritY de- 
posit and references required. 
Includes hot water. Call 250- 
635-1126 
QUIET LARGE two bedroom 
apartment. Four appliances, 
security system, storage. Non- 
smokers, no pets. Half block 
from town. Available August 
1/03 Call 250-638-0046 or 250- 
635-4852 eveninqs. 
CLEAN ONE bedroom bachelor 
basement suite, downtown 
Suitable for single, quiet, non- 
smoking person. $375/month 
includes heat. Call 250-635- 
6350. Available Auf:lust 1/2003. 
BASEMENT SUITE $375 in- 
cludes utilities. One person. 
One bedroom, large living 
room. Shared laundry w/up- 
stairs. 4700 block Walsh down- 
town. Call 250-798-2027 
BRIGHT THREE bedroom 
basement suite. Walking dis- 
tance to schools and down 
town. Washer, dryer, fridge and 
stove. $600/mo plus damage 
deposit. Utilities extra. Electric 
heat. Call 250-638-1584 
LARGE ONE bedroom suite at 
4633 Scott. Fridge, stove, utili- 
ties Included. $475/mo. Call 
250-638-8639 
TWO BEDROOM basement su- 
ite, hardwood floors, fddge, 
stove, washer, dryer, large 
yard. $550/month includes n/g 
and cable. Call 250-635-2556. 
TWO BEDROOM basement su- 
ite. References required. 
$600/mo includes utilities. 
Phone after 5pm 250-635-6241 
TWO BEDROOM suite above 
ground, near school and hospi- 
tal at 2712 Tetrault. $400/mo 
plus utilities. No pets, no smok- 
ing. Please call 250-638-1367 
after five. 
2000 SQFT OFFICE space. 
4391 Keith Avenue. Call 250- 
635-7171 
RETAIL SPACE for rent in 
Gobind Mall. Call 250-635-5981 
or,250-635-3409 
stove, washer, dryer hookup, LARGE WELL maintained 
three bedrooms., 1 !/2 baths, 
n'g heat/hot water, large yard 
and carport. $650/mo. Call 250- 
638-1394 
THREE BEDROOM duplex for 
rent. Located in upper Thornhill 
on very large lot. 1 112 baths, 
storage room, carport. Includes 
fridge, stove and hook-ups for 
washer/dryer. $700/mo (negoti- 
able for long term lease) Call 
250-635-6905 
THREE BEDROOM duplex, 
large, clean, well cared for, in 
Upper Thornhill. f/s, w/d, blinds, 
fenced yard. Pets negotiable. 
Non-smokers ONLY. $675/mo. 
plus dam. dep. Avail. Aug 1. 
Call 250-635-4368. 
THREE BEDROOM duplex. 1 
1/2 baths, washer, dryer hook- 
ups. Carport, fenced yard. Lo- 
cated in Upper Thornhill on bus 
route. $600/mo plus damage 
deposit. Please call 250-635- 
5022 
THREE BEDROOM town- 
house. $550/mo, half damage 
deposit. Fridge/stove included. 
No pets. Call 250-638-1094 
TWO BEDROOM basement su- 
ite $400/month plus a two bed- 
room upper suite in ThornhUl., 
$550/month utilities included 
plus D.D. Call 250-615-6832 
or 250-635-5992. 
TWO BEDROOM duplex in 
New Remo. 10 minutes from 
town. $425/m0. New carpet and 
lino, fridge, stove, garden plot. 
Call 250-635-9266 
TWO BEDROOM duplex with 
large yard on Pine St. $450/mo. 
Also one bedroom house In 
Thornhill. $360/mo. Call 250- 
635-9530 
TWO BEDROOM duplex, 
fddge, stove, w/d and draperies, 
n/g, large yard with storage 
shed. $525/month. Available 
immediately. No pets. Call 250- 
635-2556. 
TWO BEDROOM unit in 4-plex. 
Available August 15103. Walk- 
Ing distance to downtown. 
Working couple preferred. Four 
appliances. No pets. $600/mo 
plus security deposit. Referenc- 
es required. Call 250-635-6824 
WELL KEPT Two bedroom/ 
two bath, side by side duplex at 
3316 Sparks. Five appliances, 
hardwood on main floor. QUIET 
people with good rental refer- 
ences and no dogs. $600/mo. 
Call 250-638-8639 
ONE BEDROOM condo Securi- 
ty entrance, covered parking 
stall. Dishwasher. References 
required. Call 250-635-3042 
BRIGHT, SPACIOUS 3 bed- 
room duplex in quiet neighbour- 
hood near Uplands School. 
High vaulted ceiling with rock 
fireplace. Large 16X30 deck. 5 
appliances. 1 1/2 bath. 
$650/mo. Call Scott 250-635- 
1214. 
COZY TWO bedroom duplex in 
upper Thornhin. Large shop and 
yard. $550/mo. Call 250-638- 
1553 
EXECUTIVE THREE bedroom 
duplex, downtown,Two fireplac- 
es, three baths, fridge, stove, 
washer, dryer and dishwasher, 
covered carport. Available im- 
mediately. Phone 250-638-1885 
for appt to vieW. $850/mo 
FOUR BEDROOM duplex In 
Terrace. N/g heat, washer/dryer 
included. No parties, no smok- 
Ing. Written references and de- 
posit required. Phone 250-798- 
9554 
FOUR BEDROOM side-by- 
side duplex in the Horseshoe. 
Fddge, stove, close to schools, 
bus routes, downtown, No 
smoking, no pets, references 
required. $700/mo plus utilities. 
Call 250-635.1971 
LARGE loTWO bedroom and 
1-three bedroom duplex.Clean 
and In good condition. Upper 
Thornhlll. Rent reduced for 
good tenant. Call 250.635.3756 
LARGE TWO badroom duplex 
In Thornhill across from 
schools. Frldge, stove, Washer 
and dryer hookups, Carpets 
throughout. $500 per month, 
Phone 250-638.1702 
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HALL RENTALS. Terrace Kin 
Hut, Capacity 120-160, kitchen 
and bar. Ideal for weddings, an- 
niversaries, reunions. Day and 
evening rates. 250-635-7777 
email kinsmen@osg.net. Bar- 
tendinq Services available. 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY 
Spacious three bedroom home, 
on Bench. 1 1/2 bathrooms, 
fridge, stove, washer, dryer and 
large .~torage, sun deck, on 
acreage lot. References and 
deposit required. $700/mo. Call 
250.635-5931 
BEAUTIFUL LITTLE two bed- 
room home, near schools and 
town, good netghbourhood. 
Four appliances, large yard and 
storage shed. No smoking or 
pets. Good references essen- 
tial. $600 per month plus utili- 
ties. Phone Dave 250-635-3276 
or 250-615-6297 
FOUR BEDROOM, 1 1/2 bath 
house at 4633 Scott. Frldge, 
stove, washer, dryer. Gas and 
cable included. $850/mo. Call 
250-638-8639 
LAKELSE LAKE cottage. 
Suitable for couple or single 
person. Small dog ok. Natural 
gas heat, some maintenance 
may be required. $450/mo. 
Available August 4th. Call 250- 
847-3738 
LARGE ATTRACTIVE unique 
one bedroom suite with log liv- 
ing room and fireplace. 
$425/month. Has yard and view 
of river. Five minutes from town 
on Queensway Dr. $425/mo. 
Call 250-635-7844 
three bedroom house, also 
small two bedroom house avail- 
able. Close to schools and 
town. Non-smokers, no pets. 
Call 250-635-5893 
NEWLY RENOVATED two 
bedroom home with large 
fenced yard. Washer dryer and 
shop. $600.00 per month. Call 
250-635-1133 
NICE FIVE bedroom, 2 1/2 
baths house in Thornheights. 
Landscaped yard, fenced back- 
yard. Five appliances. Available 
August 1. $800/mo. Call 250- 
638-8639 
ONE BEDROOM newly reno- 
vated house in Central Thorn- 
hill. Has electric heat. $360/mo 
includes fddge and stove. Call 
250-635-9530 
QUEENSWAY DRIVE. Three 
bedroom home, fridge, stove, 
washer, dryer. Large shop. 
Glass greenhouse, fenced yard. 
Five min to downtown. Refer- 
ences required. $550/mo. Call 
250-635-2839 
SMALL ONE bedroom house at 
4637 Soucie. References re- 
quired. $350/mo. Call 250-638- 
8639 
THREE BEDROOM house in 
Thornhill .Available immediate- 
IV. $685/mo. 250-564-2695. 
THREE BEDROOM house, 
fridge, stove, washer, dryer. 
Clean. Available July 1st. 
$500/mo. Call 250-638-1115 
THREE BEDROOM on south- 
side across from Cassie Hall 
School. Four appliances, wood 
stove, fenced yard. No smok- 
ing or pets. $650/mo. Call 250- 
635-0818 
THREE BEDROOM upper with- 
in walking distance to school 
and town at 4644 Walsh. 
$750/mo includes utilities. No 
pets. Available August 1st. 
Please call after 5pro 250-638- 
1367 
TWO BEDROOM + den, fenced 
yard, deck. Washer, dryer, 
fridge, stove. Bench area, only 
one block to Uplands School. 
Pets negotiable. Available July 
1. $750.00. Call 250-847-2624 
FOR RENT two or three bed- 
room 14X70 trailer. #38 
Woodland Heights, $475 per 
month plus damage deposit. 
Call 250-635-0892 
NEW 14X60' trailer In Thornhill 
Trailer Park. Available Aug 1st. 
Two bedrooms, one bathroom, 
large kitchen and living space. 
Includes five appliances. $600 
per month. Call 250-639-2977 
or 250-632-5514 
THREE BEDROOM two bath 
14X70 mobile home on private 
lot in Jack Pine Flats. Pets al- 
lowed. $550/m0. Call 250-635- 
5913 
TWO BEDROOM mobile home, 
washer, dryer, fridge, stove. 
$550/mo heat included. Call 
250-635-8772. 
TWO BEDROOM traller (large 
trailer 12X68) for rent in Sunny- 
hill Trailer Court. Available im- 
mediately. Rent $400 per month 
plus utilities. Fridge, stove, 
washer and dryer included. Ref- 
erences required. Phone 250- 
638-0438 
TWO BEDROOM trailer in New 
Remo. 10 minutes from town. 
Wood heat $475/mo. Fridge, 
stove, washer, dryer, garden 
plot. Pets allowed. Call 250- 
635-9266 
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TWO BEDROOM trailer on 
fenced lot with green house and 
dog house in back yard. 
$400/m0. Security deposit re- 
quired. Phone 250-635-8851 
TWO BEDROOM with addition. 
Five minutes to downtown 
Bright interior, wooded setting. 
Natural gas/wood heat. Frldge, 
stove, washer, dryer. Referenc- 
es required. $490/mo. Call 250- 
635-2839 
TWO BEDROOM, sunken living 
room, dining room, full kitchen, 
work room, laundry room. 
Fddge, stove. Storage shed in 
back. Large yard with fire pit 
and fruit trees. Great area for 
kids and pets, $650/mo + de- 
posit. Celt 250-638-0355 
WANTED BUYERS: PLACE 
your word ad in The Terrace 
Standard and Weekend Adver- 
tiser for 1 week and pay only 
$14.45, 3 weeks (3TS) & (3WA) 
$26.75. Additional words over 
FOUR BEDROOM upper suite 
on southside. $800/mo includes 
utilities. Near schools. Phone 
Rob at 250-638-7290 
LARGE NEWLY furnished bed- 
room w/mini kitchen on ground 
level. Private bath, utilities In- 
cluded. Washer, dryer avail- 
able. Close to bus route to Col- 
lege or town. Call 250-635-4294 
after 6:00pm 
LARGE ONE bedroom suite on 
ground floor, in new home on 
quiet cul-de-sac. Frldge, stove, 
washer, dryer, Private entrance/ 
parking. Gas fireplace. No yard 
matt. Satellite TV. All utilities in- 
cluded. $585/mo. Call to view 
250-635-5237 
TWO BEDROOM suite. New 
floor and paint. Walking dis- 
tance to downtown. No pets. 
Heat included. Available now. 
Phone 250-638-1902 
THREE BEDROOM 'townhouse 
with full basement, walking dis- 
tance to downtown Terrace. No 
pets. References required. 
$650 per month. Call 250-632- 
5918 or 250-635-0355 
THREE BEDROOM town- 
house. Available immediately. 
$650/mo. Call 250-635-6401 or 
250-631-9855 
WANTED TO rent for six weeks 
- August 15 to September 30. 
Three bedroom house in or ar- 
ound Terrace. Preferably fur- 
nished but not necessary. Call 
801-944-0243 or email evendelt 
@web.quvinternet.com 
2/3 ACRE LOT for sale located 
on quiet street on Bench. For 
more information call 250-635- 
2764 
LARGE BUILDING lots for sale 
2/3 acres. Rural residential zon- 
ing, .~_ew su~b~!visLoq~__a.crgs..s 
fi'orn NSrth~west Commuriity Col- 
lege on Hummingbird and 
Stellar's Jay Street in Terrace. 
Excellent neighbourhood. 
$61,000 - $69,000 plus GST 
250-638-1137 
CONDO FOR sale. Downtown 
location 4800 block of Lazelle. 
Modern multi-level two bed- 
room, two bathroom. Complete- 
ly renovated, 1200sqft. Includes 
fridge, stove, d/washer, fire- 
place and air conditioning. As- 
sessed @ $80,300 asking only 
$68,000. Phone 250-635-6033 
evenin.qs. 
DUPLEX LOCATED close to 
downtown. 1-4 bedroom suite. 
1-2 bedroom suite that can also 
be made into four bedroom. 
Great location to rent or live 
mortgage free. Located on dou- 
ble lot. Newly renovated, up- 
stairs. Lots of storage. Phone 
250-638-1902 
4903 GAIR AVE 3000sqft. 
Three bedrooms up and two 
down. 2 1/2 baths, rec room, 
sauna, mini bar, fenced back- 
yard, large deck. Includes six 
appliances. $127,500.00 Call 
250-635-0527 
BRIGHT, OPEN, three bed- 
room home on Mountain Vista 
Drive only $115,000, Hardwood 
flooring, n/g fireplace and newly 
painted. Large fenced yard, 
backing onto walking trail and 
playground. Call 250-615-5591 
to view. 
MUST BE SEEN TO BE 
APPRECIATED. Immaculate well 
malntained 2000 sq. ft. 3 
bedroom Thornheights home. 
Remodeled bath and kitchen. 
Large deck. Partially finished 
basement with finished den/4th 
bedroom. Large lot with storage 
sheds, greenhouse. Shows 
beautifully. Asking $119,900. 
Vendor leaving area, 
MOTIVATED. Call 638-6263 or 
61S-8372. 
FIVE BEDROOM house on 
larger lot on bench. Walk-in 
basement, large family room, 
den, laundry room w/office 
area, large kitchen w/eating 
+++ #+i~ ~ ++:+++++++, ++ +++~ 
BEAUTIFUL LOCATION & BEAUTIFUL HOME 
3806 ROWLAND ST. 
Best Cul-de-Sac in Horseshoe 
2100 sq. ft. 4 bedrooms, 2 1/2 bathrooms, living room, 
Euro-design kitchen, family room, den/office, 2 car 
garage, RV parking, garden shed, excellent family neigh- 
bourhood, patio. 
MOVING MUST SELL $159,900 
Call Lisa/Don at 250-635-8161 
FOR SALE (or trade for house) 
14 X 70 SRI MANUFACTURED HOME, 
2 bedroom, 2 bathroom, n/g fireplace, f/s, w / ,  b It-in 
dishwasher, microwave, and china cabinets, sb/lig. /v ster 
bedroom has full ensuite with Jacuzzi lub. Two large ccks, ack 
deck has 6 person hot tub. Also includes 8 x 10 sid~ s~ d. F~ ced 
yard in a quiet  rk^sking,., 
$59,900 
(or assume mortgage o~ $380/rnonth pJus pad rent). 
For more into call 635-6477 
,+i,+.+ :..+I ....... '+++++ :+ ........ ..-... ./ " 
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REDUCED FOR SALE 
Well kept and very private 4 bedroom, 2100 sq. ft. cc untq ,. style 
home. Natural gas, wood and electric h~t, 2 ba~s:..oca e:l al 
beautiful Lakelse Lake on prlvate fenced in .~rk-like se,ing. 
Beautifully. landscaped on 75'x200 lot. Upstairs: 2 bedrooms, bath, 
and family room. Downstairs: 2 bedrooms, kitchen, living room, 
laundry and bath,room. Indudes all appliances: 20'x40' 
tradesman/handyman s deli.qht workshop, fully wired and plumbed 
with wood heat. La.rge greenhouse and gazebo. . Eing $144,900.00 
For more info call 1250) 798-2456 
NO MONEY DOWN, Why con- 
tinue to rent? 1500sqft complet- 
ed, updated and well main- 
tained home. Three bedroom, 
two full bathrooms. Own this 
home for as little as $450.00 
per month. Recent appraisal 
available upon request. Phone 
250-635-7391 after 6:00 pm 
NOTICE: PLACE your word ad 
in The Terrace Standard and 
Weekend Advertiser for I week 
and pay only $14.45, 3 weeks 
(3TS) & (3WA) $26.75. Addi- 
tional words over 20 -.25/word 
plus GST. Phone 250-638-7283 
Fax 250-638-8432 or email to 
advertising @terracestan- 
dard.com. We accept Visa/talc 
or cash. 
PRIME LOCATION on Moun- 
tain Vista Drive (Bench area) 
Quality, well maintained 
2100sqft modern home suitable 
for family or couple. Quiet 
neighborhood, fenced backyard 
backing onto 'greenbelt'. Four 
bedrooms, three bathrooms, 
large kitchen, 12X18 sundeck. 
Finished basement, doublewide 
garage, triple wide driveway. 
Natural gas fireplace, heat and 
hot water. New roof In 2002, 
vegetable garden, greenhouse, 
shed, concrete patio etc. Asking 
$175,000.00. Call 250-635- 
0804 
QUIET NEIGHBOURHOOD on 
the south side of town. Close to 
schools and all amenities. 
Paved driveway and beautiful 
landscaped yard. Three bed- 
rooms on main floor. Large liv- 
ing morn with fireplace lastefully 
decorated. Large kitchen with 
fridge, stove and dishwasher in- 
cluded. Two ba(hrooms. Partial- 
ly finished basement with bed- 
room, laundry area and games 
room. Large deck to fenced 
backyard with apple, cherry and 
plum trees, garden area and 
greenhouse. Big ~garage/ahop 
and two storage sheds. Very 
clean and a great family home. 
Located on 2311 Evergreen 
Street. For additional Informa- 
tion call 250-638.0580 or 250. 
635-1816 
RENOVATED THREE bedroom 
home, fully landscaped let, 
3879 Pine Ave. Asking 
$90,000,00 Call 250-564-2695 
THREE BEDROOM house, full 
basement suite, six appliances, 
large deck, fully fenced back 
yard with greenhouse on a quiet 
dead end street. $149,500.00. 
250.638-1900 days. 250-635- 
9769 evenin.qs 
n I l.-i ii~[¢fl=.] =1 il l i~ [emH 
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waterfront countr Xproperties I 
Ranches • outdoor businesses I 
Infemafional Marketing 
& Float Plane 
www.landquest.com 
250-798-2200 
HARRY McCOWAN 
LARGE BUNGALOW, five 
minute walk to town and school, 
Five bedrooms, four bethrooms. 
Paved driveway and carport, 
$9g0/mo, Call 250-615.2777 
20 - .25/word plus GST. Phone 
250-638,7283 Fax 250-638, 
8432 or emall to advertising 
@terraeestandard.com, We ac- 
Qept Vlsa/m/e or cash. 
ONE LOT 90'X700' on lake 
frontage West side Lakelse 
Lake. Terrace. Good road ac- 
cess. Phone 250-635-2396 
area. Deck has new dura-deck, 
paved R.V, parking, triple car 
drLveway, garden shed, shop, 12X70' MOBILE home. #35 
backpat[o, and large play fort SunnyHIII Trailer Park. Asking 
w th bridges; A MUST. ~EE. $12,000.00. Call 250.635-4738 
Call 250.638:1902 
• 6121Farm; i:.+:+ 
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COLLEYMOUNT SAM foaled 
May 18. COLLEVMOUNT 
HELGE foaled June 6. Both 
geldings are DNA certified and 
have been vaccinated against 
all equine diseases by vet. 
Trustworthy, trailer easily, 
sweet and gentle. Would make 
an excellent matched team. 
Phone Henry or Joanna 250- 
695-6559 $2000 each or 
$3500/palr 
PUPPIES FOR sale. Box- 
er/Husky cross. Ready to go 
July 12th. Call after 6pro. 250- 
635-1532 
17' VIKING Cuddy Cabin 1997. 
Fully enclosed stand-up can- 
vas, plus moorage tarp. 115 
Mercury, 110 Ihours. EZ trailer. 
$13,500Cdn. Call 250-638.7280 
23' DOUBLE Eagle Volvo Die- 
sel dual prop with leg comes 
with highliner trailer. $20,000.00 
obo. Call 250-632-7556 
23' SANGSTER fibreglass 
Deep-V, zero hours. Rebuilt 
350 Head Masserator. Galley, 
fridge, stove. Clean. C/w 2001 
Yamaha 9.94 stroke kicker, gal- 
vanized tandem trailer. Illness 
forces sale. $19,500.00. Call 
250-635-1238 
WANTED: USED kayak. Call 
250-798-2200 
New Yamaha 
Ef4600 DX 
Sl,595.00 
Hondo lO00W 
Inverter Generator 
s799.00 
l++ ++; +199]+Heddd++++ I i++++++ ++I 
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Suzuki LT400Z 
Sp0rl Quud, 2003 Model 
*6,995.0*0 
Suzuki Tempter 
650cc Street Bike 
Sl,995.00 
1997 Mere 
60/45 Jet w/controls 
1997 283 Massey Furguson 
tractor• with front end loader. 
2WD. 67hp. 246 hours. 250- $ 3 9 9  5 O0 
842-5434 • • 
THUNDERBIRD RANCH and 
farm equipment. Quality used 
sales and Iocators. Delivery 
available. Dave Crossan 250- 
567-2607. 6km Mapes Road, 
Vanderhoof.BC FCC financing. 
OAC 
l ( IIIIV41; ..,,,,,,,,,,-,,,, 63S.TIPSr 
l!4~!+iii!iii+i :,, 
SEAPORT LIMOUSINE lTD. 
i PASSENGER AND EXPRESS SERVICE I 
Daily scheduled bus service from Stewart to 
Terrace and return, and al'l points in between. Pick- 
up and delivery of goods in Terrace, C.O.D. and 
courier service. 
P.O. Box 217, Stewart, B.C. 
Ph: 636-2622 FAX: 636-2633 
Terrace Depot: 635-7676 
Dry ~ 
SERVICES LTD. 
SPECIALISTS IN CLEANING 
*CHIMNEYS & FURNACES -SEPTIC TANK & DRAINS 
oAIR DUCTS *SEPTIC FIELD FLUSHING 
=BOILERS *CATCH BASIN & SUMP PITS 
*FIREPLACES =REST. GREASE TRAPS 
*A'n'IC INSULATION REMOVAL *ELECTRIC SNAKE 
=AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS =FLOOD CLEAN UPS 
*PAINT BOOTHS *VACUUM EXCAVATION 
Industrial Vacuum Trucks 635-  1 1 32  
I;111 d til:l~ld i l ' i  [I :fLvfl I ~ I~]:ltil;(o]tJ.1 :lgl I [Q fzl ~ I l l  dtIo]:! H ~LvjS~ 
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AIR DUCTS WILL RELIEVE I 
~ A i ~ i 0 ~ . i i w .  I 
I I  
: % ~ . U B  I~B e .~ l l  To place your Community Classified " 
call this newspaper or 
toll free 1-866-669-9222 "e 
L l a S S l T l e a s  classifieds@bccommunitynews.com 
www.communityclassifieds.ca {~ 
CH 2.3 MILLION BC & YUKON READERS FOR $309 OR 11 MILLION READERS NATION-WIDE FOR $1,443 
AUTOMOTIVE BUSINESS EDUCATION FOR SALE MISC. 
2003 FORD F350 4x4 OPPOFITUNITIES A NEW CAREER? Train JUST NEWI Coral 
Crewcab loaded Lariat to be an Apartment/ Calcium "Extra" 100 
short or long box, 15,000 Condominium Manager, capsules and 530 mg of 
kin, $45,900. Call 604- Many jobsl Job placement 100% pure marine coral 
538-9778 or toll-free assistance. All-Areas, calcium Irom Oklnawa, 
1-877-538-9778.D8367 Government Registered Japan. Serving weight 
Program. Information/ 2564 rag. You comparel 
brochure 604.681-5456, 1.866-319.0708, Calgary; 
1 -8 0 0 - 6 6 5 - 8 3 3 9, www.curecanada.com. 
www,rmti.ca. PERSONALS 
AUTO FINANCING 
SECOND CHANCE 
FINANCE, We Say Yes to 
Poor Credit and 
Bankrupts. Select from 
Over 450 Cars - Trucks, 
4x4's - Vans, Call Marry 
604.464-3g41. 
BUILDING SUPPLIES 
ALL NEW WINDOWS 
from $25. All new patio 
doors (6') from $295. 
Westeck Windows, 
Chilliwack, B.C. Ph 1-877- 
606-1166, Fax 604-792- 
5714 
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
CLASSIFIED ADS WORK 
- you're reading them 
nowl Place a 25-word 
classified in 99 B.C. & 
Yukon newspapers for 
only $309. Call 
this newspaper for 
delails, or phone 1.866- 
069-.9222 ext, 3. 
www.communilyclassi[ieds.ca 
TERRACE 
EXISTING LOCATIONS 
AVAILABLE - TrueValue 
Hardware, V&S Options, 
Country Depot. No 
Franchise Fees 
Members receive Yearly 
Dividends. On-going field 
support. Call TruServ 
Canada today and be part 
of our team. Toll-free 
1-800-665-5085. 
ACCESS TO A 
COMPUTER? Put it 
to workl $500+ 
PIT $5000+ FIT. 
www.winningfolks.com or
1-888-376-9347 
BUSINESS LOANS. 
50,000-5 million. Private 
money available. Have 
you been rejected by your 
bank? Business plan and 
cash flow analysis 
services. 1-866.402-6464. 
24 hrs. 
GREAT CANADIAN 
DOLLAR STORE 
franchise opportunities. 
With more than 100 
stores acrOss Canada, we 
offer one of the most 
thrilling and affordable 
franchises to own; 
To learn more, 
visit our website: 
www.dollarstores.com or 
call toll free 1-877-388- 
0123. 
CAREER TRAINING 
BE AN INTERIOR 
DECORATOR with our 
unique home-study 
course. Call for your free 
brochure. 1-800-267- 
1829, Sheffield School of 
Interior Design 1608-38 
McArthur Ave, Ottawa ON 
K1L 6R2 
EMPLOYMENT 
OPPORTUNITIES 
PRESSMAN WANTED for 
commercial sheetfed 
printing. Experience on 
Heidelberg GTO or 
SORMZ preferred. Full. 
time position. Good 
company benefits. Apply 
to Brian McEwen 780- 
875-3362. Fax resume 
780-875-3423. Meridian 
Printing, 5714-44 St., 
Lloydminlster, AB, Tgv 
OB6 
REQUIRED 
IMMEDIATELY 
BOOKKEEPER.  
Wolverine Ford, High 
Level, Alberta currently 
seeking ful l -t ime 
bookkeeper. Previous 
accounting experience 
required. (Ford dealership 
accounting experience 
definile asset). Team 
environment. Only 
applicants selected for 
interview will be 
contacted. Fax resume: 
760-926-3866. Attention: 
Kathy Ardiel, Office 
Manager. Email: 
kathy @ wolverine[ord.com 
"A new level of diesel pushefi" 
NTHER 
,330-505 HP s 2-3 slides * 34-42 ft. * Full Paint 
HUGE SAFARI 
CLEARANCE SALE ... ON NOW! 
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,730  RV,s  . / 
CANADA'S TOP 
PSYCHICS...Are You 
Ready to Believe in 
Psychics Again? Call 
Now, You Won't Be 
Disappointedl 1-900.451- 
7070 $2.95/mlnute 18+. 
DIVORCE SURVIVAL 
STRATEGIES...BeIore 
spending large sums on 
legal fees, call the Family 
Law Centre to understand 
your rights & obligations. 
Our lawyers will present 
you with your optlons & 
offer smart & proven 
strategies to help reduce 
your legal fees, safeguard 
your assets & defend your 
child custody & access 
rights. Don't be a victiml 
"Separate Smart"..Toll- 
Free1-866-879-3529. 
RECREATIONAL 
VEHICLES 
OVER 200 NEW and 
used motorhomes, 5th 
wheels, trailers, van- 
conversions, truck 
campers. Tolal RV Centre 
RV Listing Service. Free 
pick-up Western Canada. 
Voyager RV, Hwy 97, 
Winfield, B.C. 1-800-668- 
1447. www.voyagerRV.ca 
1978 18 1/2' CITATION Sleeps 
six, three way fridge, stove 
oven. Lots of storage. Excellent 
condition, very clean. $4000.00 
obo. Call 250-638-0355 for a 
tour. 
1980 VANGUARD 11' camper 
with extended bumper, stairs, 
$4500.00 obo. Canopy for full 
size Ford p/u, $800.00 obo. Call 
250-635-2213or 250.615-7043 
SAFARI by MONACO 
Diesel Pushers 
330 - 505 HP, 2-  3 slides, 
34 .42  ft., a new level of 
diesel pusher 
I~, ' . ' t ' . ' r ;R,q,  l'/~j ~: l  i r[ ~ .  i 
1987 34FT motorhome, New 
tires, batteries, 454 engine. In 
very good shape, Located on 
Welsh Ave, $18,000 obo or 
trade on house. Call 250-635- 
9123 
BONAIR TEBT trailer. Stove, 
Ice box, sleeps six, good cond. 
$3200 obo. Call 250-615-0415 
1996 CAVALIER 5speed. Ex- 
cellent condition. 90,O00kms. 
Call 250-847-4159 
2001 HONDA CRV GT. Fully 
loaded, bike rack, low mileage. 
Excellent condition. $25,000.O0. 
Call 250.635-2197 
1981 OKANAGAN 24' motor 
home, E350. Asking $10,000.00 
obo. Call 250.635-6989 
1991 GMC J immy $4750.00 
obo. 1990 Mazda 4X4 automat- 
ic with canopy. Phone 250-615- 
0321 
1999 GMC J immy 4door, fully 
loaded, no leather, 73,000kin. 
$19,900.00 obo. 250-638-1831 
TOYOTA 4RUNNER.  1999 
SRS, V6 4X4 Sunroof, a/c. 
92,000 hwy kms. Extended war- 
anty. $24,995.00, Call 250-798- 
2027 
2000 GMC Sterra Ext cab 1500. 
Low kilometers with canopy. 
Extended warranty. Excellent 
condition. $25,000.00, Call 250- 
635-5445 
Best Buyl 1997 GMC 2X4 pick- 
up. 64,O00km V6 auto, with: '1 
, , , o . . . . . .  o _ _  
lil ,lll 5j tires/rims and additional .(~rl~}~,"_l~L~ 45,000km extended warranty. 250-615-9977 
NOTICE TO 
CREDITORS AND 
OTHERS 
Re: The edcte eL 
CATHERINE ANNE DEAN 
also known as 
CATHERINE ANN COLUNSON 
Deceased formerly of Terrace, BC 
Creditors and others having claims 
against he estate of CATHERINE 
ANNE DEAN are hereby notified 
under seclion 38 af the Trustee Act 
t~ot particulars oFtheir claims hould 
be sent to the undersigned 
Administrator at #200-4630 Lazelle 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C., VBG 1 $6, on 
or before the 23rd day eL JuLy, 2003, 
offer which date the Execulor will dis- 
I ibute the estate among the parties 
entitled to it, having regard only to 
the claims that have then been 
received.- 
BERNARD MICHAEL DEAN 
Adn~nistrator 
Warner Bondstra Brown, 
Solicitors 
STEEL BUILDINGS : 
FUTURE STEEL ' 
BUILDINGS. Durable, 
Dependable, Pre- 
Engineered. All-Steel 
Structures, Custom-made 
to suit your needs and 
requirements. Factory- 
Dlrectl affordable prices. 
Call 1-800-668-8653 ext. 
536 for free brochure. 
B.C. BUILDING 
SALE...Go Canadian 
Manufacturer Direct and 
Save. Many Shapes and 
Sizes. Example: 30 X 40 
$8,890.00. Pioneer 1-800- 
668-5422. Visit our gallery 
at pioneersteel.com. 
Since 1980. 
TRAVEL 
SILVER STAR CLUB 
RESORT, Special 
summer weekly rates, 
suites with full kitchens. 
From $54g studio, $649 ' 
one bedroom. See 
www.silverstarclubresort,c 
am for virtual tour. Call 
1-800.610.0805, .: 
TIMESHARE RESALES-' 
Rii® Stroman - Since 
1979. Buy.Sell-Refit- 
Exchange. World Wide 
Selection. Call howl . 
1-800-201-0864. 
TRUCKS 
A1 TRUCK LOANS. 
• Trucks, cars, vans, SUVs, 
4x4s, crewcabs, diesels. 
Credit issues? We have 
the money. 0 down, 0.6% 
interest. Feel free I 
to call anytime. I Applications/inventory @ www.credit-klng.com. 
For more information, 
please contact: 
The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, Julyo, 2003-  B1 
's BEST BUY 
; : :  ", ', , • . , '. - 
,455 
bine~l Circulation 
STANDARD 
3210 CLINTON STREET, TERRACE, B.C. 638-7283 
Kidney  d isease  s t r i kes  fami l ies ,  not  on ly  ind iv idua ls .  
When a K idney  Foundat ion  vo lunteer  knocks  on  your  door ,  p lease  g ive  generous ly .  
THE I~ JDNEY FOUNDATION OF CANADA 
www.k idney .ca  
24/7 1-800-650-4829 . . . . .  .. 
BAILIFF SALE - 50% OFF SALE 
JADA'S FASHION AND BRIDAL BOUTIQUE 
Caledonia Bailiffs will sell all inventory, some fixtures, desk, Lax 
machine, and more located at 106-4716 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, 6.C. 
Friday, July 11,2003 [ram 2:00 pm-7:00 pm 
Saturday, July 12, 2003 from 10:00 am-3:00 pm while quantities last. 
All items Must Be Sold 
Cash Sale Only, No Interact, Cheques Or Credit Cards, All Soles Final 
Limited Entry May Be Necessary 
For further information, please contact us at: (250) 635-7649 
I I I I i '11 I I I I  I 
INVITATION TO TENDER . 
SERVICE ROAD CONSTRUCTION ~ FOREST 
CONTRACT EN2004TSKHA-416 
Sealed tenders for the following Forest Sen/Ice Road Construction contract will be 
received by the BC Timber Sales Manager, Skoone Business Area, #200-5220 Keith 
Avenue, Terrace, British Columbia VSG 1L1 on the dates shown below, at which time 
all tenders will be opened In public: 
Contract: EN2004TSKHA-418 Contact: AI Harrison, Engineering Technician 
Closing Date: July 18, 2003 at O:00 e,m. 
Phone: 250.842-7623 (Hazelton Reid Team) 
PartIculars: Subgrade Contraction of 1.9 km of the Gall Creek Forest Service Road 
Tenders must be submitted in accordance with the terms and conditions peoft[ed In 
the tender package. The lowest priced or any tender will not necessarily be accepted. 
The successful Contractor must meet the eligibility requirements as outlined In the 
Conditions of Tender. 
The awarding of the contract Is subject o the availability of funds for the year field 
work Is required, Further Information may be obtained by contacting the above men- 
tioned Engineering Technician, 
Plans may be viewed end/or obtained for a non-refundabte f e of $25.00 (including 
PST & GST) after June S0, 2003, from the Terrace Timber Sales Office, at the above 
address, 
BC Ferry Author i ty  - Call for Nominat ions  
The Coastal Ferry Act mandates a role for coastal regional districts, in the nomination 
process for the Board of Directors of the B.C. Ferry Authority which directs the affairs 
of British Columbia Ferry 
Services Inc. The Skeena. \ 
Queen Charlotte and Kitimat- 
Stikine Regional Districts are 
seeking expressions of interest 
from qualified individuals who 
wish to be considered for positions 
as members of the Board of the B.C. 
Ferry Authority, commencing April 1, 
2004. 
The Kitimat-Stikine, Skeena-Queen 
Charlotte, Central Coast and Mount 
Waddington Regional Districts togeth 
be nominating three to five individua 
B.C. Ferry Authority for consideratior 
members of the Board. 
Detailed information is available on I 
Ferry Aulhority's website at 
~n~v.bc fer ryauthor i ty .com.  Infi 
available includes a backgrounder o 
Ferry Authority Board of Directors, a 
profile, and a Board candidate nomi 
Individuals interested in being considered for nomination are requested to complete a 
nomination form available on the B.C. Ferry Authority website at 
www.bcferryauthority.com. 
Completed nomination forms will be accepted until the close of business on Friday, 
August 8, 2003. We thank you for your interest; however, only short-listed candidates 
will be contacted. 
Completed nomination forms should be forwarded to the Regional District office in 
which you reside: 
Regional District of Kitlmat-Stlkine 
Attention: Robert Marcellin, Administrator 
300 - 4545 Lazelle Avenue 
Terrace, BC VBG 4E1 
Tel: 250-615-6100 
Fax: 250-635-9222 
Email: lnfo@rdks.bc.ca 
Skeena-Queen Charlotte Regional District 
Attention: Janet B0il, Administrator 
100 - 1 st Avenue 
Prince Rupert, BC VSJ 1A6 
Tel: 250-624-2002 
Fax: 250-627-8493 
Email: sqcrd@sqcrd.bc:ca 
A 
Ter race  Peaks  Summer  Cantps  
am a fun way for clildvm ages 6 and up to continue 
thdr gymnastics training or lesrn the skilh of 
gymnaslic~ Camps indu& a v~iety of~fivitim 
including ~m~ mi~j mc~ ~d n & ~mt~ 
Choose from our full day camp or half day camps 
Full day camp: $150.00 
Half  day: $80.00 
(morning or at aoon) 
Eady  dmp~f f l  late pldk up: 
(30 minutes maximum ) , 
SummerInmranee: 
*q'hk ~, ~q~ral ta ~ pmi~ wh~ Im~t~bem n~=~d 
tn a Temm Patla WOlOam dm'h~ the 2002t203 Semen. 
July 7th July l l th  
July 14th July 18th 
Ju!y 21st July 25th 
{fuly 28th Aug lst 
[ Summer  Camp 2oo3 
$15.00/week 
$5.00 
Cmnp Schedul~ . ' ~ ]  
9:00 Check-in 
9:15-9:30 warm-up games & 
stretching 
9:30-10:45 g~mnastics 
10:45-11,:15 snack brealdenLfts 
11:15-12:00 gymnastics 
12:00 1/2day campers leave 
12:00-1:00 Lunch (campers stay = thegym) 
1 .~0-1:15 warm-up games & flexilility 
1:15-2:45 gymnastics 
2:45-3:15 snack brcaldcrafl 
3:1.5..4:00 gymm~cdgames 
4:00 campers go hm, w 
Parent  & Tot  Summer  Program 
Terrace ,~eaks i excitat o offer summer 
pr~rams for Parent & Tots, Join us for a 
.week of gymna~ics and crafts` We are 
offering an hour full of games, gymnasffcs 
and crafts` 
Ages: 2 & 3year aids 
Parents partldpation 
10:30-11:30 
$3O.0O 
**$5.00 Insurance Is requked lt'your child hcvn't par. 
tlclpated lna program during the 2002/03 season 
Mlnlnum 5sludents requlred for session to be held 
Preschool Summer Proqrarns 
Join nsln the aflernoon for an enjoyable 
pmgram for the 4 & 5 year oids. They wlllbe 
entertained for the hour wi~ crafts, games 
and gymnastics` 
Ages 4 & 5 year aids 
2:30-3:30 
s3s.oo : 
**$5.00 Insurance is required ifyour child 
hasn't parflcipated in a program durlng the 
2002.03 season 
To register plea~e contact: 
Terrace Peaks Gymnastics Club 
Box 2.12, 
Terrace, BC 
VSG 4A6 
Phone: 638-0447 
B12- The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, July 9, 2003 
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I Puddin' head 
MATTHEW SCOTT (below) left no section of his 
face uncovered as he dug into a bowl of chocolate 
pudding to come up as the winner in a pudding 
eating contest held July 1 at Heritage Park. Driz- 
zling rain didn't stop those who attended from en- 
joying a birthday cake, exhibits and other events. 
I Per fec t  
pouring 
MAXINE INGLIS serves 
to Helene McRae and 
Kathleen Varner at the 
July 1 Strawberry Tea 
hosted by Preceptor 
Gamma Omicron chap- 
ter of Beta Sigma Phi. It 
was held at Heritage 
Park on Canada Day. It 
is one of the events tied 
to the city,s 75th anni- 
versary year. 
NORTHERN HEALTH 
author i ty  
COME AND JOIN US FOR THE 
OPEN HOUSE 
OF THE 
NORTH~VEST COMMUNITY 
iI~MODIALYSIS UNIT 
MILLS MEMORIAL HOSPITAL 
Thursday, July 10, 2003 
11:00 am - 1:00 pm 
Refreshments will be served in the lobby 
-, Batter boy 
FIREFIGHTER IAN Buchanan uses a high-tech de- 
vice and skill in pouring perfect circles of pancakes 
for the skillet at the annual July 1 firefighters' pan- 
cake breakfast at the Terrace firehall. Terrace and 
Thornhill firefighters served up food, the Thornhill 
Junior Secondary band provided music and young 
and old alike enjoyed rides on fire trucks. 
Fly Fishing for Big Rainbows in Dragon Lake 
' : '  ! ~  DL~kg i o n ronomids, dragonfly patterns and leeches when using a . - :~~ ~:~-~'~-~"  ~ ~'~ ~ ' ~  ~ ............................................... :~<~ 
~.~i.~:~.:!~3!~ ~ ~  sinking line. 
• .~,:; ~ . . ,~  ,~.:~ ...-~.,~te~,~, medium size For gear fishing, small spinners, such as Blue Foxes, l~rom Terrace, follow Highway 16 west to Kalum 
• ~ .... ~ ' ~ ~ ~ ~ '  lake north of Panther Martins and Mepps lures work well--but keep / "Lake Drive, also known as the Nisga'a Highway. 
Follow this road north, 110 km, past New Aiyansh and Ang lersAt las ,co~-  Terrace, in the 
Nass Valley. 
Rainbow trout are the popular sport fish in this lake, 
and prized by fly fishers. 
Bruce Bystrom from Misty River Tackle & Hunting 
says the rainbow trout in this lake can get very large, 
and the fishing is good year round. 
#, Bystrom recommends dry and wet flies 
when going after the rainbows. The a~:  
wet flies he recommends trying o~%~'~-~.  ::~ :
are muddler minnows, chi- .<t~ .................. 
Cuicit Facts 
Gazet ted  Names  
• Dragon  Lake  
Sur face  Area  
• 531 Hectares  
(1,312 Acres) 
Maximum Depth  
• 9.5 metres 
(31 feet )  
Elevation. 
• 185 metres  
(607feet) / 
© The Angler's 
Atlas, 2003 , 
the hooks small. 
No special restrictions apply to this lake, but make sure 
to consult the BC Freshwater Fishing Regulations 
Synopsis for the regional and provincial guidelines. 
Bystrom reminds all anglers that 
[}, ~ Dragon Lake is in bear country--  
,~ both grizzly and black, and urges 
everyone to use caution when 
fishing and suggests bringing 
1 !:~~ ii~iil al, nag bear bangers and spray. For more informa- 
tion about this lake, 
~ o n t a c t  Bruce 
::: Bystrom at Misty 
~:~:¢,~:~:. River Tackle & 
Hunting. 
the Nass Camp, to Dragon Lake. The lake is located 
about six kilometres past the camp, on the Nass Forest 
Service Road. 
Dragon Lake has a medium size recreation 
site in a semi-open area with eleven vehicle North 
units. There is a boat launch and dock at the 
site, and it is RV accessible. 
Note: Dragon Lake can also be reached 
from Hwy 37N by turning west onto the 
Nass FSR at Cranberry Junction. Continue 
west on the Nass FSR for about 42 km. 
Caut ion:  Do not  use this map for  nav igat iona l  pur -  
poses.  Th is  map may not reflect current conditions. 
Uncharted hazards may exist. Base Map @Province o f  
British Columbia.  Fisheries data obtained f rom Province 
o f  British Columbia. 
0 112 KIIometre : 
0 112 Mile 
Depth  contours  
#hown in  feet  
FAMILY RESTAURAN11 t~,~_ I 
Ucensed ' , '~  ~ 1  
. Off. N ~ DAYS A WEEK ~r~M,~l  
Featuring Fresh ~k~,:~.~Ptt~,~/3~.~ I 
Halibut E, Cod ~;~[~,~~ 
DAILY F~TURESt "~,~ ~!~!~,./~ 
A great dining ~,,~ ; ~  
experience l~ . ~ j~ J  
every taste & budge L ,~,~ 
°L ,  ..( 
I F .  =e r.,aiiil;'lor'yTuT~-~l 
60II 
14702 Lakelse Ave., Terrace i
I 635.6302 I 
I~  KITSUMKALUM 
KMPO GAS BAR 
Fill your 20lb. propane bottle 
HOW&SAVE! 
e Marine Gas * Fishing Tackle 
e Full service at a serf serve'price 
24 HOURS A DAY 
Reel in a Deal at 
M V k  p survey 
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| .  Processed 1 J 
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